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ABSTRACT
It is believed that proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are going to be
exploited as power generation devices for stationary, automotive, and portable applications in the
near future because of their high performance and environmental friendliness. Up to the present,
wide spread utilization of PEMFCs is not viable because of their cost and durability in the
presence of fuel and oxidant stream impurities. These impurities include NH3, hydrocarbons, CO,
CO2, halogenated compounds, cations, etc. The objective of this research was to investigate the
effect of these harmful contaminants containing in the H2 fuel stream on the operation and
durability of individual components in a fuel cell, to develop new diagnostic strategies to
quantitatively and individually examine the conductivity of the ionomer and catalyst activity, and to
suggest an approach to mitigate the effect of impurities and enhance fuel cell durability and
performance.
It is known that NH3 is one of the most detrimental impurities to proton transport in the
Nafion membrane and ionomer layers. In this study, the effect of NH4+ ions and NH3 on liquidphase conductivity at ambient temperature and on gas-phase conductivity at typical fuel cell
conditions (30-100%RH and 80C) of Nafion membranes was investigated via electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy.

It was found that the liquid-phase and gas-phase conductivities

decrease linearly and exponentially with an increase in the NH4+ ion composition in the
membrane (yNH4+), respectively. In the presence of gas-phase NH3, the conductivity decreased
with time-on-stream and reached steady-state. The kinetics of conductivity decrease were slower
at higher humidities.

The humidity and yNH4+ appear to have a combined effect on the

conductivity of Nafion.
Experimental results suggested that proton conductivity in a Nafion membrane is affected
not only by yNH4+ but also by its distribution. The NH4+ ions in the aqueous phase NH4+ ionexchanged membranes were homogeneously distributed, while those in the gas phase NH3poisoned membrane were non-uniformly distributed. It was found that at the same NH4+/NH3
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uptake in Nafion membranes, the conductivities of these two kinds of membranes were not the
+

+

same, except for the conductivity of membranes in the pure H - and NH4 -forms. Therefore, the
effect of NH4

+

ion distribution on Nafion conductivity at conditions relevant to fuel cell

environments and at room temperature in deionized (DI) water was investigated. The gas-phase
conductivities of non-uniformly poisoned membranes were ca. 1.07–1.86 times larger than those
+

of uniformly poisoned membranes, depending on humidity, contamination level, and NH4 ion
distribution. On the other hand, the effect of NH4+ ion distribution on liquid-phase conductivities
cannot be examined due to rapid redistribution of ions in the Nafion under this condition.
It has been previously reported that during MEA preparation and/or fuel cell operation,
foreign cationic ions such as Na+, Ca2+, Ni2+, Fe3+, etc., deriving from the gas supply, corrosion of
materials, and other sources, accumulate in a PEMFC and cause a significant decrease in
conductivity. In this study, the influence of nonproton-containing cations (Mn+ = Na+, Ca2+, and
Fe3+) on conductivity of Nafion membranes was quantitatively investigated both in DI water at
room temperature (25C) and in the gas phase at 80C under conditions similar to in a typical
PEMFC. It was found that the impact of metal cations on liquid-phase conductivity was less
severe than that on gas-phase conductivity. The conductivity of contaminated membranes in the
Mn+-form was 12 times and 6-125 times less than the H+-form at 25C in DI water and at 80°C in
gas phase, respectively depending on humidity.
Even if a fuel cell is operated in neat H2 fuel and oxidant streams, it has been confirmed
that the degradation of PEMFC performance can occur due to formation of H2O2 and material
corrosion during fuel cell operations. Previous studies have reported that Nafion is not chemically
stable under these severe conditions. A quantitative examination of properties and conductivities
of degraded Nafion membranes at conditions relevant to a working fuel cell (30-100 %RH and
80C) was performed. It was found that the degradation degree, water uptake, and conductivity
of H2O2-treated membranes depended strongly on an Fe content and H2O2 treatment time. The
properties and degradation level of H2O2-exposed Nafion observed in this study were compared
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with those reported in the literature and found to be in agreement considering differences in
membrane treatment conditions and in membrane types.
Due to the lack of information about the effect of impurities on Nafion ionomer and the
difficulty of conventional conductivity measurements in the catalyst layer of a PEMFC, an easy
and convenient approach was initially developed in this work to quantitatively investigate the
effect of impurities on proton availability and conductivity of Nafion components (membrane and
ionomer in a catalyst layer). We developed and used an acid-catalysed reaction (esterification),
since proton/acid sites in Nafion are crucial for both of proton transport and esterification. A
thorough investigation of Nafion components as used in a general fuel cell was performed and
quantitative results reported for the first time for physical and chemical properties, conductivity,
and activation energy of a contaminated/degraded Nafion at conditions relevant to fuel cell. It
was found that the new methodology with correlation could predict accurately the conductivity of
Nafion membranes contaminated with other impurity species (i.e., NH3, Na+, etc.).

Further

investigation examined the proton availabilities of supported Nafion (Nafion on carbon and on
Pt/C), as exists in the catalyst layer used in a PEMFC, in order to predict its conductivity. The
effect of NH3 exposure on proton composition (yH+) of supported Nafion was similar to that of a
Nafion membrane under the same conditions, indicating the possibility to use esterification to
predict the conductivity in a catalyst layer. It was found that the predicted effective conductivities
at practical fuel cell conditions of an NH4+-poisoned cathode catalyst layer obtained from the yH+
values (determined from esterification) and from the agglomerate model were found to
correspond well with results available in the literature.
Another harmful impurity for PEMFC performance is CO.

It significantly affects the

hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) on Pt in the anode catalyst layer by interacting strongly to the
Pt surface and blocking sites for H2 dissociation. The aim of this work was to quantitatively
analyze the surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C at conditions similar to a conventional fuel
cell environment, since this parameter is crucial to fuel cell performance, especially in the
presence of CO. A new diagnostic approach, H2-D2 switch with Ar purge (HDSAP), was used to

iv

investigate the amount of exchangeable adsorbed hydrogen on Pt surface during CO exposure.
It was found that the presence of humidity decreases the kinetics of CO adsorption and increases
in the amount of exchangeable surface hydrogen on Pt catalysts.

This is because water

competitively adsorbs on Pt sites, pore condensation hinders CO to diffuse to Pt sites, and
dissociated water increases the concentration of exchangeable hydrogen on the Pt surface. The
experimental results imply that water vapor helps diminish the effect of CO poisoning on Pt/C and
better CO tolerance is expected at higher humidities.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Fuel cells offer a lot of advantages over other energy conversion technologies. There are
five different kinds of fuel cells: proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), phosphoric acid
fuel cells (PAFC), molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC), solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFC), and alkaline
fuel cells (AFC). The electrochemical principles for all fuel cell types are similar, but the operating
conditions, materials, fuel types, applications, and performance are different.
PEMFCs are considered to be promising candidates over other types of fuel cells for
future electric power generation devices used in portable, transportation, and stationary
applications.

This is because of their distinguishing features including low operating

temperatures (low to subfreezing temperatures), rapid start-up, quiet operation, and high power
®

density. Currently, Nafion and Pt-based catalysts are commonly used in the state-of-the-art
PEMFC due to their outstanding conductive properties and thermal/chemical/physical stability
and their superior catalytic activity and durability, respectively.

However, material cost, fuel

availability and storage, durability, and tolerance to impurities are major barriers to fuel cell
implementation. Typically, a PEMFC utilizes air as an oxidant and hydrogen fuel generated by an
external reforming of hydrocarbons with steam, air, or a combination of these two. Reforming
yields a hydrogen-rich steam containing small amounts of impurities {i.e., CO, NH3, CO2,
hydrocarbons, sulfur compounds, etc.}. However, even the best contaminant clean-up systems
(i.e., preferential oxidation (PROX), selective methanation, H2 selective membrane, pressure or
temperature swing adsorption (PSA, TSA), etc.) leave residual amounts of impurities, which can
severely affect the performance of fuel cell.
It is known that in the absence of impurities, the process for H2 activation at the anode in
a PEMFC is relatively fast compared to that for proton transport via the catalyst layers and the
membrane to the cathode.

In the presence of contaminants, on the other hand, PEMFC

performance could be limited by the kinetics of hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and oxygen
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reduction reaction (ORR) on catalysts and/or proton transport within the catalyst layers and the
membrane, depending on operating conditions, types and concentrations of impurities, and
tolerance of impurities to fuel cell components. For example, previous studies have found that
even trace amounts (10 – 50 ppm) of CO significantly deteriorate the efficiency of the fuel cell due
to the decrease in hydrogen surface concentration and the slow rate of hydrogen dissociation on
+

+

2+

2+

3+

catalysts. In addition, ppm levels of NH3 and/or foreign cationic ions (NH4 , Na , Ca , Fe , Fe ,
etc.), originating from gas supply, corrosion of materials, and other sources, drastically affect
Nafion conductivity because these cations preferentially adsorb on or interact with sulfonic sites
and have low ionic mobility compared to protons. It is well-accepted that the influence of these
contaminants on both proton conductivity in Nafion and catalytic activity on Pt catalysts is critical
to performance and durability of fuel cell components. A fundamental understanding of these
effects is necessary before prediction and improvement of stability, performance, and lifetime of a
PEMFC can be achieved. However, up to the present, the quantitative examination for the effect
of impurities on individual PEMFC components at conventional fuel cell conditions has not been
well yet established in the literature. Most studies have investigated and evaluated the impact of
impurities on the overall fuel cell performance or have conducted experiments at conditions very
far from normal fuel cell operations because of convenience, limitation of diagnostic techniques
and instruments, and assumptions made for data analysis.

Also, most characterization

techniques employed in those studies have been destructive techniques. The invention of an
alternative non-destructive technique would be advantageous to future work in terms of labor,
cost, and time.
The aim of this research has focused on an investigation of the impact of impurities (e.g.,
NH3, cations, CO, hydrocarbons, etc.) containing in the H2 fuel stream and other sources on the
operation and durability of individual component in fuel cells, the development of new diagnostic
strategies to quantitatively examine the impact of these harmful contaminants on the membrane
conductivity and the catalyst activity, and strategies to mitigate the effect of impurities and to
enhance fuel cell durability.
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CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND
Currently, petroleum, natural gas, and coal are primarily utilized in the world’s power
consumption devices. However, due to their high price and limited resources during the last two
decades, a great deal of attention has been drawn to the development of alternative fuels (i.e.,
biofuels, hydrogen, biomass sources, etc.) and other energy conversion technologies (i.e., solar
cells, fuel cells, biomass gasification, etc.). Recently, fuel cell technology, especially for proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), have shown potential as a promising candidate in the
near future for wide-spread energy-converting devices for portable, automotive, stationary, and
micropower applications [1].

This is because they provides a lot of benefits over other

technologies, for example, high energy density compared to their size, high efficiency due to no
energy loss from moving parts, rapid start-up, quiet operation, low operating temperature, and low
polluted emission [2-5]. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a general overview of PEMFCs.

2.1 Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) fundamentals
A PEMFC consists of a membrane electrode assembly (MEA), which includes 2 gas
diffusion layers (GDL), 2 catalyst layers (CL) and a membrane between the cathode and anode
electrodes. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, an MEA of a single cell of PEMFC is two electrodes
(cathode and anode) having a catalyst embedded in them separated by a proton-conducting
membrane. Streams of H2 fuel and oxidant (i.e., air) are supplied to the anode side and cathode,
respectively. The oxidation of H2 at the anode produces protons and electrons. Protons are
transferred across a membrane to the cathode, while the electrons are transported through an
external circuit producing electric power. On the cathode catalyst, O2 reacts with protons and
electrons (from an external circuit) to generate heat and water.

The water is subsequently

removed from the catalyst layer at a specific rate to prevent flooding in the system and to
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maintain a certain level of membrane humidification. The electrochemical reactions occurred
within the cell are shown as follows:

Anode

:

H 2  2 H   2e 

Cathode

:

Overall

:

1 O2  2 H   2e   H 2 O
2
H 2  1 O2  H 2 O  Electrical Energy  Heat Energy
2

Figure 2.1 Schematic of one unit of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).
The product formed by this reaction is water which is crucial to proton transport and
PEMFC performance. As protons are transported from the anode to cathode, they also drag
water molecules with them causing dehydration in the anode side (electro-osmotic drag effect).
On the other hand, produced water at the cathode is partly removed from the cell to prevent cell
flooding and partly back diffused to the anode. Generally, water transport inside fuel cells entails
two competing effects: at the anode, the membrane proton conductivity increases with the
membrane water content; therefore, the membrane should be as hydrated as possible. However,
excess water may accumulate in the cathode pores and CL, which causes mass transport
limitations and decreases fuel cell performance. An optimum water content in the membrane and
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CL is hence necessary for a high performance PEMFC. It has been reported that a typical fuel
-

cell requires a hydration level (H2O) of ca. 10-15 mol H2O/mol –SO3 in the Nafion [6].

2.2 Fuel cell components
Gas diffusion layer (GDL): Generally, anode and cathode GDLs or gas diffusion media
(GDM) are made of fibrous, porous, and/or hydrophobic material (i.e., carbon cloth, carbon paper)
to ensure that hydrogen and air streams are efficiently distributed to the active of the electrode, to
prevent water condensation inside the pore, to provide mechanical support of the membrane and
the catalyst layers, to conduct excess heat, and to facilitate electron transport from the catalyst
layer to an external circuit [5].
Anode and cathode catalyst: An effective catalyst for PEMFCs should have high
mechanical strength, high electrical conductivity, low corrosion, high porosity, ease of
manufacturability, and excellent catalytic activity [7]. Currently, Pt-based catalysts are the most
commonly used in typical PEMFCs because they have low overpotential and high catalytic
activity and stability for the electrochemical reactions at both the cathode and the anode [5, 8].
Typical fuel cells operate at 60-90C. Operation at higher temperatures is desirable because it
yields high electrochemical kinetics, a simplified water management system, and enhances
contamination resistance [9]. However the hydration level in Nafion severely decreases at high
temperature, resulting in the limitation in proton transport. An optimum operating temperature is
required to maximize fuel cell performance.
Membrane and ionomer in a catalyst layer: A solid electrolyte for PEMFCs must be
excellent proton transport material, but not allow either gas or electrons to pass through to the
other side of the cell (gas crossover and electron short circuit). Generally, perfluorosulfonic acid
(PFSA) membranes, especially Nafion® membranes, have been generally used as an electrolyte
in PEMFCs because of their excellent conductive property, superior hydrolytic and oxidative
stability, and stable performance in fuel cell applications [10-13]. They are synthesized by radical
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copolymerization of tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) and perfluorinated vinyl ether sulfonyl fluoride, and
then by hydrolysis of the sulfonyl fluoride groups [14-15]. The final form of this polymer is then
processed to form non-reinforced films and dispersions.

®

The molecular structure of Nafion

PFSA ionomer is depicted in Figure 2.2. It can be seen in that it has semi-crystalline structure
and consists of 2 regions: a hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone providing
chemical/mechanical/thermal stability and short hydrophilic perfluoroether side chains terminated
with sulfonic acid (-SO3H) groups involved in the transport of protons.

Figure 2.2 Chemical structure of Nafion®.
To date, the real morphology of Nafion is still not clear. There are several proposed
models in the literature, which describe the microscopic morphology of Nafion structure.

In

Figure 2.3, the most well-accepted model for Nafion structure, called the cluster-network model of
Gierke and Hsu [16], consists of inverted micelles with 40 Å in diameter in connection with 10 Å
channels. When contacting the membrane, water concentrated near acidic groups form a nanosized hydrate cluster as shown in the Figure 2.3. These clusters are separated by channels which
serve for proton transport. If the water content is low, the channels break, thus preventing proton
transport.

Depending on the hydration level and the nature of Nafion, protons are mainly

transported by 2 mechanisms (Grötthuss and vehicle mechanisms as shown in Figure 2.4). The
Grötthuss or proton-hopping mechanism is involved the process of protons being handed-off from
a H3O+ molecule to a H2O molecule, which requires water molecules to be in the vicinity of each
other [17-18].

This mechanism relies mainly on the rate of polymer reorganization [19].

Generally, the vehicle mechanism or diffusion mechanism is slower than the Grötthuss
mechanism and depends strongly on the diffusion rate of the vehicle [19]. It was found that in the
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absence of cationic contamination in Nafion, the vehicle mechanism dominates proton
conductance at high temperature (85C), while the Grötthuss mechanism governs at low to
moderate temperature (25-55C) [19-20]. For cationic-contaminated Nafion, on the other hand,
+

+

+

protons and foreign cations (i.e., Li , NH4 , Na ) are conducted by Grötthuss and vehicle
mechanism, respectively [21].

Figure 2.3 Cluster-network model for the morphology of hydrated Nafion (redrawn from ref. [22]).

Figure 2.4 A simplified model of proton transport mechanisms within an ionic Nafion cluster
(redrawn from refs. [21, 23]).
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2.3 H2 production
Since the energy required to produce hydrogen from hydrocarbon fuels is much less than
from water, H2 is mainly generated by reforming of fossil fuels. Figure 2.5 presents the general
process for large scale H2 manufacture.

Typically, a PEMFC utilizes the H2 generated by

reforming using stream and/or air. Depending on operating conditions, feedstock, and types of
reformer, these processes yield a H2-rich stream, which contains 40-75% H2, 0.5-1% CO, 15-25%
CO2, 15-30% H2O, and 0-25% N2 before purification [24] The main reactions taking place in the
reforming process are shown as follows [1]:
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CO oxidation:

CO  O2  CO2

(2.11)

Figure 2.5 Schematic for reforming processes for H2 production [1].
Table 2.1 H2 fuel quality standards for PEMFCs.
Specification

Value

Hydrogen fuel (minimum, %)

99.99

Total Gases (maximum, ppm v/v)

100.00

Water (maximum, ppm v/v)

5

Total Hydrocarbons (maximum, ppm, v/v)

2

Oxygen (maximum, ppm, v/v)

5

Helium (maximum, ppm, v/v)

100

Nitrogen and Argon (maximum, ppm, v/v)

100

Carbon dioxide (maximum, ppm, v/v)

2

Carbon monoxide (maximum, ppm, v/v)

0.2

Total Sulfur Compounds (maximum, ppm, v/v)

0.004

Formaldehyde (maximum, ppm, v/v)

0.01

Formic Acid (maximum, ppm, v/v)

0.2

Ammonia (maximum, ppm, v/v)

0.1

Total Halogenated Compounds (maximum, ppm, v/v)

0.05

Particulate Size (maximum, µm)

10

Particulate Concentration (maximum, µg/L @ NTP)

1
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After the fuel reforming process, a H2-rich mixture is further purified, using reliable
technology (i.e., preferential oxidation (PROX), membrane, pressure swing adsorption (PSA),
cryogenic separations, etc.). These processes are able to provide high purity H2 fuel that meets
the requirements of H2 fuel standards (Table 2.1).

2.4 Research objectives
According to DOE and Japanese NEDO reports, the expected lifetimes of automotive and
stationary fuel cells in 2010 are approximately 5,000 h and 40,000 h, respectively, and should be
improved before they are implemented in the future [25]. Proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC) technology is considered to be one of the most promising candidates for these
applications. There are many kinetic steps that can govern the overall PEMFC performance (i.e.,
mass transportation of H2 fuel and oxidant streams, proton conductivity of ionomer in a
membrane and/or catalyst layer, and kinetics of catalytic activity on Pt catalysts, etc.), depending
on operating conditions, types and level of impurities in feed streams, and durability of materials.
Up to the present, the detailed and quantitative study for the individual components of a PEMFC
at typical fuel cell conditions has not been yet established in the literature, especially in the
presence of impurities. Most investigations have examined the overall performance of a PEMFC
and/or perform the experiments at conditions not relevant to optimum fuel cell operation. A
fundamental understanding for the effect of contaminants on each fuel cell components at
practical fuel cell environments is extremely important. The objectives of this research were:


Performance testing and durability evaluation of components in a proton-exchange

membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).


Examination of the effect of contaminants and active radicals on the performance and

stability of Nafion membranes and ionomers.
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Development of an innovative and convenient technique to predict the Nafion conductivity

and to examine H2 dissociation activity on Pt/C catalysts at the anode during impurity exposure in
a fuel cell. The approaches for this investigation are shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 Strategy for deconvolution of impurities effects on a PEMFC.
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CHAPTER THREE
INFLUENCE OF AMMONIA ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF NAFION MEMBRANES
[As published in Journal of Power Sources, 195, (2010), 30-38]
Abstract
The effect of NH3 and NH4+ poisoning on the conductivity of Nafion membranes was
investigated via electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
+

prepared with different NH4

The conductivities of membranes

compositions were measured in deionized water at room

temperature and compared to those at 80C in a gas phase for various relative humidities. The
liquid-phase conductivity decreased linearly with an increase in the NH4+ composition in the
membrane (yNH4+), with that of the NH4+-form having a conductivity 25% that of the H+-form. The
gas-phase conductivity of the NH4+-form, on the other hand, declined by 66 – 98% relative to the
H+-form depending on humidity. The conductivities of fresh membranes in the presence of gasphase NH3 at different humidities were also studied. The conductivity decreased with time-onstream and reached the same conductivity at a given humidity regardless of the NH3
concentration, but the time to reach steady-state varied with NH3 concentration. The yNH4+ at
steady-state conductivity was equivalent for all the NH3 concentrations studied. The kinetics of
conductivity decrease was slower at higher humidities. The humidity and y NH4+ appear to have a
concerted effect on the conductivity. The quantitative conductivity data under practical fuel cell
conditions should be useful for future fuel cell modeling.
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3.1 Introduction
Energy security, local pollution levels, and climate change are issues driving the
development of alternative fuels for transportation applications. Hydrogen is a promising fuel for
transportation that can be produced from a variety of sources. Fuel cells offer a highly efficient
route to electrochemically produce energy from hydrogen in automotive applications [1]. Polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have high power density [2-3] and have been
proposed for automotive, portable, and stationary applications [4-5]. However, high system costs
and low stack durability have limited the adoption of PEMFC technologies [6].

The U.S.

Department of Energy has targeted a 5,000 hr stack lifetime with less than 0.4 mg cm -2 of Pt per
cell by 2010 to move toward automotive system requirements. Such stack durability should exist
even when using commercial grade hydrogen that contains contaminants left over from the
production process.
Currently, the majority of hydrogen used in industrial processes is generated by reforming
methane or other hydrocarbons [7].

Three processes for hydrogen production are steam

methane reforming (SMR), autothermal reforming (ATR), and partial oxidation (POX) [8-9].
These processes unavoidably generate small amounts of contaminants such as CO, CO 2, CH4,
NH3, H2S, and organic compounds [10]. Ammonia may be present in the hydrogen stream in the
range of 30 – 150 ppm [8, 11-12]. Contaminants in the reformed gas are typically converted
using a catalytic reaction such as the water-gas shift for CO or separated using pressure swing
adsorption (PSA). However, even the best contaminant removal processes leave trace levels of
contaminants.

These contaminants degrade the performance of PEMFC stacks and can

irreversibly poison the membrane/electrode assemblies (MEAs) in the stack [10].
There are many kinetic steps that can determine the overall performance of a PEMFC.
However, at intermediate current densities between 0.2 and 1.0 A cm

-2

and in the absence of

impurities, fuel cell performance is mainly limited by the proton conductivity of the membrane [13].
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It has been found that ammonium ions reduce the proton conductivity of Nafion in the
anode catalyst ionomer layer and membrane [8, 12, 14]. Researchers have shown, using current
interrupt measurements, an increase in the membrane resistance with continuous poisoning.
However, the amount of the voltage decrease during continuous poisoning experiments is not
completely accounted for by the change in membrane resistance [8, 11, 14]. Therefore, ohmic
losses in the membrane cannot completely explain ammonia poisoning.
Up to the present, most research groups have studied the effects of impurities on the
overall fuel cell performance. However, very few have examined the effect on each component in
the fuel cell. It has been suggested by different researchers that ammonium ions reduce the
proton conductivity of Nafion in the anode catalyst ionomer layer and membrane [8, 12, 14].
However, few studies showing quantitative results have been published, especially for
conductivity at similar conditions as fuel cell operation. Most of the conductivity experiments have
been carried out in liquid electrolytes. This condition is very far from the real conditions in a fuel
cell.

Halshield et al. [12] measured the conductivity of N-117 in a liquid electrolyte by two-

electrode AC impedance and observed that the conductivity of the membrane in the fully
protonated form (97 mS cm -1) was four times higher than that of the ammonium form (25 mS cm 1

). Uribe et al. [8] reported the conductivity of Nafion 105 in various catonic forms measured in

deionized (DI) water at 25C. The conductivities of the fully hydrated proton and ammonium
-1

forms were 133 and 32 mS cm , respectively. Doyle et al. [15] examined the effects of cation
type and ”solvent” (the liquid electrolyte) on the ionic conductivity of N-117. They proposed that
the cation radius and solvent significantly affect the conductivity. Generally, the conductivity
decreased as the Pauling cation radius increased and increased as the weight uptake of solvent
increased. However, all the conductivity studies were performed in a liquid electrolyte at room
and elevated temperatures.
The goal of the research reported here was to measure the conductivity of a Nafion
membrane when it was exposed to ammonia in a controlled way, thereby permitting the ohmic
losses in the membrane and potentially in the ionomer layer to be better understood. This could
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be especially useful for future modeling of impurity effects on fuel cell performance.

The

conductivity of Nafion membranes with various ammonium contents were measured both in DI
water and a gas phase. This study also addressed the effect of humidity on ammonia poisoning
of the Nafion membrane. The results reported herein comprise the most complete study to date
on the effect of ammonia poisoning of a Nafion membrane at conditions typical of a fuel cell.

3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Membrane preparation
The Nafion membranes with 1100 EW (DuPont Inc.), having nominal thicknesses of 183
µm (N-117, 360 g m-2) and 25.4 µm (N-211, 50 g m-2), were purchased from Ion Power, Inc. and
pretreated to keep the membranes in a fully acidic form, free of contaminants. All membranes
were heated separately at 80-90C for 1 hr in 3 wt.% H2O2 (Fisher Scientific) in DI water to
eliminate organic contaminants, for 1 hr in 0.5 M H2SO4 (Acros Organics) to fully protonate the
membrane, and for 1 hr in DI water to remove the residual acid.

Finally, all pretreated

membranes were rinsed several times and stored in DI water in a dark environment at room
temperature prior to experiment.
For certain studies, membranes with known concentrations of ammonium ions were
prepared. The method for the equilibration of the membranes was the same as described in the
literature [12]. Standard solutions with desired fractions of H+ and NH4+ cations were prepared
using HCl (Acros Organics), NH4Cl (Ricca Chemical), and DI water.

In these solutions, the

chloride concentration was held constant at 0.1 M. Protonated membranes were ion-exchanged
+

by immersing the membranes in a solution with a given concentration of NH4 ions.

The

membrane was then allowed to equilibrate in the cation-chloride solution for 7 days at room
temperature with constant shaking, and the exchange solutions were changed three times. After
the exchange, the membranes were rinsed with DI water to remove excess solution and kept in
DI water prior to the experiment. To ensure that no significant amounts of ammonium ions were
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released from the membrane during washing and storing in DI water, the real time conductivity of
the ammonium form of N-211 immersed in DI water at room temperature was monitored
overnight. Neither a noticeable increase in conductivity nor ammonium ions in the DI water was
detected.
3.2.2 Physical characterizations
3.2.2.1 Elemental analysis
In order to determine sulfur leaching, chlorine adsorption, and ammonium uptake in the
Nafion membranes, elemental analyses of the membranes and the exchange solutions were
carried out by Galbraith Laboratories in Knoxville, Tennessee.
3.2.2.2 Ion-exchange capacity (IEC)
The IECs of the membranes (2.5 cm x 1 cm) were determined by ion-exchange with
NaOH (Acros Organics). The N-117 and N-211 membranes were ion-exchanged with 0.05 M
and 0.005 M NaOH, respectively, for two days at room temperature in an Innova 4080 Incubator
Shaker. Then, the membranes were taken out and the exchange solution was back-titrated with
0.05 M and 0.005 M HCl (Acros Organics), respectively, using phenolphthalein as an indicator.
The end point was determined at a pH of 7.
3.2.3 Conductivity measurements
The ionic conductivities in the lateral direction of the membranes were determined by a
two-probe technique using a frequency response analyzer (Gamry Potentiostat Reference 600).
A portion of membrane (5.5 cm × 1 cm) was fixed in a custom-made polyetheretherketone
(PEEK) sample holder that had a 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm working window with 2 Pt foil electrodes (see
Figure 3.1).
3.2.3.1 Conductivity measurements of the pre-exchanged N-211 in liquid electrolyte (DI water)
The pretreated membranes were rinsed with DI water and then the thicknesses were
measured by a micrometer at five different positions. A membrane was secured in the holder,
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and the cell was then filled with DI water. The conductivity measurements were carried out at
room temperature, and a signal of 25 mV amplitude was applied in the 1 MHz – 100 Hz range to
the custom-made cell.

The conductivity was calculated using the following equation in the

frequency range of 1 MHz – 100 Hz by extrapolating the high frequency end of the Nyquist plot to
the real axis using Zview® software:

where  is the conductivity (S cm -1); l is the distance between the electrodes (2.5 cm); Rmem is the
resistance of the membrane (real component of the complex impedance, ); Amem is the crosssectional area of the membrane given by 1 cm X t cm; and t is the thickness of the membrane.

Potentiostat
Temperature probe
Humidity probe
Humidified
Helium
NH3/He

Vent line
2.5 cm 1.5 cm
PEEK cell
2.5 cm

Pt electrode

1 cm

Membrane

1.25 cm

Figure 3.1 Experimental set up for measurement of gas-phase conductivity using impedance
spectroscopy.
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3.2.3.2 Conductivity measurements of the pre-exchanged N-211 in the gas phase as a function of
humidity
Change in the length and width of a membrane fixed at both ends can cause strain in the
membrane which affects the conductivity of the membrane by changing the orientation of the
hydrophilic channel structure [16-21]. Therefore, after the conductivity measurement in DI water,
each membrane was equilibrated overnight inside a specific temperature and humidity controlled
chamber in order to prevent stretching or contracting of the membrane during conductivity
measurements. Then, it was inserted into the PEEK sample holder and pretreated in a wellcontrolled temperature and humidity chamber (ID = 16 cm., H = 25 cm.) under a flow of 130 sccm
of He (UHP, National Specialty Gases) at 30%RH, and a particular temperature (60 – 90C,
standard 80C) for 8 hr until there was no change in conductivity. The humidity was then raised
by 10%RH from 30%RH to 100%RH with the conductivity being measured after equilibration at
each %RH.
The humidity was obtained using a syringe pump (Genie pump, Kent Scientific
Corporation) to pump liquid water through a heated line into a heated chamber where it flash
vaporized into a flow of He to give a homogeneous mixed gas stream. The humidified He was
then flowed into the impedance measurement chamber and the real time relative humidity was
monitored by a humidity and temperature transmitter (HMT 330, Vaisala).
The thickness of the membrane at the end of the experiment was obtained by averaging
five measurements at different positions using a micrometer.

After that, the membrane

equilibrated at 100%RH was weighed immediately. Dry weight of the membrane was determined
by drying the sample for 4 days in the chamber with flowing dry He at 110C. The membrane
was then allowed to cool down and kept in a desiccator at 25%RH and room temperature. The
water uptake was obtained as follows:
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where H2O is the water uptake (mol H2O/mol SO3-); W eq are the weight of the membrane
equilibrated at a given humidity and temperature (standard 80C); and W dry is the dry weight of
the membrane, respectively.
3.2.3.3 Conductivity measurements of fresh N-211 in the gas phase containing low
concentrations of ammonia
A fresh membrane was equilibrated overnight at the specified humidity before it was
mounted in the PEEK cell, placed inside the controlled chamber, and allowed to equilibrate in He
atmosphere. A gas mixture of 500 ppm ammonia in He (National Specialty Gases) was diluted
with humidified He downstream to obtain various ammonia ppm concentrations. Then, real time
conductivity measurements were executed with time-on-stream as ammonia was introduced into
the system under a total flow of 130 sccm at specific conditions. The thickness of the membrane
was measured after reaching the final steady state conductivity.
3.2.4 Measurement of ammonium ion concentration in a membrane
The ammonium ion content of N-211 (yNH4+) was determined both for membranes
prepared with a fixed ammonium concentration and after exposure of a membrane to the He gas
phase containing ppm concentrations of ammonia.

This was carried out using an aqueous

solution with an excess of protons. The kinetics of proton replacement at room temperature
occurred slowly and required a long time to complete the exchange.

In this study, the

membranes were allowed to back ion-exchange with 0.05 M HCl (Acros Organics) at room
temperature in a shaker at 250 rpm. The ammonia uptake of the membranes was identical for
either 7 or 10 days.

Therefore, the exchange time used was set at 7 days for all of the

measurements. The concentration of ammonium ions in the exchanged solution was analyzed by
an ion selective electrode (ammonia electrode Thermo Scientific 9512 and Orion 4 Star pH
benchtop meter).
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3.3 Results and discussions
3.3.1 Equilibria relationship of ammonium uptake in Nafion membranes
Figure 3.2 shows the equilibrium isotherm of ammonium content of N-211 equilibrated with
different ammonium concentrations in solution at room temperature, where x NH4+ is the fraction of
-

ammonium ions in a 0.1 M Cl aqueous solution and yNH4+ is the ammonium composition fraction
neutralizing the sulfonic groups in the membrane. The results illustrate that ammonium ions have
a slightly higher affinity for N-211 than protons. It was found by Jones et al. [22] that the anion
concentration (Cl-) in a N-117 membrane increases with an increase in Cl - concentration in a
solution.

They

suggested

that

the

uptake

of

these

anions by

the

hydrophobic

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone of the Nafion could change some properties, for
example, the amount of solvent uptake, swelling properties, and strength of the acidic sites.
Consequently, for this study, the concentration of chloride in the prepared standard solutions was
fixed at 0.1 M Cl-.
As expected, the results here are in good agreement with those of Halseid et al. [12] who
studied the equilibrium ammonium uptake of N-117. The ion-exchange and ammonia uptake
capacities of Nafion membranes (N-211, N-117) are shown in Table 3.1. The IEC values of the
hydrated membranes, determined by back-titration, were consistent with the results from the
elemental analysis of sulfur in the membrane and the MSDS from DuPont. The differences
+

-1

between the acid (920 ± 17 µmol H g ) and maximum ammonium capacities (877 ± 38 µmol
NH4+ g-1) of the membrane were not due to any significant loss of sulfur during exchange because
-1

sulfur leaching from the N-211 (originally 925 µmol g ) determined by sulfur analysis of the
exchanged solution was small (less than 32 µmol g-1), well within the margin of error of the
measurements.
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Figure 3.2 Equilibrium of ammonium ions between an aqueous liquid phase and Nafion
membranes at room temperature and 0.1 M Cl -.
Table 3.1 IEC of Nafion membranes in fully protonated form.
Ion-exchange capacity
-1

(IEC, µmol g )
Nafion

Elemental

a

membrane

Titration

analysisb

NH3 uptake capacity
(µmol g-1)
ISE

c

N-211

920 ± 17

925

877 ± 38

N-117

902 ± 5

920

-

a

Membrane was ion-exchanged with 0.005 M and 0.05 M NaOH at room temperature for
N-211 and N-117, respectively; error =  2 %.
b
IEC was calculated by sulfur elemental analysis; error =  5 %.
c
NH3 uptake was determined by an ion-selective electrode (ISE) of the ion-exchange
liquid; error =  5 %.
Previous studies have suggested that chloride adsorption of N-117 might explain this
difference [12, 22].

Elemental analysis in our study showed that the chlorine uptake (Cl-),
-

expressed by the number of chloride ions per anion sulfonic site, from the 0.1 M Cl solution was
-1

-

-

46 ± 10 µmol g (Cl-=0.04 - 0.06 mol Cl /mol SO3 ), which was identical within experimental error
for the different ammonium ion concentrations. The results correspond well with those of Jones
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-1

et al. [22] and of Halseid et al. [12] who reported chloride contents of 46 and 37 µmol g ,
respectively, in membranes following ion-exchange.
3.3.2 Influence of ammonium ion concentration in Nafion on its aqueous phase behavior
3.3.2.1 Effect of ammonium composition in Nafion on conductivity in DI water
To ensure that no ammonium ion loss occurred during conductivity measurements, the
conductivity of a membrane with a given ammonium concentration was first measured, and then
the membrane was kept in DI water for one day. There was no increase in the conductivity, no
ammonium ions were detectable in the DI water, and the ammonium concentration in the
membrane remained constant.
The conductivities of Nafion membranes that had been ion-exchanged with specific
fractions of ammonium ions and equilibrated in DI water at room temperature are presented in
Figure 3.3.

The conductivities of both N-211 and N-117 decreased linearly with increasing

ammonium concentration from 115 mS cm -1 with no ammonium ions to 24 mS cm -1 in the fully
exchanged ammonium form.

The 75% decrease in conductivity for the fully exchanged

ammonium form compared to the protonated form agrees completely with literature data [8, 1112, 15]. There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon which involves the size of the
cations and the change in ion transport mechanism.
Doyle et al. [15] proposed that conductivity generally decreases with an increase in cation
radius. The Pauling cation radius of NH4+ (1.52 Å [23]) is about four times bigger than that of H+
(0.4 Å [24]). Also, Saito et al. [25] studied the effect of cations on the conductivity of N-117 in
the temperature range 10 – 50C. They found that water diffusivities for cation forms of the
+

+

+

Nafion membrane (H , Na , Li ) were almost identical. They proposed, thus, that protons may be
transported by a hopping mechanism, whereas larger cations (Li + and Na+) may migrate by the
slower vehicle mechanism at these conditions, in agreement with the proposal of Thampan et al.
[26] and of Paddison et al. [27].
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Figure 3.3 Conductivity at room temperature in DI water for Nafion membrane (N-117 and N-211)
containing various ammonium compositions (yNH4+ = 1 for 877 ± 7 µmol NH4+ g-1).
Figure 3.3 also shows that the conductivity of N-211 was slightly higher than N-117
regardless of the ammonium content in the membrane. Although N-211 and N-117 have the
same proton concentration, their conductivities are not comparable because of their differences.
For example, it is known that preparation technique (N-211: dispersion-cast, N-117: extrusioncast), thermal history, swelling ability, and operating conditions can have significant effects on the
properties of a membrane [5, 28-30].
3.3.2.2 Thickness of Nafion membranes as a function of NH4+ concentration
In terms of dimensions, only the thickness changed with the fraction of ammonium ions in
the membrane. There were no changes in the length and width of the membrane during the
conductivity measurements because the membrane was pre-equilibrated in solution before it was
placed into the cell assembly. The conductivities shown in Figure 3.3 were corrected for the
thickness change.
It was found that the thickness decreased (< 10%) with an increase in ammonium
composition (data not shown). This is probably due to the lone pair of electrons of nitrogen and
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of hydrogen in the N-H bond forming hydrogen bonds with adjacent water molecules (H-NH-OH, N-HH-O-H) and causing the formation of a more compact structure.
3.3.3 Influence of ammonium ion concentration in Nafion on its gas phase behavior
3.3.3.1 Effect of ammonium composition in Nafion on conductivity in He (gas phase)
All the conductivities in the gas phase reported have been corrected for thickness
change. Figure 3.4(a and b) present the ionic conductivities of N-211 with specific ammonium
concentrations in contact with a He atmosphere with varying relative humidities at 80C. Figure
3.4(a) shows the effect of ammonium ion concentration on the conductivity of N-211 at various
humidities.

It can be seen in Figure 3.4(b) that in the fully NH4+-form of Nafion, the ionic

conductivity was reduced by 66% and 98% compared to the H+-form at 100%RH and 30%RH,
respectively. This finding suggests that ammonia has a lesser effect on the conductivity at higher
humidity.

Therefore, operating a PEMFC at high humidity should help increase ammonia

tolerance.
1000
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Figure 3.4 Conductivity at 80C in a He gas phase for N-211 containing different ammonium ion
fractions as a function of: (a) ammonium fraction; (b) conductivity of Nafion membranes in the H++

form and NH4 -form. (Solid lines are based on the conductivity model of Pisani et al. [31-32])
In addition, it is clearly seen in Figure 3.4(a and b) and Figure 3.3 that ammonium ion
content affects the conductivity of N-211 differently when it is measured in a gas phase at 80C
versus in an aqueous phase at room temperature. Ionic conductivity of N-211 decreased more
dramatically with increasing ammonium content in the membrane when it was measured in the
gas phase as opposed to in the aqueous phase. Thus, the simulation of fuel cell performance
based on available conductivity results in liquid electrolytes would not provide as accurate a result
as using gas-phase conductivity data.
The explanation for the difference in ammonium ion effect on the conductivity in gas vs.
liquid phase is probably due to the lower water content and lack of complete swelling in the gas
phase compared to in the aqueous solution. The water uptake of the membrane at a particular
humidity and an elevated temperature (80C) was definitely less than that in DI water at room
temperature because the condensation of water vapor on the hydrophobic fluorocarbon surface is
less favorable than in an excess of liquid water [33-35].

It is well-known that the structure of

water inside the ionic pore greatly impacts ionic conductivity, and the performance of a PEMFC is
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improved with an increase in the humidity [36-38]. Also, previous studies [13, 39] have shown
that proton tunneling between adjacent sulfonic groups plays a significant role in the conductivity
in a high humidity environment. Zawodzinski et al. [40] and Hinatsu et al. [41] reported that the
amounts of water uptake (H2O, defined as the number of water molecules per anion sulfonic site)
of N-117 in DI water at 30C and in a gas phase with 100%RH at 80C were 21-22 and 9.5 mol
H2O/mol SO3H, respectively.

This lower water sorption in the gas phase in the pores and

channels of the Nafion membrane causes shrinkage. Especially in a low humidity environment,
where the water strongly binds with and solvates sulfonic sites, the average distance between
adjacent sulfonic groups would decrease, resulting in a small increase in proton transport via the
surface mechanism [35, 42]. However, at this condition, each individual pore cluster would not be
well-connected and the channels would be partially collapsed. At relative humidities less than
30%, Hashimoto et al. [38] observed only water bound to sulfonic groups.

This contracted

structure increased the strength of the hydrogen-bonded networks between ammonium ions and
neighboring water molecules leading to a more rigid structure. Thus, this inflexible structure, noncontinuous proton transport pathway, and lower water adsorption would be expected to
dramatically lower proton migration.

Previous studies have also found that the vehicle

mechanism dominates proton conductance at high temperature (85C), while the Grotthuss
mechanism governs at low to moderate temperature (25-55C) [43-44].
In the liquid electrolyte (DI water), where Nafion was in a fully swollen state, the distance
between adjacent sulfonic groups increased resulting in a decrease in proton transport via
sulfonic groups on the wall of Nafion pores. On the other hand, in the presence of excess water,
a continuous hydrophilic path for proton transport and a more liquid-filled structure were formed,
where self-ionization of water and proton hopping via water networks can occur. The N-211 in
the NH4+-form of the membrane may ion-exchange with free protons in the inverted micelle and
produce the H+-form and ammonium ions. However, given that the experimental results show
that the ammonium ions confined in the ionic pore did not leach out of the membrane over 24 hr
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in DI water at room temperature, this did not seem to occur to any significant extent.

In the gas

phase, where only small amounts of water vapor are present, the strong anion sulfonic sites
stabilize the ammonium ion in the structure [11]. It appears that permanent ammonia poisoning
+

occurs and the formation of the H -form and free ammonia in the gas phase is very slow under
normal fuel cell conditions in the absence of a current. Consequently, the effect of ammonia on
conductivity is more severe in the gas phase than in an aqueous phase. The chemical reactions
are as follows:

where Rp is the polytetrafluoroethylene backbone of the Nafion polymer.
Figure 3.4(a) shows the effect of ammonium ion concentration on the ionic conductivity at
various humidities. The solid lines were obtained from the conductivity model proposed by Pisani
et al. [31-32].

They found that the conductivity via the structure mechanism (Grotthuss

mechanism, S) for water sorption (H2O) < 9 mol H2O/mol SO3- was equal to zero.

Their

theoretical conductivity model (Eq. (7) [31]) involves the summation of three terms which are the
conductances via the vehicular (V), structure (S), and drag (dra) mechanisms: where, eff is the
effective conductivity which are the sum of conductivities from the three mechanisms (V, S, and
drag); KV and KS are the diffusion coefficients for the vehicular and structure mechanism; CH+ and
CH2O are the proton and water concentrations, respectively; bulk is the fraction of bulk water; H2O
is the hydration level or the number of water molecules per sulfonic group; nsub is the total number
of water molecules in the Nafion pores less the number of bound water molecules per sulfonic
group; npol- and npol+ are the numbers of surface water molecules polarized by negative charges
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+

and polarized water molecules by positive charges (H 3O ) per sulfonate site, respectively; and
mem is the density of the membrane; n0 is the maximum value of npol-.
S

The percolation threshold for the cluster-channel to form a continuous network is about 2
-

mol H2O/mol SO3 [45-46]. Below this value, the Nafion membrane performs like an insulator.[32]
In this study, the range for predicted water sorption (H2O) obtained from Eq. (7) was between 2
and 10 mol H2O/mol SO3- under various humidities at 80C.
The expermiental relationship between H2O and eff is presented in Figure 3.5 along with
a curve showing the fit of Eq. (7) to the data. The value of H2O was calculated by fitting the
parameters as indicated in Table 3.2 in Eq. (7). However, the value of KV was adjusted to obtain
the best fit with the experimental results and was calculated to be 0.043 S cm -1, which is different
from what has been reported by Pisani et al. [32] (0.081 S cm-1). It is likely that the differences in
pretreatment procedure, type of membrane, and measurement technique may slightly change the
properties of the membrane. Moreover, the parameters used in Pisani et al.’s model were the
values at 25C except for water viscosity (@ 80C) and there was no parametric adjustment to
account for the temperature difference.
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Figure 3.5 Plot of effective conductivity at 80C (using Eq. (7)) with water sorption of N-211
containing various ammonium ion compositions.
Table 3.2 Specific parameters for conductivity modeling.
Parameters

Reference

0.040 S cm

-1

this work

KS

0.251 S cm

-1

[32]

nsub

2

npol+

5

CH2O

4

KV

a

µ

F

a

Value

[32, 45-46]
[32]
-3

[32]

-1 -1

[40]

5.55 x 10 mol m
-4

3.55 x 10 kg m s
96,485 C mol

-1

-9

constant

d0

1.2 x 10 m

[32]

t

1.75

[47-48]

EW

1100

membrane

mem

2.05 g cm-3

[49]

n0S

12

[32]

0

0

[32]

Viscosity of water at 1 atm., 80C
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the plot of predicted water sorption (H2O) calculated from Eq. (7)
against water vapor activity. Since the conductivity measurement of each pretreated membrane
was performed at various humidities ranging from 30%RH to 100%RH, the wet weight of each
membrane was determined at only 100%RH. Although the water sorption data of N-211 for
various ammonium compositions at only 100%RH were used, the calculated water uptake results
for humidities ranging from 30% to 100 % for N-211 (yNH4+=0) obtained from Eq. (7) were similar
to what has already been reported [41, 50-51]. The water sorption (H2O) for different ammonium
contents at various humidity ranges should be able to be reasonably predicted and it was
determined using polynomials of water vapor activity (aw) and ammonium fraction (yNH4+) as also
previously used in the literature [41, 46]. The equations are shown as follows:

where aw is the water vapor activity; PW and PW S are the water vapor pressure and saturated
water vapor pressure at 80C; and yNH4+ is the fraction of ammonium form in the Nafion
membrane, respectively.
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Figure 3.6 Experimental and simulated and water sorption isotherms of N-211 with different
ammonium ion concentrations at 80C. (The hypothetical water uptake results were obtained
from Pisani et al.’s model as shown in Eq. (7). Simulations are based on Eqs. (8 – 10).)
3.3.3.2 Thickness of Nafion membranes as a function of NH4+ concentration
It was found that the thickness change for membranes measured in a He gas phase (<
5%) was smaller than that in the liquid electrolyte (< 10%) (data not shown). This is because in
the gas phase, the membrane was exposed to high temperature (80C) for a long period of time.
Heat treatment may cause shrinkage of the inverted micelles and reorientation of the side chains
in the Nafion membrane [33, 41]. Conversely, the structure of the Nafion membrane equilibrated
in liquid electrolyte is more free to expand and contract. This observation agrees well with Sone
et al. [36] who studied the effect of thermal treatment at 80 and 105C on the proton conductivity
of N-117. They reported that heat-treatments below the glass transition temperature caused the
shrinkage of the membrane by connecting some of the micropores inside the Nafion membrane
and closing others.
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3.3.3. Effect of temperature on conductivity
Figure 3.7 shows the temperature dependence of ionic conductivity of N-211 for different
ammonium compositions in the range from 60 to 90C at 50%RH. The activation energy was
calculated from the following Arrhenius relationship:

where Ea is the activation energy of ionic conductivity; 0 is the pre-exponential factor; R is the
gas constant; T is the temperature (K), respectively.
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Figure 3.7 Temperature dependence of conductivity of N-211 with different ammonium
concentrations at 50%RH and 80C.
As seen in Figure 3.8, the activation energy for conductivity of the acid form of N-211
(yNH4+=0) decreases slightly with an increase in relative humidity from 9.8 kJ mol -1 at 30%RH to
-1

8.7 kJ mol at 100%RH. This experimental result is consistent with the activation energies for N117, which has the same proton concentration but different thickness and casting technique than
N-211, reported in the literature [1, 25-26, 46, 52-56]. The activation energy of N-211 containing
a known concentration of ammonium ions decreased to an even greater extent with an increase
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in relative humidity. In the presence of ammonium ions, particularly in a low humidity region, the
energy barrier for ionic conductivity is high because the compact structure and strong hydrogenbond network greatly decrease water mobility. As the concentration of water in the pores and
channels increases, the individual ionic clusters are better able to connect to each other and form
a continuous hydrated pathway [38, 42]. Especially, at humidities more than 60%, Hashimoto et
al. [38] observed a large amount of free water which was essential for proton transport. This
change in the state of water and the macroscopic structure of the membrane significantly favors
bulk conductance, which results in a smaller activation energy.
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Figure 3.8 The effect of %RH on the Ea for conductivity of N-211 at several NH4+ concentrations.
Figure 3.9 shows that the activation energy increased in a linear relationship with
ammonium content in the membrane at a given humidity. This is possibly due to an increase in
the amount of hydrogen bonds in the Nafion structure. Our findings are consistent with the
available activation energy data for the effect of cations in the literature [12, 25]. It is evident in
Figure 3.7 – 3.9 that the activation energy varies strongly with the humidity level and the amount
of ammonium ion content in the membrane.
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Figure 3.9 The effect of ammonium ion composition on the Ea of conductivity of N-211 for
different %RH.
3.3.4 Influence of gas-phase ammonia impurity on the conductivity of a fresh Nafion membrane
3.3.4.1 Effect of ammonia concentration on the ionic conductivity
Figure 3.10 shows the real time conductivity of N-211 at 50%RH and 80C in flowing He
containing various ppm concentrations of ammonia with time-on-stream (TOS). The conductivity
of N-211 decreased with TOS from 30 mS cm -1 to 2.5 mS cm-1 at steady-state, regardless of the
partial pressure of ammonia. The ammonium compositions of the N-211 membranes at steadystate conductivity were also essentially identical (895 ± 26 µmol g-1) over the entire ammonia
concentration range studied (5-30 ppm). After poisoning with ammonia, the flow of ammonia was
stopped and only a flow of pure humidified He allowed for one day. The membrane conductivity
did not recover during this time. This finding is in agreement with literature reports [8, 11]. The
kinetics of ammonia adsorption in this study, however, was a function of ammonia partial
pressure, flow pattern in the chamber, and experimental configuration.

The decrease in

conductivity vs. TOS in other particular systems may be different from this result. However, the
steady state results should be identical.
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Figure 3.10 Time-on-stream (TOS) ionic conductivity of N-211 at 50%RH and 80C in the
presence of various NH3 ppm concentrations.
3.3.4.2 Effect of humidity on the conductivity
Figure 3.11(a and b) shows the impact of gas-phase ammonia on the real time
conductivity at various humidities and 80C. The ammonia adsorption at high humidity was much
slower than at low humidity and the steady-state conductivity was much greater, although the
uptake of ammonia at final conductivity was still about the same (ca. 877  23 µmol g-1).
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Figure 3.11 Ionic conductivity of N-211 at different humidities and 80C in the presence of 20
ppm NH3 as a function of: (a) time-on-stream (TOS); (b) relative humidity. Symbols: (,)
represents for the conductivities of non-uniform ammonia poisoned membranes; (,

)

represents for the conductivities of pre-ammonium poisoned or uniform ammonium poisoned
membranes.
The circle symbols in Figure 3.11(b) illustrate the conductivities of non-uniform ammonia
poisoned membranes, where gas-phase ammonia was first adsorbed in the outer layer of a
membrane before penetrated further. It can be seen that the conductivities of N-211 in the H+form (at time equal 0) were higher than those in the NH4+-form (at steady-state) by a factor of 50
and 3.4 at 30%RH and 100%RH, respectively. The results were similar to the results given by
the rectangular symbols in Figure 3.11(b) for uniform pre-poisoned membranes prepared with
given ammonium concentrations, but the initial and steady-state conductivities were slightly
higher than the conductivity values for yNH4+ = 0 and 1 as shown in Figure 3.4(a) at every humidity
level, respectively.

The small differences could be due to the uptake of chloride into the

membrane. Pisani et al. [32] found that the anions appeared to form bonds and polarize water
molecules surrounding them. For example, chloride lowers the mobility in the membrane by
forming hydrogen bonds with four water molecules causing a more rigid structure than pure bulk
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water. It is conclusive that the ionic conductivity of N-211 is strongly affected by the level of
humidity and the ammonium content in the Nafion membrane, and an increase in the PEMFC’s
performance and impurity tolerance would be expected at high humidity, which is consistent with
our other results.

3.4 Conclusions
Conductivity measurements of N-211 membranes exchanged with ammonium ions were
performed both in an aqueous solution and in gas phase. In the liquid phase, the conductivity in
DI water at room temperature in the NH4+ -form decreased linearly by a factor of 4 compared to
that in the H+-form. In the gas phase, the conductivity also decreased with increasing ammonium
content in the membrane and with decreasing relative humidity. However, the impact of relative
humidity on the ionic conductivity of N-211 with a particular ammonium content was significant.
The conductivity of N-211 in the NH4+-form at 80C decreased by a factor of 55 or 3 compared to
that in the H+-form at 30%RH or 100%RH, respectively. In addition, the presence of ammonium
ions in the N-211 caused a significant increase in the activation energy of ionic conductivity. It
was found that the activation energy increases linearly as the ammonium content increased at
particular humidities and decreases as the relative humidity increases.
The conductivity of a fresh membrane exposed to gas-phase ammonia was also studied
under conditions similar to that of operating fuel cells.

The conductivity of N-211 declined with

TOS and reached the same steady-state conductivity over the entire ammonia partial pressure
range investigated (5-30 ppm NH3) at the same relative humidity and temperature. The kinetics
of ammonia adsorption onto the sulfonic groups at low humidity was much faster than at high
humidity and the final steady-state conductivities of N-211 in the NH4+-form were significantly
increased with an increase in humidity. The experimental results suggest that operating PEMFCs
at high relative humidity enhances their ammonia tolerance. The initial and final steady-state
conductivities of a fresh N-211 were in good agreement with the study where the pre-exchanged
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N-211 with yNH4+ = 0 and 1 was used to measure the conductivity under the same humiditiy.
Consequently, the conductivity isotherm of pretreated N-211 with yNH4+ = 0 and 1 can be
+

+

reasonably applied to predict the conductivity of N-211 in the H -form and NH4 -form under
various conditions.
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3.6 Appendix
For the convenience to apply these experimental results in simulation work, we report
here some equations which represent the data. There is no theoretical or physical interpretation
implied by these equations.


Thickness correction for the conductivity measurement in:

DI water at room temperature

:

t DI  2.24 y NH 4  35.31
He gas phase at 60  90 C

:

t He  2.37 y NH 4  4.10a W 0.0947T  35.80


From Figure 3.7 – 3.9, activation energy as a function of yNH4+ and aW :

E a  12.46  5.87 y NH 4   5.20aW
where t is the thickness of the Nafion membrane (µm); y NH4+ is the ammonium composition in a
Nafion membrane, aW is the water activity; T is the operating temperature (C, 60<T<90); and Ea
is the activation of ionic conductivity (kJ mol -1); respectively.
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CHAPTER FOUR
®

EFFECT OF AMMONIUM ION DISTRIBUTION ON NAFION CONDUCTIVITY
[As published in Journal of Power Sources, 196, (2011), 644-651]
Abstract
Nafion® conductivity in a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) with the fuel
stream containing ammonia is mainly affected by the ammonium ion composition and operating
conditions. In this study, the effect of ammonium ion distribution on Nafion conductivity was
investigated for the first time. The conductivities of two kinds of contaminated membranes having
uniform and non-uniform ammonium ion distributions were studied. To simulate a membrane
with a well-defined ammonium ion concentration profile, three individual Nafion membranes
containing known amounts of ammonium ions were physically stacked together. The uniform and
non-uniform cases represented membranes having 3 layers with the same yNH4+ or step changes
in concentration, respectively.

Under fuel cell operations, the conductivities of non-uniformly

poisoned membranes were ca. 1.07–1.86 times larger than those of uniformly poisoned
membranes, depending on humidity, contamination level, and ammonium ion distribution.
Consequently, the performance prediction of a cationic-poisoned PEMFC needs to consider any
concentration gradients that may exist in MEA. The liquid-phase conductivities of composite
membranes were also studied and the results show that conductivity measurements performed in
deionized water are not representative of what exists under fuel cell conditions due to rapid
redistribution of ions in the Nafion via the liquid phase.
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4.1 Introduction
With worldwide energy demand increasing significantly, efforts have been made to limit
the amounts of greenhouse gases emitted, especially of carbon dioxide (CO 2).

Among the

approaches proposed, use of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) is believed to be a
promising energy conversion technology for both portable and stationary applications due to their
high efficiency, high power output, quick start-up, fast response to load changes, low operating
temperature (60-90C), and zero polluting emissions [1-5]. However, low tolerance to impurities
in the fuel or air streams to PEMFCs is one of the major barriers for fuel cell adoption.
Poly(perfluorosulfonic acid) polymers, such as Nafion®, are popularly used as the
membrane and proton transport agent for the cathode and anode catalysts in a PEMFC [6,7]. It
is known that residual impurities in the fuel and oxidant streams can affect the Nafion
conductivity.

One of the most harmful contaminants present in a H2 fuel stream, ammonia,

significantly decreases proton conductivity of Nafion components (membrane and ionomer layers)
[8-11].

However, to date, fundamental investigations into the effect of ammonia on Nafion

conductivity, especially under conditions similar to fuel cell operation, have been limited. It has
been found previously that the conductivities of Nafion membranes decrease with an increase in
ammonium ion composition in them [8-10].

This is because the conductivity in the Nafion

involves the transport of protons (H+) and any proton-containing molecules (such as H3O+, H2O,
and NH4+), but the ionic mobility of NH4+ ions is lower than that of protons by ca. 75% [10,12,13].
Since ammonia, if present, is in the H2 fuel stream at the anode, ammonia initially
adsorbs on Nafion at the contacted interface before it penetrates into the bulk membrane.
However, as the fuel cell operates, transport of ammonium ions from the anode to cathode can
occur, causing a change in the non-uniformity of ammonium ion distribution in the membrane and
catalyst layers. The kinetics of ammonium ion diffusion through a membrane mainly depend on
the operating conditions (temperature and relative humidity, current density, etc.), quality of feed
streams (concentrations of impurities (e.g., ammonia)) [14,15], membrane properties (i.e.,
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membrane type, thickness, equivalent weight, preparation method, thermal history, water content,
etc.), and the rate of ammonia removal at the cathode. It is certainly true that initially, and
+

potentially throughout its operation, NH4 ions may be non-uniformly distributed throughout the
membrane, especially since adsorption of ammonia on Nafion is essentially irreversible. So far,
no studies have been published addressing the effect of ammonium ion distribution on Nafion
conductivity.
In our previous study, the influence of gas-phase ammonia on the conductivities of the
protonated form of Nafion® membranes (N-211) and the conductivities of pre-poisoned
membranes with known ammonium ion fractions (where yNH4+ is the ratio of sulfonic sites
neutralized by ammonium ions and initial total sulfonic sites) at various conditions in a humidified
He stream were investigated [12]. For gas-phase ammonia poisoned membranes, the N-211
membranes in the H+-form were exposed in-situ to a He gas phase containing ppm levels of
ammonia. Consequently, ammonia distributed non-uniformly in the membrane because ammonia
first adsorbed on sites in the outer layers (being limited by the low concentration in the gas
phase), and only later, after filling the more external sites, was able to diffuse in the gas phase
further into the membrane. Pre-contaminated membranes, on the other hand, were prepared by
ion-exchange with solutions having known concentrations of NH4Cl and the ammonium ions in
the membranes were homogeneously distributed. Figure 4.1 presents schematic representations
of ammonia poisoning during uniform/liquid-phase poisoning vs. non-uniform/gas-phase
poisoning (with ppm concentrations of NH3 on both sides of the membrane). Preliminary results
suggested proton conductivity in a Nafion membrane is affected not only by ammonium ion
concentration (yNH4+) but also by its distribution.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of uniformly and non-uniformly ammonium ion-poisoned Nafion
membranes: where t is the membrane thickness.

The conductivities as a function of yNH4+ at 50 %RH and 80C for uniformly and nonuniformly poisoned Nafion membranes are replotted in Figure 4.2.

It can be seen that the

conductivity of a non-uniformly ammonium ion poisoned-membrane is different from that of a
uniformly poisoned membrane, even though the membranes contain the same amounts of
ammonium ions (overall values of yNH4+ being the same). This is true over a wide range of
conditions (30-100 %RH at 80C) [16]. This observation implies that the distribution of foreign
cationic ions (i.e., NH4+ in this case) could have a significant effect on Nafion conductivity.
Especially, at low humidities (< 50 %RH) and moderate ammonium ion concentrations (0.2 <
yNH4+ < 0.8), the conductivity of the non-uniformly poisoned membrane can be greater by 1.04–4
times than that of the uniformly poisoned membrane [16].

However, the ammonium ion

distribution was not able to be quantitatively determined during those studies.
The objective of this work was to quantitatively investigate the influence of ammonium ion
distribution on the conductivity of a Nafion membrane in a humidified gas stream at typical fuel
cell conditions and in deionized (DI) water for comparison. The information derived in this study
2+

2+

2+

3+

should be applicable qualitatively when other contaminated cations (i.e., Ca , Ni , Fe , Fe ,
etc.) are present in the membrane that originate from corrosion in a fuel cell, impurities in the H 2
and air streams, and/or fuel cell fabrication. This is because these metal cations neutralize
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-

sulfonic sites (-SO3 ) in the Nafion ionomer in a similar manner and affected the conductivity
+

within a comparable order of magnitude of NH4 ions [17]. The quantitative results presented in
this paper should be useful in future modeling of the performance of a cationic-poisoned PEMFC.
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Figure 4.2 The conductivity at 50 %RH and 80C of single N-211 membranes containing different
ammonium ion compositions with either uniform or non-uniform distributions. Replotted from
references [12,16].

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Membrane modifications
Commercial Nafion® 211 membranes (N-211, 1100 EW, 25 µm thick) were purchased
+

from DuPont. In order to obtain the H -form of the N-211 membranes, rectangular samples of
membranes (5.5x1 cm 2) were boiled separately in 3% H2O2, 0.5 M H2SO4, and deionized (DI)
water for 1 h each. After that, the membranes were rinsed several times, immersed in DI water at
room temperature (~25C), and kept in the dark prior to an experiment.
In order to be able to investigate Nafion membranes with well defined and determined
distributions, 3-layer composite membranes having various ammonium ion distributions were
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prepared by physically stacking together three membranes with known ammonium ion
-

compositions (given by yNH4+ which is the fraction of sulfonic sites (-SO3 ) neutralized by
+

ammonium ions). Each individual membrane was prepared by ion-exchanging the H -form of N211 in standard solutions containing known concentrations of NH4Cl and HCl at room
temperature under constant shaking at 250 rpm for at least 7 days [10,12]. The equilibrium
isotherm for ammonium ion composition between an exchange solution (x NH4+) and a
contaminated membrane (yNH4+) is given in reference [12]. All exchange solutions contained 0.1
M Cl- and were changed periodically during equilibration to avoid any effect from differences in Cl concentration.
Single membranes having different ammonium ion compositions in two separate
longitudinal regions were also prepared by immersing each end of the membranes in separate
exchange solutions contained in a two-compartment petri dish.

The solutions in each

compartment were also changed periodically, and the membranes were allowed to exchange in
these static solutions at room temperature for at least 7 days.
4.2.2 Membrane pretreatment prior to conductivity measurements
Prior to conductivity measurements, each membrane sample having a given ammonium
ion composition was taken out from the solution and rinsed several times with DI water to remove
the excess exchange solution in the membrane. The membrane was then treated individually in
a flow of 130 sccm He (UHP, National Specialty Gases) at 30 %RH and 80C for 10 h in order to
+

get rid of any weakly bound NH4 ions in the Nafion clusters.
For conductivity measurements in the gas phase of single membranes having different
ammonium ion compositions in two separate regions (Figure 4.3(a)) or of 3-layer composite
membranes (Figure 4.3(b)) with known ammonium ion distribution, the membrane was allowed to
equilibrate in the impedance chamber (ID = 16 cm, H = 25 cm) at a given humidity and
temperature for 4 h and the conductivity was measured. Each measurement took ca. 15 min.
Composite membranes with

M
B
M
(where y TNH  , y NH
y TNH  , y NH
 , y
 , and
NH 
4

4

4

50

4

4

B
are the
y NH

4

ammonium ion concentrations of the top, middle, and bottom layers of the composite membrane)
were prepared by physically stacking three membranes together.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Schematic of conductivity measurements for: (a) a single membrane; (b) a 3-layer
composite membrane.
For conductivity measurement in DI water, each membrane (5.5×1 cm2) was reequilibrated in DI water for 15 min before the conductivity was performed. Each measurement
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M
B
took ca. 5 min. Then, the three membranes with y TNH  , y NH
were physically stacked
 , y
NH 
4

4

4

together and allowed to equilibrate in DI water for 15 min prior to conductivity measurement in DI
water.
4.2.3 Conductivity measurements
7.2.3.1 Conductivity in gas-phase He at 80C
The details of the measurement procedures are described elsewhere [12]. Basically, the
ionic conductivity was analyzed using a two-probe ac technique.

A potentiostat (Gamry

Potentiostat Reference 600) was used for measuring the impedance of the membrane. Each
measurement took ca. 15 min. The conductivity was calculated as follows:

where  is the conductivity (S cm -1); l is the distance between the electrodes (2.5 cm); R is the
resistance of the membrane (); A is the cross-sectional area of the membrane.
Two sets of conductivity measurements were carried out in the gas phase:


Increasing humidity study: For uniform ammonium ion poisoning (a 3-layer

M
B
composite membrane with y TNH   y NH
), the conductivity at 30 %RH of a composite
  y
NH 
4

4

4

membrane was measured until it was constant.

After that, the humidity was increased in

increments from 30 %RH to 100 %RH, and the conductivity was measured after equilibration at
each humidity. It required ca. 3 h for the impedance chamber to stabilize at each new humidity.
The dimensions of a composite membrane were determined at the end of the experiment.


Constant humidity experiments: For non-uniform ammonium ion poisoning (a

single membrane with different ammonium ion concentrations at each end or a 3-layer composite
membrane with yNH4+, 0, yNH4+), the conductivity at a specific humidity of a membrane was
measured. Then, the experiment was stopped and the dimensions of the single or the composite
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membrane were measured. After that, conductivity measurements at other humidities were made
following the same procedure.
4.2.3.2 Conductivity in DI water at room temperature (~25C)
The ionic conductivities of 3-layer composite membranes were analyzed in DI water
at room temperature and the dimensions of the composite membrane were measured at the end
of each experiment. A typical conductivity measurement took ca. 5 min.
4.2.4 Ion exchange capacity (IEC)
The ion exchange capacity of proton sites of the N-211 membrane was determined by
titration. Samples (5.5x1 cm 2, 30 mg) of the original H+-form of N-211 were immersed in 0.005
M NaOH (Acros Organics) at room temperature under constant shaking at 250 rpm for 2 days.
Then, the membranes were taken out and the liquid aliquot back-titrated with 0.005 M HCl (Acros
Organics) using phenolphthalein as an indicator. The end point of titration determined by pH
meter was at pH 7.
4.2.5 Ammonium ion concentration
The ammonium ion compositions in each fraction of a single membrane and in each layer
of a 3-layer composite membrane were investigated both prior to and after the conductivity
measurements.

For a single membrane with different ammonium ion compositions in two

separate regions, the membrane was cut into fractions (one-third and two-thirds matching the
sizes of the regions prepared) immediately after the conductivity measurement. For a 3-layer
composite membrane,

each layer

was separated immediately after the conductivity

measurements. Each fraction or layer was weighed and allowed to ion-exchange with 0.05 M
HCl (Acros Organics) separately under constant shaking at room temperature for 10 days. After
that, the membrane was removed from the liquid and the concentration of ammonium ions in the
remaining solution was determined by an ion-selective electrode (ammonia electrode Thermo
Scientific 9512 and Orion 4 Star pH benchtop meter).
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Gas-phase Nafion conductivity of uniformly ammonium ion-poisoned composite Nafion
membranes vs. uniformly poisoned single membranes
Figure 4.4 presents the conductivities at different humidities and 80C of homogeneously
ammonium ion-poisoned composite membranes. The explanations for the effect of ammonium
ions on Nafion conductivity have already been discussed in more detail elsewhere [12]. As
expected, under the same conditions and the same ammonium ion compositions, the
conductivities of single (data not shown) and 3-layer composite membranes taken from the same
batch of Nafion membranes were identical within experimental error. The results were slightly
higher (<10%) than those of a single membrane from the previous batch reported in our previous
work [12]. This is likely due to small variations in physical properties of different batches of
commercial Nafion membranes. The similarity of the conductivity results of single and 3-layer
composite membranes suggests that conductivity comparison of these two membrane
thicknesses is possible with thickness normalization.

Consequently, physically assembling

membranes with known ammonium ion compositions permit us to know the distribution of
ammonium ions in a 3-layer composite membrane by measuring the content in each layer after
conductivity measurement.

In Figure 4.4, the conductivities of Nafion membranes with a

particular ammonium ion concentration (yNH4) were regressed with relative humidity using a
power model and then the conductivities at specific humidities ranging from 30-100 %RH were
nd

fitted by a 2 order polynomial as follows:

where

 RH , y

NH4

is the conductivity of a membrane having a composition of yNH4+ at a given

%RH. Parameters A1-A3 are given in Table 7.1 for anyone wishing to use these results in further
modeling work. This functionality is not based on any theoretical implications.
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Figure 4.4 Gas-phase conductivity of uniformly ammonium ion-contaminated composite
membranes at various humidities and 80C.
Table 4.1 Parameters for ionic conductivity of an ammonium ion-poisoned Nafion® membrane (N211) at 80C. These parameters are based on a 2nd order polynomial fit of experiment data in
Figure 4.4, using Eq. (3) in the text.
2

RH (%)

A1

A2

A3

R

30

6.069

-14.334

8.427

0.9938

40

9.566

-25.595

16.779

0.9925

50

13.046

-39.388

28.618

0.9920

60

16.527

-55.314

44.262

0.9918

70

20.530

-73.167

63.987

0.9918

80

26.154

-93.013

88.046

0.9919

90

35.163

-115.24

116.67

0.9919

100

50.049

-140.63

150.07

0.9916
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4.3.2 Justification of the use of a 3-layer composite membrane to represent the non-homogeneity
of ammonium ions in a membrane in a PEMFC
It is well-known for PEMFC application that the membrane functions in the thickness
direction and ammonia as an impurity in a H2 stream is introduced at the anode. Therefore, the
conductivity measurement configuration of an ammonium ion-poisoned membrane as shown in
Figure 4.5(a) would appear to be better for measuring practical conductivity under fuel cell
conditions. However, due to the small thickness of the membrane, the sample arrangement in
Figure 7.5(a) unavoidably requires special sample preparation (i.e., hot-pressing [18]) and also
lacks reproducibility and accuracy of the conductivity results [19]. In addition, since ammonium
ion analysis (by ion-exchange techniques) of a membrane is, for all intents and purposes, limited
to measuring only overall concentrations, the ammonium ion concentration profile in the thickness
direction of a single membrane is essentially impossible to determine. Ammonium ion analysis by
standard techniques such as Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDX) is also problematic. This is
because ammonium ions adsorbed on –SO3- sites can leave as ammonia when the membrane is
heated in a vacuum chamber by the energy beam during measurement. Therefore, in this study,
we used an equivalent conductivity measurement as illustrated in Figure 4.5(b-d).

The

arrangement in Figure 4.5(b) is an ideal equivalent of the set-up in Figure 4.5(a). However, the
ammonium ion analysis for the small portion (i.e., one-third portion) of a membrane may lack
accuracy due to small amounts of sample. Also, conductivity measurements of the configuration
as shown in Figure 4.5(c), varying from low to high yNH4+ in the thickness direction, do not yield
precise results because the layer having less resistance (small yNH4+) results in a short circuit.
Therefore, the results obtained by this set-up may not represent the real conductivity of the whole
composite membrane. The orientation in Figure 4.5(d) where the Pt electrodes are in contact
with layers of membrane having the same ammonium ion concentrations, therefore, was chosen
as an equivalent circuit of that represented in Figure 4.5(a), and it was used in this work to study
the effect of ammonium ion distribution on Nafion conductivity. However, justification for this
arrangement is still needed and is addressed next.
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Figure 4.5 Side-view of the different sample arrangements for membrane conductivity
measurements.
The plotted data in Figure 4.6 show the overall conductivities under similar conditions of
single membranes (with different ammonium ion concentrations at each end) and 3-layer
composite membranes having similar average ammonium ion compositions (y NH4+). The values
of yNH4+ presented in the figure were the ammonium ion concentrations after conductivity
measurements.

It can be seen that the average values of yNH4+ of these two membrane

configurations were similar, but the ammonium ion concentration profiles were different. For the
single membranes, yNH4+ was initially 0 and 0.545 for one-third and two-thirds of the membrane,
respectively.

M
For the 3-layer composite membranes, on the other hand, y TNH  , y NH
 , and
4

4

B
y NH
 were originally 0.51, 0, and 0.51, respectively. It is important to note that the migration of
4

ammonium ions within the single membrane from high yNH4+ region (two-thirds fraction) to low
yNH4+ region (one-third fraction) was much slower and less than the ammonium ion diffusion
between the layers of a 3-layer composite membrane from high yNH4+ layers (top and bottom) to
low yNH4+ layer (middle). This is due to the longer (longitudinal) transport pathway for ammonium
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ions in the single membrane, where ammonium ions were diffused in the in-plane direction and
the length of the membrane was ca. 2.5 cm. For the multi-layer composite membrane, on the
other hand, ammonium ions migrated in the thickness direction and the thickness of a composite
membrane at these conditions (30-100 %RH and 80C) was ca. 93 µm. Note that the thickness
of the Nafion membranes in the dry state were 25 µm in general, but increased to 32-37 µm after
being pretreated in 3% H2O2, 0.5 M H2SO4, and DI water for 1 h each at 80-90C.

The

thicknesses of the 3-composite membranes after conductivity measurement in DI water at
ambient temperature and in the gas phase at 80C were ca. 105-110 µm and 90-100 µm,
respectively.

Figure 4.6 Conductivities of single membranes having different ammonium ion concentrations
(yNH4+) at each end and of 3-layer composite membranes with similar average yNH4+.
In Figure 4.6, the unfilled triangles and filled stars represent the overall conductivities of
the single membrane with non-homogeneous distribution of ammonium ions but having an
average yNH4+ equal to 0.36 and the composite 3-layer membrane with an average yNH4+ equal to
0.34, respectively. The dashed and dotted lines represent the calculated conductivities obtained
from Eqs. (3 and 4) and from Eqs. (3 and 5), respectively.
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where 1-layer and 3-layer are the calculated overall conductivities of the single and 3-layer
composite membranes at a particular humidity and 80C, respectively;

 RH , y

1
NH 
4

and

 RH , y

2
NH 
4

are the theoretical conductivities (based on the ammonium ion concentration measured for each
fraction and based on measurements of uniformly ammonium ion-poisoned composite
2
membranes; Eq. (3)) at a given %RH of each membrane region with y NH4+ = y 1NH  and y NH
 ,
4

4

2
respectively; parameters B1 and B2 are fractions of a membrane having yNH4+ = y 1NH  and y NH
 ,
4

respectively; and

 RH , y

T
NH 
4

,

 RH , y

M
NH 
4

, and

 RH , y

B
NH 
4

4

are the theoretical conductivities (based on

the ammonium ion concentration measured for each layer of a 3-layer composite with yNH4+ =
M
B
for the top, middle, and bottom layers, respectively and based on
y TNH  , y NH
y NH
 , and

4

4

4

measurements of uniformly ammonium ion-poisoned composite membranes; Eq. (3)).
It can be seen in Figure 4.6 that the experimental conductivities of single and layered
membranes correspond very well with each other and with the predicted values obtained from
Eqs. (3-5).

This agreement indicates that the conductivity of an ammonium ion-poisoned

membrane can be reasonably predicted by knowing both ammonium ion composition and
concentration profile in the membrane.

These observations justify that the configuration of

conductivity measurement given in Figure 4.5(d) produces equivalent results to that in Figure
4.5(b), and by inference to that in Figure 4.5(a). Consequently, this sample arrangement (Figure
4.5(d)) was applied in this study because of its equivalent results to those in Figure 4.5(a) and
Figure 4.5(b), simplicity of the membrane preparation, accuracy of an ammonia analysis, and
reproducibility of the conductivity results.
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4.3.3 Effect of ammonium ion distribution on gas-phase Nafion conductivity at 80C
Table 4.2 lists the average ammonium ion compositions of series of multi-layer composite
membranes after conductivity measurements at different humidities. It shows that the ammonium
ion distribution of non-uniformly poisoned membranes changed somewhat after the membranes
were equilibrated at a particular humidity for 4 h before conductivity measurements. Since the
time required for conductivity measurements was short (ca. 15 mins), the change in ammonium
ion distribution during the measurement can be ignored.
Table 4.2 Ammonium ion composition of each layer in a 3-layer composite Nafion® membrane.

Initial

He gas-phase

Ini
a
y NH
4

Final

a

DI aqueous-phase

F
b
y NH
4

Final

F
b
y NH
4

Top

Middle

Bottom

Top

Middle

Bottom

Top

Middle

Bottom

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.51

0.00

0.51

0.42

0.18

0.42

0.35

0.34

0.33

0.69

0.00

0.69

0.56

0.27

0.56

0.47

0.43

0.48

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.80

0.37

0.83

0.66

0.66

0.68

Ini
y NH
4 is the average of initial ammonium ion composition in each membrane layer (before 3

membranes were physically stacked together) of a composite membrane.
b

F
y NH
4 is the average final ammonium ion content in each membrane layer of a composite

membrane after conductivity measurements at a particular relative humidity. NH4+ ion analysis:
error =  7 %.
Figure 4.7 shows the conductivities of poisoned 3-layer composite membranes having
similar overall ammonium ion compositions (yNH4+), but different concentration profiles. The filled
and unfilled symbols represent the conductivity of 3-layer composite membranes with nonuniform and uniform ammonium ion distributions, respectively. Solid lines represent a fit of data.
It can be seen in Figure 4.7 that, at low yNH4+ (yNH4+  0.34), the effect of ammonium ion
distribution of 3-layer composite membranes on the conductivity at relevant fuel cell conditions
(30-100 %RH and 80C) was minimal. However, as y NH4+ increased, the conductivity difference
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between the non-uniformly and uniformly poisoned composite membranes with equivalent
ammonium ion contents became more significant.

Figure 4.7 Comparison of the conductivity at 80C of 3-layer composite membranes having
homogeneously and non-homogeneously distributed ammonium ion concentrations.
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In Figure 4.7, the conductivities of non-homogeneous composite membranes with
average yNH4+ of 0.34, 0.49, and 0.67, respectively, were ca. 7-23%, 34-86%, and 51-71% larger
than those of homogeneously poisoned membranes with similar average yNH4+ values of 0.34,
0.46 and 0.69, respectively. Thus, it can be seen that the conductivities under fuel cell operations
of non-uniformly poisoned membranes were ca. 1.07–1.86 times larger than those of uniformly
poisoned membranes depending on the relative humidity and ammonium ion distribution profile.
The conductivity differences became smaller with an increase in humidity and ammonium ion
distribution uniformity. Also, in Figure 4.7, the dotted and dashed lines represent the predicted
conductivities of non-uniformly contaminated membranes obtained from Eqs. (3 and 5) and based
on the values of yNH4+ given in the parentheses for each layer in the legend. It can be seen that
these theoretical predictions correspond very well with the experimental results (filled symbols).
This observation suggests that a conductivity model taking into account the non-homogeneity of
ammonium ion concentration profile within a membrane or a catalyst layer would yield a more
accurate prediction for a contaminated PEMFC performance.

If the concentration profile is

known, the overall conductivity (overall) of a Nafion membrane [16] and that of a Nafion’s catalyst
layer [20] can be calculated as follows:

Nafion membrane :

 overall , mem



xL



RH , y

xH

NH 4

dx

(6)

Nafion catalyst layer :

 overall , cat .layer







 agg  1  xL


 RH , y  dx
1   cat  1 
3 
NH 4
 

  xH
 1  
r 
   agg   

where xH  x  xL and 0  y NH   1
4
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(7)

where overall, mem and overall, cat. layer are the estimated overall conductivities of a poisoned Nafion
membrane (N-211) and a poisoned Nafion catalyst layer, respectively;

 RH , y

NH4

is

the

conductivity of an ammonium ion-contaminated Nafion polymer at a specific %RH with
ammonium ion composition yNH4+ and it was obtained from Eq. (3) and Table 1; cat and agg are
the volume fractions of the pores and of the Nafion in the catalyst layer, respectively;  is the
thickness of the Nafion film coating the agglomerate (multiple particles of Nafion on Pt/C support
surrounded by Nafion thin film); ragg is the radius of the agglomerate; x is the normalized distance
from the catalyst layer/membrane interface in the thickness direction, see Figure 4.5(a); and xL
and xH are the normalized distances from the interface of the contaminated area having the
lowest and the highest yNH4+, respectively (generally, xH = 0).
4.3.4 Comparison of liquid phase conductivities of composite membrane with those in the
literature
The objective of this section is to compare the conductivity data of Nafion membranes in
the present work with those available in the literature under the same conditions (in DI water at
ambient temperature). It was found that under the same conditions and identical average of
ammonium ion compositions, the conductivity of a uniform single membrane in this study was
slightly higher (<7%) than those which have been reported by Halseid et al. [10] and Hongsirikarn
et al. [12] due to the slight variation between each batch of the Nafion membrane. However, as
®

expected, under the same batch of commercial Nafion 211 membranes, the conductivities of
composite membranes and of single membranes (data not shown) having identical ammonium
ion concentrations and homogeneous ammonium ion distribution were similar.
4.3.5 Comparison for non-uniformly poisoned composite membranes of conductivities in DI water
with those in the gas phase
Table 4.2 summarizes the ammonium ion contents in each layer of composite
membranes initially and after conductivity measurements. It was found that the ammonium ion
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distribution of non-uniformly poisoned composite membranes rapidly changed to uniformly
poisoned composite membranes within 15 min equilibration in DI water. While some ammonium
ion diffusion took place between each layer of composite membranes in the gas phase at 30-100
%RH and 80C, this was significantly slower than in DI water at room temperature.

The

experimental results indicate that the presence of large amounts of water in the Nafion facilitates
the ammonium ions diffusion and ion-exchange process of ammonium ions with proton sites (SO3--H+). In DI water, the transport pathway within layers of the composite membranes was very
well-connected owing to high water sorption, open structure, and flexible hydrogen bond network
throughout the Nafion ionic clusters, where equilibrium can exist between solution phase protons
(H+) and ammonium ions (NH4+) with protons and ammonium ions adsorbed on sulfonic sites (SO3--H+, -SO3--NH4+). On the other hand, in the gas phase at low to moderate humidity and high
temperature (30-70 %RH and 80C), the diffusion of ammonium ions are significantly inhibited.
This is because strongly fixed anionic charges (-SO3-) at the pore walls of the hydrophilic clusters,
high rigidity of hydrogen-bonded network, and contracted structure stabilize ammonium ions in
their networks [11], leaving only small amounts of ammonium ions (NH4+) not attached to sites in
a cluster.
Figure 4.8 presents the conductivity of 3-layer composite membranes containing various
ammonium ion compositions (yNH4+). The average yNH4+ in the x axis is the average ammonium
ion concentrations for each layer of a composite membrane. The filled squares in Figure 4.8 give
the conductivity data for 3-layer composite membranes with an initial non-homogeneous
ammonium ion distribution of

Ini
Ini
y NH
which developed a uniform distribution having final
 , 0, y
NH 
4

composition of

4

2 y Ini  , 2 y Ini  , 2 y Ini 
3 NH4 3 NH4 3 NH4

within 15 min equilibration in DI water. It can be

seen that the liquid-phase conductivities of non-uniformly ammonium ion-poisoned membranes
show the same variation with overall ammonium ion concentrations as uniform membranes,
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regardless of the initial ammonium ion distribution due to the high ammonium ion diffusivity at this
condition.
The loss of ammonium ions from a composite membrane to liquid electrolyte (DI water)
was also investigated. It was found that the conductivity of a 3-layer composite membrane with
yNH4+ = 0.67, 0.67, 0.67 in DI water was more or less constant over 24 h (data not shown) and
also the ammonium ion concentrations in DI water (250 mL) after the conductivity measurement
were below detection limit (< 1 ppm). This observation suggests that the loss of ammonium ion
from a layered membrane was negligible.

Figure 4.8 Conductivity in DI water at room temperature for 3-layer composite membranes with
initial uniform or non-uniform ammonium ion distributions.

4.4 Conclusions
In this study, the effect of ammonium ion distribution within composite Nafion membranes
on the gas-phase and liquid-phase conductivities was quantitatively examined.

Three

membranes with known ammonium ion compositions were physically stacked together in order to
ensure well-defined ammonium ion distribution within a 3-layer composite membrane.
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Under conditions relevant to fuel cell operations (30-100 %RH and 80C), it was found
that the conductivities of non-homogeneously ammonium ion-poisoned composite membranes
T

M

B

with y NH  , y NH  , y NH  were ca. 1.07-1.86 times larger than those of homogeneously poisoned
4

4

4

composite membranes having the equivalent ammonium ion content, depending on humidity,
level of contamination, and ammonium ion concentration profile in the membranes. This finding
indicates that the effect of ammonium ion distribution on Nafion conductivity at typical fuel cell
conditions can be significant. Results from this study also suggest that concentration gradients
for other poisoning cations in membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) may also have an effect
on fuel cell operations.
On the other hand, the influence of ammonium ion distribution on conductivity measured
in DI water at ambient temperature (25C) was small. Owing to fast diffusion of ammonium ions
through the Nafion matrix, the ammonium ion distribution of non-homogeneously poisoned
composite membranes was rapidly equilibrated to a homogeneous profile. It is clear that the
quantitative study for the effect of cation distribution on conductivity at normal fuel cell operations
cannot be investigated in a liquid electrolyte like DI water, even though measurement in such an
electrolyte is easy, convenient, and fast compared to that in the gas phase.
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CHAPTER FIVE
+

2+

3+

EFFECT OF CATIONS (Na , Ca , Fe ) ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF A NAFION MEMBRANE
[As published in Journal of Power Sources, 195, (2010), 7213-7220]
Abstract

It is known that trace amounts of cations have a detrimental effect on the liquid-phase
conductivity of perfluorosulfonated membranes at room temperature. However, the conditions
used were very different from typical fuel cell conditions. Recent research has shown the impact
of conductivity measurement conditions on NH4+ contaminated membranes. In this study, the
impact of nonproton containing cations (Mn+ = Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) on Nafion membrane (N-211)
conductivity was investigated both in deionized (DI) water at room temperature (25C) and in the
gas-phase at 80C under conditions similar to in a PEMFC. These conductivities were compared
with those of Nafion membranes contaminated with NH4+ ions. Under the same conditions, the
conductivity of a metal-cationic contaminated membrane having the same proton composition
( y H  m ) was similar, but slightly lower than that of an NH4+-contaminated membrane.

The

conductivity in the purely H+-form of N-211 was more than 12 times greater than the Mn+-form
form at 25C in DI water. At 80°C, the gas-phase conductivity was 6 times and 125 times greater
at 100%RH and 30%RH, respectively. The quantitative results for conductivity and activation
energy of contaminated membranes under typical fuel cell conditions are reported here for the
first time.
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5.1 Introduction
Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are promising candidates to replace
engines in many 5-200 kW power generation applications. PEMFCs provide many advantages
over internal combustion engines including high energy efficiency, quiet operation, and quick start
®

up with zero emissions [1,2]. Poly(perfluorosulfonic acid) membranes, especially Nafion , are
attractive for the use in PEMFCs because of their high proton conductivity, high water uptake,
and chemical, mechanical, and thermal stabilities [3]. However, during MEA preparation and/or
+

fuel cell operation, the membrane can be contaminated by foreign cationic ions such as Na ,
Ca2+, Fe3+, etc. originating from the gas supply or coolant reagent, fabrication of the fuel cell,
corrosion of materials, and other sources [4-6]. These metal cations are even worse than some
impurities containing protons (e.g., ammonia) because they are not proton carriers and are harder
to remove [7]. To date, information about the effect of these cations on membrane conductivity
under typical fuel cell conditions has been very limited.
Previous studies have shown that even trace amounts of cations (i.e., Na+, Li+, Ca2+,
Cu2+, Ni2+, Fe3+, etc.) significantly decrease the liquid-phase conductivity of membranes at room
temperature [4-6,8-11]. Okada and co-workers investigated the kinetics, thermodynamics, and
transport properties of alkali and transition metal cations. It was found that the replacement of
protons by these foreign cations, except Cu2+, considerably decreases conductivity in deioinized
(DI) water [4,5,8,10,12-15].

This is because these cationic ions have a higher affinity than

protons for the sulfonic acid groups (-SO3-) in Nafion. Multivalent cations (divalent and trivalent
cations) have been shown to more preferably exchange with the polymer network than
monovalent cations [4,8,10]. The ionic mobilities of these cations (mono-, bi-, and tri-valent
cations) in a Nafion membrane are fairly low compared to the mobility of protons [6]. In addition,
the presence of cationic impurities in the Nafion significantly impacts water movement and the
state of water inside the hydrophilic region [9]. However, all of these above studies were carried
out in a liquid electrolyte (i.e., DI water, organic solvents, etc.) at low to moderate temperature
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(25-60C).

More recently, however, some experiments have been performed at conditions

similar to normal fuel cell operations. It was found that water management and transport in a
contaminated PEMFC are drastically affected, particularly at the cathode where the accumulation
of contamination cations occurs over time [7,16]. This is because of the mass transfer (diffusion
of protons and foreign cations) due to water formation at the cathode and the slow removal rate of
these cations comparing to the rate of uptake [7,17].

This finding suggests that PEMFC

performance is very vulnerable to cationic contamination [7]. Recently, results of a performance
test of a NaCl-contaminated PEMFC by Mikkola et al. [1] suggested that performance
degradation is primarily caused by ohmic losses (conductivity losses in the membrane). This
conclusion is in agreement with Greszler et al. [17] who studied Li-contaminated membrane
electrode assemblies (MEAs). They found that, at 100%RH, the loss of performance of an MEA
with proton composition ( y H  m ) below 0.31 is attributable to proton starvation (depletion) at the
cathode, where y H  m is the fraction of protons neutralizing anionic charges in the MEA. It is
without doubt that the performance of a PEMFC is severely affected by proton displacement by
these foreign cations.

Accordingly, a quantitative study of the effect of cationic ions on

membrane conductivity is highly important to better understand the impact of impurities in fuel
cells.
To date, most conductivity studies on nonproton cationic impurities (i.e., ionic metal
cations) and proton cations (i.e., NH4+) have been conducted in liquid electrolytes at low to
moderate temperature (room temperature–60C). It is possible that these cationic contaminants
affect liquid-phase conductivity differently from gas-phase conductivity at various humidities.
These ionic cations may influence proton migration via different mechanisms than proton+

containing cations like NH4 . This is because proton conductivity in the membrane involves the
transport of the proton (H+) itself and any proton carrier compounds (i.e., OH-, H2O, H3O+, NH4+,
etc.) via the Grotthuss and vehicle mechanisms, respectively [18].
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Nonproton containing

contaminants should have a more drastic effect on the conductivity than proton containing
impurities.
In this study, conductivity measurements of Nafion membranes in the binary-cationic form
+

(H /M

n+

form, M

n+

+

2+

3+

= Na , Ca , and Fe ) were performed both in the liquid phase and in the gas

phase at typical fuel cell conditions (30 – 100%RH and 80C). The ionic conductivities of N-211
containing these nonproton cations were compared to the conductivities of N-211 with protoncontaining cations (e.g., NH4+). In addition, the activation energy for the ionic conductivity of
cationic contaminated membranes was investigated.

5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Material and membrane preparation
Nafion® 211 membranes (DuPont Inc.) which are 25 µm thick and have an equivalent
weight (EW) of 1,100 [g (mol -SO3-)-1] were cut into 5.5 x 1 cm 2 rectangles and sequentially
pretreated for 1 hour at 90C in solutions of: 3 % H2O2 (Fisher Scientific), 0.5 M H2SO4 (Acros
Organics), and then DI water. Afterwards, the membranes were rinsed several times with DI
water to remove all the residual acid and kept in the dark in DI water at room temperature prior to
use.
Reagent-grade 1.0 M HCl (Fisher Scientific), 99.99 wt.% NaCl (Fisher Scientific), 96 wt.%
CaCl2 (Acros Organics), and 98 wt.% FeCl 3 (Acros Organics) were used to prepare various
cationic compositions of N-211s in the H+/Mn+-form (Mn+ = Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+). The H+-form of
N-211 was allowed to ion-exchange in aqueous solutions containing various metal cation
compositions with a total concentration of Cl- ions of 0.1 M for at least 10 days at room
temperature under continuous shaking.

The contaminant-containing solutions were changed

periodically during exchange equilibration.
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5.2.2 Membrane cationic content
+

n+

The ionic contents of the H /M -form (M

n+

+

2+

3+

= Na , Ca , and Fe ) of the exchange

solution and of N-211 are defined as follows:

xH 



xM n 



y H m



CH 

(1)

CCl 
nCM n 

( 2)

CCl 
C H   SO 

(3)

3

[C H  SO  ]0
3

yM nm



nCM n   SO 

( 4)

3

[C H  SO  ]0
3

x H   xM n 

 1

(5)

y H m  yM nm

 1

( 6)

where C H  , C M n  , and CCl are the concentrations of H+, metal cations Mn+, and anion Cl- in
the exchange solution (mol L-1), respectively; xH  and xM n  are the fractions of Cl-1 ions
neutralized by protons and metal cations, respectively, in the exchange solution; C   and
H  SO
3

CM n  SO are the concentrations of H+ and metal cation Mn+ adsorbed on sulfonic sites (-SO3-) in
3

the Nafion membrane [mol (mol -SO3-)-1], respectively; [C   ]0 is the ion-exchange capacity of
H SO
3

the fully protonated form of a Nafion membrane (N-211) [mol H+ (mol -SO3-)-1]; and y H  m and

y M n  m are the fractions of sulfonic sites replaced by protons and metal cations, respectively, in
the membrane.
Following membrane preparation in solutions and conductivity measurement in DI water
and a He atmosphere, the ionic composition for Na and Ca ions in the membranes was
determined using standard analytical chemistry methods. First, ion exchange was performed by
immersing a membrane sample in 0.005 M NaOH aqueous solutions at room temperature under
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constant shaking for two days, allowing Na

+

to neutralize the remaining acid sites.

The

membrane was then removed and the excess NaOH solution was back-titrated with 0.005 M HCl
using phenolphthalein indicator. The end point was determined at pH 7.
3+

The compositional analysis of the Fe -contaminated membrane in the dry state was
determined by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX, SEM-Hitachi S-3400N) as used by Kelly et al. [6].
+

3+

Although EDX is a surface technique, the elemental analysis of the bulk membrane in the H /Fe

form could be obtained assuming the composition of the bulk membrane was the same as that at
the surface.

This assumption should be valid because, in this study, the contaminated

membranes were prepared by ion-exchange in aqueous solutions over a long period of time (at
least 10 days). Thus, the distribution of Fe3+ in the membrane should be homogeneous. The
cationic site fractions in the membrane were obtained from the atomic ratio as follows:

where y Fe3 m is Fe composition in the membrane;

is the signal intensity of the

elements Fe and F in the dry Nafion membrane containing Fe3+ cations; and
is the intensity ratio of the membrane in the fully Fe3+-form which was used as
the reference. F, a major element in a Nafion membrane, was used as the internal standard
instead of S (sulfur) because the S signal was too small and noisy.
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) elemental analyses (Na, Ca,
and Fe), carried out by Galbraith Laboratories in Knoxville, Tennessee, were used to confirm the
cationic composition of the membrane.
The Fe composition was calculated by Eq. (7) using the intensity ratio of the membrane
in the fully Fe3+-form ( xH  = 0.39) as the reference because elemental analysis showed that the
Fe exchange capacity of the Nafion membrane (N-211) exchanged in a standard solution with
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xH  = 0.39 was equivalent to the maximum proton exchange capacity [(896 mol H+) g-1] of the
membrane.
5.2.3 Conductivity
5.2.3.1 Conductivity measurement in DI water at room temperature (25C)
The ion-exchanged membrane was taken from the cation-chloride solution and rinsed
several times with DI water before it was sandwiched between two pieces of Pt foil and two
blocks of polyetheretherketone (PEEK). After that, the conductivity cell was filled with DI water
and conductivity in the liquid-phase at room temperature (25C) was measured. The impedance
of N-211 in the lateral direction was determined in a two-probe cell using an impedance analyzer
(Gamry Potentiostat Reference 600) with 25 mV ac amplitude in a frequency range of 106 to 100
Hz. The membrane thickness was measured by a micrometer immediately after the conductivity
measurement and an average of the thickness at five different positions determined.

The

conductivity was calculated from the following expression:

 

l
RA

(8)

where  is the conductivity (in S (Siemens) cm -1); l is the distance between two Pt electrodes
(cm); R is the membrane resistance (); A is the cross sectional area of the membrane (cm 2)
given by t cm x w cm; and t and w are the average thickness and average width of the
membrane, respectively.
5.2.3.2 Conductivity measurement in the gas phase at 80C
Details about the experimental procedure have been described elsewhere [19] but
are briefly described here. The membrane sample was equilibrated in ca. 30% relative humidity
(RH) at 80C in a He atmosphere for 8 h. The membrane was then put in a custom-made cell,
placed in the gas phase chamber and allowed to equilibrate. The humidity was ramped from
30%RH to 100%RH to measure conductivity at various %RH with constant conductivity for 1 h
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being maintained before the %RH was changed. The procedure was the same as that in the
previous section except a 50 mV ac modulation was applied instead of 25 mV because of high
membrane resistance at low humidity conditions and low proton composition ( y H  m ).

5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Membrane ionic composition at equilibrium
To ensure that the membranes reached equilibrium, the cation exchange was performed
over at least a 10-day period.

Equilibrium was assumed when there was no conductivity

difference in DI water for the membrane over a two day interval of exchange. Figure 5.1(a)
presents the relationship of membrane composition, expressed as a fraction of sulfonic sites
occupied by protons ( y H  m ), and the composition of protons in the aqueous solution (containing
0.1 M Cl-) after exchange ( xH  ). Figure 5.1(b) shows the equilibrium of protons and nonproton
cations in solution with a Nafion membrane. The ionic compositions (Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) of
exchanged membranes determined by titration and EDX are in good agreement with elemental
analysis. It can be seen that the neutralizing protons in a Nafion membrane are significantly
displaced by these cations, especially for the multivalent cations, at even low concentrations in
the liquid phase ( xH  high). For example, in Figure 5.1(b), the Na+ concentrations in exchange
solutions of 2 - 23 ppm (mass basis) ( xH  = 0.999 – 0.9999) neutralize ca. 0.6 – 2.1% of sulfonic
sites, respectively. Similarly, the cationic concentrations in solutions of 4 – 20 ppm Ca2+ ( xH  =
3+

0.999 – 0.9998) and 1.4 – 5.6 ppm Fe

( xH  = 0.9997 – 0.9999) (mass basis) result in an

exchange with ca. 4.2 – 16.2% and 5.2 – 16.6% of sulfonic sites, respectively.
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Figure 5.1 Equilibrium of protons between an aqueous phase ( xH  ) at constant Cl- content in
solution (0.1 M), and a N-211 membrane ( y H  m ) at room temperature: (a) for 0  y H  m  1 and
(b) for high y H  m region (very low cationic compositions).
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Table 5.1 lists the equilibrium constants for the exchange reaction of these ionic cations
(M

n+

+

2+

3+

+

= Na , Ca , and Fe ) and NH4 ions with proton sites in a N-211 membrane.

The

equilibrium exchange constant, Keq, for binary cation membranes is as follows:

MCl n (aq)  nHm( s)  nHCl (aq)  Mmn ( s )

K eq 

(a H  , aq ) n (aM n  m )
(aM n  , aq )(a H  m ) n



( H  , aq x H  ) n ( M n  m y M n  m )
( M n  , aq xM n  )( H  m y H  m ) n

(9)



( H  , aq xH  ) n ( y M n  m )

(10)

( M n  , aq xM n  )( y H  m ) n

where a n  and a 
are the activities in the liquid phase of the cations Mn+ and H+,
M , aq
H , aq
respectively; aM n  m and aH m are the activities in the membrane phase of the cations Mn+ and H+,
respectively;

M

n

, aq

and

H



, aq

are the activity coefficients in the liquid phase of the cations Mn+

and H+ obtained from previous studies [20-24], respectively;

M

n

m

and

H



m

are the activity

coefficients in the membrane phase of the cations Mn+ and H+ assumed to be 1, respectively,
since in the solid phase;

xM n and xH  are the fractions of the Cl- anions neutralized by the

cations Mn+ and H+ in liquid exchange solutions, respectively; and y H  m and y M n  m are the
fractions of –SO3- sites neutralized by protons and metal cations in the contaminated membranes,
respectively.
+

2+

It can be seen in Table 5.1 that Keq for N-211 with bi- and tri-valent cations (H /Ca and
+

3+

+

+

+

+

H /Fe ) is much larger than those for N-211 with mono-valent cations (H /Na and H /NH4 forms). Previously, Okada and co-workers [4,5,8] studied equilibrium and transport properties
(i.e., water transference coefficient, water content, equilibrium constant, etc.) of various cationexchanged Nafion membranes (N-117). In their study, the exchange reaction between cationic
ions in the solution and membrane was expressed in the reverse reaction of Eq. (9). Therefore,
the reciprocal of Keq constants in that study were used to compare with the values of K eq in this
study and found to correspond well (on the same order of magnitude). The results indicate that
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the higher order valence cations interact with the polymer network more strongly and preferably
exchange with the sulfonic sites than the lower valence cations. These interactions could affect
the ion-water interaction, water transport, and eventually the ionic conductivity of the
contaminated membrane.
Table 5.1 The equilibrium constant for the binary-cationic form of a Nafion membrane in a liquid
solution at room temperature (25C).

a

N-211

Keqa

H+/NH4+

2.55 ± 0.56

H+/Na+

0.84 ± 0.08

H+/Ca2+

90.6 ± 38.6

H+/Fe3+

4,848 ± 1,190

Reference
[19]
this work
this work
this work

Keq is the average value obtained from Eq. (10) using all the data in Figure 5.1 for a given cation
except that for the two extreme concentrations ( y H  m  0 and 1).

5.3.2 Effect of cations on the conductivity of N-211 in DI water at room temperature (25C)
Although the objective of this work was to study the effect of cations on Nafion
conductivity at practical fuel cell operations, we report the equilibrium between protons in
solutions ( x H  ) and membranes ( y H  m ) and the conductivity in DI water. These conditions are
very far removed from normal fuel cell operations. However, these measurements were done to
justify the experimental set-up in this study by comparing our results with those available in the
literature and to validate the conductivity results at other conditions
In Figure 5.2(a and b), the conductivities in DI water at room temperature of N-211 in the
H+/Mn+ form (Mn+ = Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) and H+/NH4+ form are shown.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 Conductivity in DI at room temperature for N-211 membranes containing various
cation compositions: (a) for 0  y H  m  1 and (b) for high y H  m region (very low cationic
compositions).

It was found that at very low cation compositions in the membrane ( y H  m > 0.95), the
effect of cations on the liquid-phase conductivity is minimal and is proportional to y H  m . The
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conductivities decreased in a similar linear fashion with the fraction of sites occupied by protons
( y H  m ) and were essentially identical regardless of the nature of the second metal cation with H+
+

+

in the membrane. Only NH4 /H had a much higher conductivity for the same value of y H  m .
However, its decrease in conductivity with decreasing y H  m was parallel to that for the metal
cations. It is known that ionic conductivity depends strongly on the state of water and cationwater interactions inside the Nafion polymer [9]. Therefore, the explanation for the similarity in
conductivity of the metal cation-contaminated membranes could be due to the similarity in cation
properties (see Table 5.2) resulting in a similarity in orientations of water molecules in the vicinity
of the cations and in the metal cation-water interactions, which is in agreement with the results
from previous studies [25-29]. It has been found that the cation-water clusters, [M-(H2O)m]n+, of
these metal cations are similar {(Na+(H2O)6, Ca2+(H2O)6, and Fe2+(H2O)8} [25-29]. On the other
hand, as mentioned above, the conductivity of the NH4+-poisoned membrane was significantly
higher than that of the metal cation-contaminated membranes having the same proton
composition ( y H  m ).

The experimental results indicate that NH4+m is more conductive than

Mn+m. The difference in the intermolecular force between water molecules and the cations in the
Nafion structure can explain this behavior.

The hydrogen-bond network between water

molecules and NH4+ ions is not the same as the dipole-dipole force between water molecules and
metal cations.
Table 5.3 summarizes the conductivities in DI water at room temperature for the fully
cationic exchanged Nafion membranes (N-211, 25 µm). Our experimental conductivities agree
well with those of Nafion 117 (N-117, 183 m) reported by Doyle et al. [11] (Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+)
and Halseid et al. [30] (NH4+). However, our results were only partially consistent with those
reported by Okada and co-workers (Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) who studied the conductivity of cationiccontaminated Nafion 117 (N-117, 185 µm) [4,5,8,10].

In this study, the conductivities as a

function of y H  m had the same trend with those reported by Okada and co-workers, but the
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absolute values were lower.

+

Nevertheless, the conductivity of the H -form of Nafion 117
-1

measured by Okada et al. [5,10] (150-200 mS cm ) was much higher than our experimental
-1

conductivity and that reported by almost every other study (90-100 mS cm ) [11,19,30-37].

Table 5.2 Literature values of the physical properties of mono- and multi-valent cations.
Average ion-water

Ionic radii in aqueous

distances (Å) [54]

solutions (Å)

-

0.40 [56]

2.6 [55,57,58]

20.1

NH4

-

1.52 [59]

7.0 [55]

14.0

Na+

2.39

1.74 [54]

9.6 [55]

16.5

Ca2+

2.41

1.62 [54]

12.1 [55]

17.2

3+

2.03

0.98 [54]

-

-

Cation
H+
+

Fe
a

tH2O is the water transference coefficient.

tH2O

H2O [55]

a

b

It expresses the number of water molecules

transported per Faraday through the polymer.
b

H2O is the water content of a Nafion membrane (N-117) in the fully hydrated state [mol H2O
(mol -SO3-)-1].

Table 5.3 Conductivities measured in DI water at room temperature of various (fully) cationic
forms of the N-211 Nafion membrane.
N-211

Conductivity (mS cm -1)

Reference

H+-form

105.9 ± 1.7

this work

NH4+-form

32.1 ± 1.5

[19]

+

26.5 ± 1.5

this work

2+

14.0 ± 1.4

this work

3+

5.8 ± 0.2

this work

Na -form
Ca -form
Fe -form
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5.3.3 Effect of cations on the conductivity of N-211 in the gas phase at 80C
In Figure 5.3(a-c), the gas-phase conductivities of contaminated N-211 membranes are
plotted against the membrane proton composition ( y H  m ). Eqs. (11-12) are empirical equations
that best fit the experimental results and have no physical or theoretical interpretation.

As

expected, the effect of cations on the gas-phase conductivity of a membrane with trace amounts
of cations ( y H  m > 0.98) is fairly minimal, which corresponds very well with the conductivity
results in DI water. The conductivity, however, decreases exponentially with y H  m . Under the
same conditions and

y H  m , the conductivities of N-211 membranes contaminated with

monovalent cations (i.e., Na+, NH4+) were similar, but were just slightly higher than those with
2+

3+

+

higher valent cations (i.e., Ca , Fe ). Thus, not including the NH4 membrane, the conductivities
of the H+/Mn+-forms (Mn+ = Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) of the membrane at 80C having the same y H  m
were practically identical, in good agreement (all nearly identical, not in terms of absolute
conductivities) with what was found in DI water as shown in Figure 5.2(a and b) for these
contaminated membranes.
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Figure 5.3 Conductivity of cationic-contaminated N-211 membranes at 80C in the gas phase: (a)
for 30 and 80%RH, (b) for 50 and 100%RH, and (c) at very low cationic compositions. Lines
represent average conductivities of the metal cationic (Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) contaminated
membranes and were obtained using the following empirical equations:
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where

 yH



m

is the conductivity of the cationic poisoned Nafion membrane (N-211) having

proton composition y H  m ; and aW is the water activity (%RH/100).
In practical fuel cell operations, the effect of ammonium ions on PEMFC performance
should be less than that of ionic metal cations because of the ability of ammonium ions to act as a
proton carrier and the possibility of ammonia removal at the cathode.

Ammonium ions can

transport protons by the vehicle process [18] and can be slowly oxidized and leave the cathode
as N2 and H2O. It was reported that the performance of an ammonia-poisoned PEMFC could be
partially recovered by operating in neat H2 for some period of times (16 h - 3 days) [38-40].
Conversely, the metal cations cannot carry protons. It can be partially removed by stopping fuel
cell operation and flooding the cell for a certain period of time [41]. It was found that the release
rate of these nonproton cations from contaminated membranes was relatively slow over the order
of days to weeks [7,16] and the performance of a partial Na-contaminated fuel cell could not be
recovered even when the contaminated feed was stopped and replaced with a clean stream for
several days [1].
Also, it can be seen in Figure 5.3(a-c) that the gas-phase conductivity is vulnerable to
cationic contamination because the proton transport by the Grotthuss and vehicle processes
could be significantly affected by these cationic species (NH4+, Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+). It is wellknown that the Grotthuss mechanism requires protons in the vicinity of water molecules because
this process involves the hopping of protons from water molecules to the surrounding water
molecules and the rotation of water molecules [42]. On the other hand, the vehicle mechanism
relates to the diffusion of H3O+ throughout the Nafion structure [9]. The presence of these foreign
ionic cations in the polymer network essentially impacts the Grotthuss transport by decreasing the
connectivity of water network and also affects the vehicle mechanism by hindering the ionic
diffusion in the hydrophilic region. The diffusion of H3O+ is much faster than that of the complex
n+

cation-water clusters [M-(H2O)m] [9].
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It has been recently reported that the performance of a cationic-contaminated fuel cell (Li
and Co) having low y H  m (high cationic content) was severely affected by proton depletion at low
humidity and by the combination of slow rate of the oxygen reduction reaction and proton
transport at humidities more than 75%RH [17]. The percentage loss of performance for a Licontaminated fuel cell with y H  m = 0.31 operating at 50%RH and 90C was ca. 29.4% and
81.9% at current densities of 0.2 and 0.3 A cm -2, respectively. In this study, the decrease in
conductivity at 50%RH and 80C of a membrane contaminated with a monovalent cation (Na ,
+

y H  m = 0.31), having similar properties to Li+, was 81.5%, which corresponds well with the
results of Greszler et al. [17].

This observation indicates that at this condition, the overall

performance of a cation-contaminated PEMFC is primarily governed by the rate of proton
transport.

5.3.4 Comparison of aqueous-phase and gas-phase ionic conductivities
As shown in Figure 5.2(a and b) and Figure 5.4, foreign impurities have more a
detrimental effect on gas-phase conductivities at 80C than on liquid-phase conductivities at room
temperature. The conductivity of the membrane in an aqueous electrolyte (Figure 5.2(a and b))
increased almost linearly with an increase in proton composition, while that in a gas phase
(Figure 5.3(a and b)) increased exponentially. In the fully metal cationic state, the liquid-phase
+

n+

conductivity of the N-211 in the H /M -form (M

n+

+

2+

3+

= Na , Ca , and Fe ) was ca. 13 times less

than that in the H+-form (see Figure 5.2(a and b)), whereas the gas-phase conductivity was a
factor of 6 – 125, less depending on humidity (see Figure 5.4). The effect of the cationic ions on
conductivity decreased as humidity increased.

The explanation for the different effect on

conductivity in the liquid- and gas-phases is probably due to the dissimilarities of proton transport
via the Grotthuss and vehicle mechanisms in these two phases.

The conductivity of the

+

membrane in the H -form in DI water at room temperature is mainly dominated by the Grotthuss
mechanism, whereas, that measured at 80C in the gas-phase is probably primarily governed by
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vehicle transport [43,44]. The results imply that the presence of the counter metal cationic ions in
the Nafion structure significantly affected proton transport by reducing the connectivity of the
water network in the ionic cluster, particularly in a membrane containing low water content (at
80C) that caused a more rigid structure. Since the metal cation-water clusters were transported
by the vehicle mechanism [9], the experimental data suggest that the cation-water interactions at
80C and 30–100%RH (Figure 5.3(a-c)) severely influenced the diffusion of the cation-water
clusters more than the hopping of protons at room temperature in DI water through the cationwater network (Figure 5.2(a and b)).

Figure 5.4 Gas-phase conductivity at various humidities and 80C for N-211 membranes having
different cationic fractions.
5.3.5 Effect of cations on the activation energy for ionic conductivity
Figure 5.5(a and b) present the temperature dependence of ionic conductivity of N-211
for several cationic forms ( y H  m = 0 and  0.5) in the range 60-90C and at 50%RH. The
activation energies were obtained from the Arrhenius relationship as follows:
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where Ea is the activation energy of conductivity; 0 is the pre-exponential factor; R is the gas
constant; and T is the temperature (K).

Figure 5.5 Temperature dependence at 50 %RH, and 80C of the conductivity of N-211 in the
H /M -form having: (a) y H  m = 0, and (b) y H  m  0.5 [M
+

n+

n+

+

2+

3+

= Na , Ca , and Fe ].

As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the tri-valent cation (Fe3+) is more preferentially exchanged
with sulfonic sites in Nafion than protons. Even trace amounts of Fe3+ ions in solution ( xH  =
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3+

0.99) displace protons significantly ( y H  m = 0.42). Thus, the preparation of a Fe -contaminated
membrane having a proton composition 1 > y H  m > 0.42 is difficult. In this section, y H  m of the
3+

+

2+

Fe -contaminated membrane was 0.63, which was much more than in the Na - and Ca contaminated membranes.

Consequently, the conductivity plot of the H+/Fe3+-form in Figure
+

+

+

2+

5.5(b) appears to be higher than those of the H /Na - and H /Ca -forms.
In Figure 5.6, the activation energy as a function of humidity for the H+/Fe3+-form of N-211
is shown. The activation energy plots of other binary-cationic forms (H+/Na+ and H+/Ca2+) having
+

3+

the same proton compositions ( y H  m ) are similar to those for the H /Fe -form (data not shown).
The activation energy results for the fully protonated state ( y H  m = 1) of the N-211 Nafion
membrane at different humidities are in reasonable agreement with literature values for the same
type of membrane but with a different thickness (N-117, 178 µm, and EW = 1,100 g (mol SO3-)-1)
[9,45-52].

It can be seen in Figure 5.6 that the activation energy increases as the proton

composition decreases at any particular humidity ranging from 30-100%RH.

Since protons

mainly migrate by the vehicular mechanism at this temperature [43,44], the experimental data
suggest that the movement of protons by the diffusion process is significantly affected by the
presence of the metal cations in N-211.
membrane with the same y H  m

Also, in Figure 5.6, the activation energy of the

(0.63  y H  m  1) is only slightly influenced by humidity.

Zawodzinski et al. [53] found that the ratio of proton transport by the Grotthuss mechanism to the
vehicular mechanism increases with an increase in water content for the H+-form of N-117. One
would expect lower activation energies at higher humidities. The results imply that at high y H  m
(low cationic content), the presence of the metal cation only slightly affects the water uptake of
Nafion membranes.
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Figure 5.6 The effect of humidity and proton composition on Ea for conductivity of N-211 in the
H+/Fe3+-form.
Figure 5.7(a and b) present the activation energy for conductivity of N-211 membranes
poisoned with metal cations (Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) and a proton-containing cation (NH4+) as a
function of proton composition ( y H  m ) at 50 and 100%RH, respectively. The dotted lines for the
Ea of the metal ionic cations contaminated membranes with 0  y H  m  0.5 were based on a 2nd
polynomial fit of the experimental data. The prediction in this range is only a rough estimation. It
can be seen that the energy barriers for metal cations are higher than those for NH4+ ions,
particularly at low y H  m ( y H  m < 0.4, high cationic content).

This is probably due to the

difference in intermolecular forces within cation-water clusters and the dissimilarity of the
hydrogen bond among water molecules in the vicinity of these cations. Unlike NH 4+ ions, metal
cation ions cannot form a H-bond with neighboring water molecules, but exhibit a dipole-dipole
interaction with surrounding water molecules. Additionally, the strength of the H-bond between
water molecules in the cation-water clusters may be differently influenced by the different cations
because the cationic properties (charge, polarizability, size, shape, etc.) of the NH4+ and metal
ions are not alike. Also, it can be seen in Figure 5(a and b) that the activation energies decrease
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with y H  m at all humidities (the data for humidities other than 100 and 50%RH are not shown
here). It is apparent that the concentration of protons in a Nafion membrane and the humidity
considerably influence the activation energy for ionic conductivity in a poisoned membrane.

Figure 5.7 The effect of proton fraction on the Ea for conductivity of N-211 in the various cationic
forms at: (a) 50 %RH, and (b) 100 %RH. Solid lines represent an empirical polynomial fit of the
Ea in the H+/Mn+-form (Mn+ = Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) as follows:
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5.4 Conclusions
The effect of monovalent and multivalent cation types on the conductivity of a Nafion
membrane (N-211) under various conditions was studied.

It was found that higher valence

cations exhibit strong interaction with and have a stronger preference for the sulfonic sites than
lower valence cations. The ionic conductivities in DI water at room temperature (25C) of three
+

n+

different H /M -forms (M

n+

+

2+

3+

= Na , Ca , and Fe ) of N-211 were found to be similar, but lower

than those in the H+/NH4+-form of N-211 having the same proton composition ( y H  m ). The
aqueous-phase conductivities of all cationic-poisoned membranes decreased in a similar linear
fashion with the y H  m .
As expected, the gas-phase conductivities at 80C of N-211 in various binary-metal
+

cationic forms with identical y H  m were similar, but slightly lower than that in the NH4 -form,
which was consistent with the results in DI water. It is clear that the influence of measurement
conditions (temperature and humidity) and the proton content in the membrane on the gas-phase
conductivity are significant. Conductivity in the gas phase declined more dramatically with y H  m
than that in an aqueous phase.

The conductivity decreased exponentially with y H  m at a

particular humidity and increased with the humidity.

In liquid electrolyte (DI water) at room

temperature, the conductivities of N-211 in the fully H+-form were ca. 12 times higher than those
in the fully metal cationic-forms. In humidified gas at 80C, on the other hand, those in the fully
metal cationic forms were lower by a factor of approximately 125 or 6 compared to those in the
protonic form at 30 and 100 %RH, respectively.
The activation energy (Ea) for ionic conductivity through the pre-contaminated membrane
in the temperature range 60-90C and 30-100%RH was also studied. It was found that the Ea for
the conductivity of a cationic-contaminated membrane increased as y H  m decreased. This could
be because the presence of these foreign cations in a Nafion structure causes the discontinuity of
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the proton transport pathway through the water network and the movement of cationic water
+

clusters is lower than H3O clusters, which ultimately affects the ionic movement by the Grotthuss
+

n+

and vehicular mechanisms. The energy barriers for the binary cationic forms of N-211 (H /M forms, M

n+

+

2+

3+

= Na , Ca , and Fe ) having the same y H  m were similar, but slightly more than that

for the NH4+-form at the same conditions. It is clear that the presence of cationic species in the
hydrophilic region of a Nafion membrane affects the physical properties of the membrane, for
example, ion transport, water uptake, interaction between cations and water, swelling property,
etc. Accordingly, the experimental results suggest that the complex cation-water clusters of the
Nafion membranes contaminated with nonproton cations (i.e., Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) were not the
same at these conditions as those in the membrane contaminated with a proton-containing cation
(i.e., NH4+).

The quantitative conductivities and the activation energies of various cationic

contaminations at conditions similar to normal fuel cell operation are reported for the first time in
this study and should be beneficial for PEMFC simulation work.
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CHAPTER SIX
®

EFFECT OF H2O2 ON NAFION PROPERTIES AND CONDUCTIVITY
AT FUEL CELL CONDITIONS
[Accepted for publication by Journal of Power Sources (2011)]
Abstract
During PEM fuel cell operation, formation of H2O2 and material corrosion occurs,
generating trace amounts of metal cations (i.e., Fe2+, Pt2+) and subsequently initiating the
deterioration of cell components and, in particular, PFSA membranes (e.g., Nafion). However,
most previous studies of this have been performed using conditions not relevant to fuel cell
environments, and very few investigations have studied the effect of Nafion decomposition on
conductivity, one of the most crucial factors governing PEMFC performance. In this study, a
quantitative examination of properties and conductivities of degraded Nafion membranes at
conditions relevant to fuel cell environments (30-100 %RH and 80C) was performed. Nafion
membranes were pre-ion-exchanged with small amounts of Fe2+ ions prior to H2O2 exposure.
The degradation degree (defined as: loss of ion-exchange capacity, weight, and fluoride content),
water uptake, and conductivity of H2O2-exposed membranes were found to strongly depend on
Fe content and H2O2 treatment time. SEM cross-sections showed that the degradation initially
took place in the center of the membrane, while FTIR analysis revealed that Nafion degradation
preferentially proceeds at the sulfonic end group and at the ether linkage located in the pendant
side chain and that the H-bond of water is weakened after prolonged H2O2 exposure.
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6.1 Introduction
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) could be potentially exploited in the
future as major power generation devices because of their high power density, low temperature of
operation, fast start-up, and lack of noxious gas emissions. Up to the present, Pt-based catalysts
®

and perfluorinated sulfonic acid (PFSA) membranes, especially Nafion , have been popularly and
extensively used in typical PEM fuel cells. This is because Pt catalysts have low overpotential
and high catalytic activity for the electrochemical reactions at both the cathode and anode [1].
Nafion has demonstrated high proton conductivity, high chemical/mechanical/thermal stabilities,
and stable performance in fuel cell applications [2-4]. However, the reliability and durability of
hydrogen fuel cell technology need to be improved before it can be implemented on a large
commercial scale.
Previous studies have shown that, even if a fuel cell is operated in neat H2 fuel and
oxidant streams, degradation of PEMFC performance can occur [5]. It is well-accepted that the
performance is permanently decreased by loss of electrochemically active surface area of the Pt
catalyst due to corrosion of the carbon support, by dissolution/migration/reprecipitation of the Pt
catalyst [1,6-11] and by degradation of the PFSA materials (e.g., Nafion) due to hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) formation at the anode or cathode (depending on the operating conditions) [4,1214]. The decomposition of H2O2, catalyzed by contaminating metal cations (i.e., Fe2+, Pt2+),
generates highly active oxygen radicals (OH, OOH) that initiate the degradation of the ionomer
[14-16]. It is known that all PFSA membranes, not only Nafion, are not chemically stable in the
presence of both H2O2 and metal cationic contamination under fuel cell conditions [17]. However,
most studies have focused on the degradation of Nafion more than other types of PFSA materials
due to its popularity.
It has been previously reported that the H2O2 decomposition mechanism in Fenton’s
2+

2+

2+

2+

2+

reagent {a solution of H2O2 with ppm level of metal contaminants (i.e., Fe , Cu , Pt , Co , Cr ,
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2+

Ni , etc.) [3-4,18-19]} is similar to that in typical fuel cell environments [20-22]. The reactive
species for Nafion decomposition appear to form as follows [23-27]:

Nafion  Fe 2  H 2O2 


Nafion  Fe3  OH  OH 

(1)

H 2O2  OH 

OOH   H 2O

(2)




3

Nafion  Fe  OH
Nafion  ( FeOH )

2






hv

Nafion  ( FeOH )

2

2

Nafion  Fe  OH 

(3)
(4)

where Nafion-Fe2+ and Nafion-Fe3+ represent the membrane having Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions
neutralizing 2 and 3 sulfonate acid groups, respectively. In addition to enhancing degradation of
the Nafion, the replacement of protons on the sulfonic groups by non-proton cations by
themselves decreases Nafion conductivity [28-34].
The mechanism of H2O2 formation and chemical degradation of Nafion membranes have
already been extensively investigated by various researchers [3-4,10,14-15,35-36].

Some

studies have suggested that the ionomer degradation preferentially happens at the cathode,
where the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurs [12-13,37-40]. On the contrary, other studies
have suggested that greater membrane degradation takes place at the anode, where crossover
O2 from the cathode exists and the formation of H2O2 is electrochemically favored [12,23,41].
Previous results found that the degradation process of the ionomer in the membrane is faster
than that in the catalyst layer and takes place in the proximity of the membrane-electrode
interface [3,42]. Consequently, characterization of the degraded membrane can potentially be a
diagnostic approach to evaluate the impact of oxidation on the performance and to predict the
lifetime of a PEMFC. However, up to the present, there is no detailed quantitative study reporting
the effect of Nafion oxidation on conductivity (one of the most crucial factors for fuel cell
performance) or the properties of degraded membranes at conditions relevant to practical
PEMFC usage. Several studies have investigated the conductivity of degraded membranes at
room temperature in liquid electrolyte (i.e., deionized water) [13,35], while a few studies have
reported the conductivity of decomposed membranes in a gas phase at room to elevated
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temperatures (25-80C), but only at 100 %RH [4,10], which is not always practical for portable,
automotive, and/or stationary fuel cell applications.
Most studies have pretreated fuel cell components in Fenton’s reagent because it
provides a very well-controlled environment and requires only a very simple experimental set-up
[5]. The reagent is usually refreshed periodically to maintain H2O2 concentration. However, it is
known that multivalent ionic cations (i.e., Na+, Ca2+, Ni2+, Fe2+, Fe3+) interact with sulfonic sites
(SO3-) more strongly than protons (H+) [29,33,43] and the uptake of these non-proton cations
severely affects Nafion properties and performance [29].

Accordingly, the accumulation of

Nafion-Fe2+ in the membrane and the increase in degradation level concurrently proceed as the
solution is changed, potentially leading to a misinterpretation of the experimental results. To
date, there are discrepancies in the literature about the influence of treatment in Fenton’s reagent
on ion-exchange capacity (IEC) loss and on fluorine emission rate (FER). Some authors found
significant lost in IEC of Nafion membranes after exposure to Fenton’s solution [10,35,44], while
others did not observe any change [4,24]. The FER values reported vary significantly from 0.0160.260 mmol g-1 h-1 [3,35,45].
The purpose of this work was to provide more insight into the effect of oxidation on
Nafion membranes under normal fuel cell conditions. The procedure for H2O2 treatment was
slightly modified from that of other studies to provide more realistic results relative to a PEMFC.
2+

The membranes were first pre-ion exchanged with Fe

ions and then introduced to a freshly-

prepared H2O2 solution to keep Fe content in the pretreated membranes (Nafion-Fe2+) constant
over all H2O2 exposure times. Since metal cations on the sulfonic sites (SO 3-) in the Nafion
polymer arise during preparation or from very low concentrations of impurities in the gas streams,
H2O2 decomposition during fuel cell operation proceeds primarily due to the presence of these
metal cations in the Nafion instead of ions in solution. Therefore, this modification of the H 2O2
pretreatment procedure yields a better replication of the degradation process in a typical fuel cell
environment.

Consequently, the quantitative evaluation test (conductivity) and physical and

chemical characterizations (loss of ion exchange capacity, weight, and fluorine, water uptake,
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FTIR and EDX analysis) of H2O2-treated membranes pretreated by this modified procedure,
reported in this study, provide results that should be more pertinent than previous investigations
using Fenton’s reagent.

The disagreements in the literature concerning the effect of Nafion

degradation on properties (IEC and FER) are also discussed.

6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Membrane pretreatment
Commercial Nafion 211 membranes (NRE-211, 25 µm nominal thickness, 1100 EW)
were purchased from DuPont Inc.

Nafion membranes (5.5 x 1 cm 2) were pretreated by a

standard procedure. They were heated at 90C for 1 hour each in aqueous solutions of 3 %vol.
H2O2 (Fisher Scientific) to remove organic impurities, in 0.5 M H2SO4 (Fisher Scientific) to remove
metallic impurities and to acidify the sulfonic sites, and in deionized (DI) water to remove residual
acid solution. The subsequent acidified membranes were washed several times and kept in DI
water prior to use.
6.2.2 Pre-ion exchange with Fe and H2O2 treatment of the Nafion-Fe2+ membranes
Reagent grade solutions of 1 M FeSO4, 1 M H2SO4, and 50 %vol. H2O2 were purchased
from Fisher Scientific.

Instead of following the general procedure for Fenton’s reagent

pretreatment by immersing acidified membranes in a freshly-prepared Fenton’s reagent (ppm
level of Fe2+ ions in H2O2 aqueous solution) [3, 35, 46-47], the procedure was modified for this
study. The membrane samples were first ion-exchanged using a solution containing 20, 100, or
1,000 ppm of Fe2+ in 0.1 M H2SO4 at ambient temperature for 7 days under constant shaking to
ensure exchange equilibration. The equilibrium isotherm for the bi-valent cation composition
between the exchange solution and a Nafion membrane is shown in references [29, 32, 43]. The
equilibrium compositions for protons in Nafion membranes in Fe2+ exchange solutions are given
in Table 6.1. It can be observed that even trace amounts of Fe2+ ions in solutions results in a
significant uptake of Fe in membranes, indicating that Fe2+ ions more preferentially adsorb on
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0

0

sulfonic sites than protons. The initial proton composition ( y H   Fe ; where y H   Fe is the initial
fraction after equilibration in a solution of sulfonic sites in a Nafion-Fe2+ membrane still
neutralized by protons) is obtained as follows:

yH0   Fe 

IEC0
IECoriginal

(5)

where IECoriginal and IEC0 are the ion-exchange capacities of Nafion membranes in the original H+form [928 (µmol H+) g-1] and of the Fe-containing membranes before H2O2 treatment (time = 0 h),
respectively. The equation for IEC calculation is given in section 6.2.3.
In Table 6.1, the Fe composition in the membrane before expose to H2O2 (related to the
fraction of protons removed upon ion exchange with Fe2+, 1- y H   Fe ) increases with an increase
0

in Fe2+ ion concentration in the exchange solution.

The membrane samples are labeled

corresponding to the proton composition in the membrane before H2O2 exposure (time = 0 h, M90
means 90% of –SO3- groups neutralized with H+ and 10% with Fe ions), since this parameter is
one of the most crucial factors governing fuel cell performance.
After Fe exchange, the ion-exchanged membranes were rinsed several times with DI
water, dried at 80C for 8 h, and weighted (W 0). Then, these Fe2+-containing membranes were
individually immersed in a freshly-prepared aqueous solution of 30 vol.% H2O2 at 80C under
constant shaking in amber glassware for a specific period of time.

The H2O2 solution was

changed every 4 h during the first 24 h and every 8 h afterwards to ensure essentially constant
H2O2 concentration since the degradation tends to be almost stabilized after 24 h. The used
solutions and treated membranes were separately allowed to cool to room temperature and were
kept in amber glassware prior to fluorine analysis.
6.2.3 Ion exchange capacity (IEC)
The ion-exchange capacities (IECs) are defined in this paper as the concentration of
proton sites available in the membranes and were determined by a standard acid-based titration
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technique using W 0 (original membrane sample weight) as the basis. This technique is widely
considered to be a convenient and accurate method [36]. After conductivity measurement, a
membrane was immersed in 0.1 M NaCl (Fisher Scientific) solution at ambient temperature for 2
days.

2+

3+

It has been found that multivalent cations (i.e., Fe , Fe ) interact with sulfonic sites

(-SO3-) in Nafion more preferably and strongly than monovalent cations (i.e., Na+) and protons
+

+

(H ), respectively [29, 32-33], and, therefore, Na ions should replace only the remaining protons
(H+), not the Fe2+ and/or Fe3+ attached to the sulfonic sites (-SO3-).

After exchange, the

membrane was taken out of the solution and dried at 80C for 2 days and the dry weight (W t)
determined. The exchange solution was subsequently back-titrated with a 0.005 M NaOH (Fisher
Scientific) using bromothymol blue indicator. The end point of titration was determined at pH 7.
The ion-exchange capacity (IEC) was calculated as follows:

IEC



CNaOH  VNaOH
W0

(6)

where [CNaOH] and VNaOH are the concentration (0.005 M) and volume (cm3), respectively, of the
NaOH solution used for back-titration and W 0 is the initial weight (mg) of the membrane sample.
In order to rectify the discrepancies in the literature about the change in ion-exchange
capacity (IEC) of H2O2-treated membranes and to determine whether or not the reported
negligible effect on IEC was due to a post-degradation acid treatment, an IEC investigation and
FTIR analysis of membranes was carried out in this work both before and after exposure to an
acid solution. In order to minimize the variation between membrane samples, the Fe-containing
0

membrane with y H   Fe = 0.22 was cut in half. The first half was treated in 1 M H2SO4 at 80C for
8 h, rinsed with DI water, and kept in the dark. The other half was exposed to 30 vol.% H 2O2 at
80C under constant shaking in amber glassware for 4 h and rinsed with DI water. Then, it was
acidic-treated at the same conditions as those for the first half. After that, IEC measurements and
FTIR examination of these two halfs were performed.
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6.2.4 Fluorine analysis
-

The F concentrations in the collected H2O2 solutions before and after Nafion degradation
were determined using a fluoride ion selective electrode 9609BNWP (Thermo Scientific Orion).
6.2.5 Conductivity measurements
The procedures have already been described in more detail elsewhere [27].

The

membrane sample was pretreated at 30% relative humidity (RH) and 80C for 4 h before it was
placed into a custom-made polyetheretherketone (PEEK) holder to prevent stresses developing
in the membrane during humidification. Then, the conductivity measurement of the membrane in
the lateral or in-plane direction at 30 %RH and 80C was performed by a two-probe impedance
analyzer (Gamry Potentiostat Reference 600) with ac amplitude of 50 mV until constant
conductivity was obtained. After that, the relative humidity was raised in steps from 30 %RH to
100 %RH and the conductivity was measured after equilibration at each step in %RH. The
membrane dimensions and weight (W 100%RH) were obtained immediately after the conductivity
measurements. The conductivity was calculated from the following expression:



l
RA

(7)

where  is the conductivity (S cm -1); l is the distance between the two Pt electrodes (cm); R is the
membrane resistance (), obtained from the intercept of the real component axis in a Nyquist
plot; A is the cross sectional area of the membrane (cm2).
6.2.6 Water uptake measurements
After the conductivity measurement at 100 %RH and 80C, the water content of a Nafion
membrane was obtained as follows:

H O
2



1100(W100% RH  Wt )
18Wt
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(8)

where H2O is the water uptake of the Nafion membrane at 100 %RH and 80C (defined as
-

adsorbed water molecules per sulfonic acid functionality [(mol H2O)/(mol -SO3 )]), W 100 %RH is the
weight of the membrane equilibrated at 100 %RH and 80C, and W t is the dry weight of the
membrane after treatment in H2O2 solution for a period of time t.
6.2.7 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis
FTIR spectroscopy was performed to examine the change in chemical structure of the
Nafion samples. After the Fe2+-membranes were soaked in 30% H2O2 aqueous solution at 80C
for various immersion times, the degraded membranes were rinsed several times with DI water,
dried, and kept in the dark prior to analysis. FTIR measurements were conducted with a Nicolet
Magna-IR spectrometer equipped with an ATR device. The spectrum was collected at ambient
temperature with a wave number resolution of 4 cm-1 in the range of 500-4000 cm-1.

For

comparison purposes, each FTIR spectrum was normalized by the absorbance intensity of the
vibration at 1145 cm -1. This peak can be attributed to the C-F bond, which is a characteristic
bond in the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone. Therefore, this peak was used as an
internal standard in this study.
6.2.8 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
The physical changes at the surfaces and over the cross-sections of Nafion membranes
before and after treatment were investigated by SEM analysis (SEM-Hitachi S-3400N).
Membrane cross-sections were prepared by a freeze-fracture technique. The membrane sample
was allowed to freeze in liquid nitrogen and was then fractured while still immersed in liquid
nitrogen.
6.2.9 Elemental analysis
Elemental analyses (oxygen, fluorine, sulfur, and iron) of the membranes before and after
H2O2 treatment were performed to confirm EDX results. Measurements were carried out by
Galbraith Laboratories in Knoxville, TN.
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6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Effect of H2O2 treatment and Fe content on Nafion decomposition
The degree of degradation of Fe ion-exchanged Nafion membranes by H2O2 was
investigated by changes in ion-exchange capacity (IEC), weight, and fluorine content. These
properties have been demonstrated to be important ones for evaluating degradation level and
membrane stability. This is because degradation occurs at the polymer side chains via a side
chain cleavage mechanism causing the cleavage of SO 3-H, CF3, OCF2, and CF groups [48] and
also occurs via an unzipping mechanism at the main chain where there are reactive end groups
(e.g., COOH) [15, 17, 20, 48]. Since ion-exchange capacity (IEC) is one of the most important
parameters regulating the properties of PFSA membranes (e.g., water uptake, proton
conductivity), this property is popularly used to investigate the characteristics of Nafion
membranes. In addition, the losses of weight and fluorine content are believed to be accurate
and direct measurements of Nafion stability [26]. In this study, the level of Nafion degradation is
defined by fractional loss of IEC, weight, and fluorine content as follows:

Ion exchange capacity fraction loss : X IEC



yH0   Fe  yHt   Fe

with yH0   Fe 

yH0   Fe

(9)

IECt 0
IECt
, yHt   Fe 
IECoriginal
IECoriginal

where XIEC is the fraction of original proton composition lost by a degraded Nafion sample;

y Ht   Fe is the fraction of original sulfonic sites in the membrane remaining after treatment time t;
IECoriginal is the ion-exchange capacity of a Nafion membrane in the original proton form of the
+

-1

membrane [928 (µmol H ) g ]; and IECt=0 and IECt are the ion-exchange capacities
+

-1

[(µmol H ) g ] of Fe-containing membranes before and after treatment in H2O2 solutions for a
period of time t, respectively.
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Weight loss fraction : X W



Fluorine loss fraction : X F



W0  Wt
W0

(10)

CF t VH O

2 2

W0 F0

(11)

where XW and XF are the fractions of weight lost and of fluorine lost of a degraded Nafion sample,
-

respectively; [CF]t is the concentration of fluorine in the H2O2 solution at treatment time t [(mg F )
cm-3]; VH2O2 is the volume of H2O2 solution (cm3); W 0 and W t are the dry weights (mg) of the Fecontaminating membranes before and after H2O2 treatment for a period of time t; and F0 is the
initial weight fraction of fluorine in the Fe2+-containing membranes at treatment time 0 with a
value of 0.68 (results from elemental analysis).
It was previously found that the average Fe release rate from components in a normal
fuel cell without protective coating on metallic bipolar plates is 6.5 µg cm -2 [49]. If the typical daily
operating time for an MEA (using an NE-1135 membrane, 190 g m-2) is considered to be 6.5 h
and Fe2+/Fe3+ ion contaminants are assumed to be completely taken up by the membrane, the
proton fraction remaining ( y H   Fe ) of the MEA after 108 days of operation should be ca. 0.860

0.91. Thus, the investigation of M90 membranes ( y H   Fe = 0.90) were a particular focus of this
study, since these Fe contamination levels are relevant to practical fuel cell usage. However, to
gain better insight into the degradation mechanism during fuel cell operation, the properties and
conductivities of membranes containing various higher Fe compositions were also examined.
Higher Fe compositions enabled a more complete analysis of the influence of Fe concentration
on degradation.

Table 6.1 illustrates the degree of Nafion decomposition (fractions of IEC,

weight, and F lost) during 24 h exposure to a solution of H2O/H2O2, and fluorine loss (emission)
rate (FER) for the 4 levels of Fe content in the Nafion membranes studied.
The influence of exposure to just pure H2O, as opposed to exposure to the H2O2 solution,
at 80C for both M100 and M90 membranes was also studied to be able to account for any
changes simply due to exposure to H2O in the H2O2 solution.
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In Table 6.1, no significant

decrease in IEC, weight, or fluorine content was observed for the membranes subjected only to
water treatment, indicating that Nafion is chemically stable in the presence of hot water and
2+

3+

Fe /Fe ions in the membrane.
Table 6.1 Equilibrium compositions and physical and chemical properties of Nafion membranes
with different Fe contents before and after 24 h H2O2 solution exposure.

a

The concentration of Fe2+ ions in a 0.1 M H2SO4 aqueous exchange solution.

b, c

y H0   Fe and y H24  Fe are the fractions of sulfonic sites (-SO3-) neutralized by protons in the Fecontaining membrane before and after 24 h H2O2 treatment at 80C, respectively; error ± 5%.

d, e, f

24
24
24
, X W , and X F are the fractions of ion-exchange capacity (IEC) lost, weight lost, and
X IEC

fluorine lost after 24 h H2O2 treatment at 80C, respectively; error ± 5%.
g

FER is the fluorine loss (also called emission) rate obtained from the initial slope of F lost vs.
time; error ± 2%.
The effect of H2O2 treatment on degradation of the non-Fe containing membrane (M100)

was also studied. It can be seen in Table 1 that the fractional losses of weight and fluorine
content of M100 membranes exposed to H2O2 solution for 24 h were negligible, consistent with
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the results of Kinumoto et al. [50].

Unexpectedly, since no Fe ions were present, but also

consistent with the results of Kinumoto et al. [50], IEC loss for M100 appeared to be significant.
This could be because H2O2 treatment causes the evolution of cross-linking S-O-S [3, 13] and/or
decomposes the sulfonic groups (-SO3H) located at the pendant side chain, proposed to occur as
follows [50]:

2   SO3 H  ( s)  H 2O2 (aq.)

Heat



2SO42 (aq.)  4 H  (aq.)

(12)

On the other hand, for Fe-containing membranes, significant degradation in H+ and
fluorine content occurred after 24 h H2O2 treatment. The treated membranes lost considerable

y H   Fe , weight, and fluorine content. The level of degradation, except for y H   Fe , increased
significantly with the concentration of Fe2+ ions in the membrane. The Fe-containing membranes
had a somewhat greater loss of y H   Fe (XIEC) than M100, but proportionally the losses were
approximately identical for all loadings of Fe studied (M90, M61, and M22).
Figure 6.1 presents the fractions of y H   Fe , weight, and fluorine lost for Nafion
0

membranes (M90) with y H   Fe = 0.90 (10% of sulfonate sites neutralized with Fe2+ ions rather
than H+ ions) pretreated in a 30% H2O2 solution at 80C for various periods of time. It can be
seen that the fractional losses of IEC, weight, and fluorine followed the same trend, but the
decomposition fractions of weight and fluorine lost were lower at all treatment times than that of
IEC lost. Based on these results, it can be suggested that the reactive radicals not only cause
the cleavage of Nafion’s matrix, but may also cause the formation of cross-linking S-O-S, SO2-OSO2, and/or SO2-F bonds in the degraded Nafion ionomer since the evolution of these crosslinks
decrease only IEC and does not affect the weight or fluorine lost. This suggestion is consistent
with those in the literature [3, 50]. As seen in Figure 6.1, an apparent stabilization after initial loss
occurred after ca. 24 h. The results imply that as reactions of H2O2 decomposition {Eqs. (1-2)}
proceed, Nafion-Fe2+ is oxidized to Nafion-Fe3+, as shown in Eq. (1), resulting in the loss of the
active catalytic species. In this study, since the membranes were individually submerged in H2O2
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3+

reagent in amber glassware and in a dark room, the reconversion of Nafion-Fe

back to Nafion-

2+

Fe , catalyzed by light as shown in Eq. (4), was inhibited and minimized. Thus, it would appear
that the extent of the degradation of the Nafion membranes by H2O2 was probably governed by

Fractions of IEC, Weight, and F Lost

the availability of Fe with a lower oxidation state [47, 50].

1.0
XIEC
XW

0.8

XF
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0
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75

H2O2 treatment time (h)
Figure 6.1 Fractions of ion-exchange capacity (IEC), weight, and fluorine lost from M90
membranes as a result of H2O2 treatment.
Figure 6.2 presents the kinetics of fluorine removal from the degrading membranes. It
shows that the level of Fe2+ ions in the membrane significantly affects the degree and rate of
Nafion decomposition. Given in Table 6.1-6.2, the slopes of F loss (emission) vs. time in the
initial linear region and over the ca. 24 h period to reach a stable state represent the initial and
average fluorine loss (emission) rates (FERs), respectively.
2+

Nafion-Fe

It is clear that the presence of

in the structure considerably enhances the membrane deterioration rate. Figure 6.3

shows the effect of Fe composition on average FER. The squares in Figure 6.3 represent the
2+

average FERs reported by Chen et al. [3] assuming that all of the 3-300 ppm of Fe

ions in 100

mL of Fenton’s reagent were taken up by the 0.25 g Nafion membranes (N-112) in that study
(used to calculate y H   Fe ). Considering the differences in experimental procedure and conditions
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(see Table 6.2), the data from this study and that of Chen et al. [3] are reasonably similar.
Surprisingly, however, it can be seen for the results of Chen et al. [3] that the highest Fe content
in their study yielded lower FER values, which contradicts logic and results in the literature [21].
However, regardless of the data for the highest Fe concentration, which is questionable, it can be
seen in Figure 6.3 that the average FERs obtained in this study are similar and in the same range
with results in ref. [3]. The reasons for the slight differences are discussed in section 6.3.2.
Unfortunately, other related papers in the literature do not provide sufficient detail or vary Fe
content in a way to permit a comparison of average FER vs. Fe content.

12
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M100
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Figure 6.2 Fluorine loss (emission) of Nafion membranes with various levels of Fe content as a
function of H2O2 exposure time.
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Figure 6.3 Influence of Fe content in the membrane on the average rate of fluorine loss
(emission) (FER) of H2O2-treated Nafion membranes.
6.3.2 Comparison of the fluorine loss (emission) rate (FER) reported in this work and in the
literature
A comprehensive comparison of FER values obtained in this study with reported values
in the literature is given in Table 6.2. It can be seen that the average FERs found in this work are
in the same order of magnitude as those reported by other researchers. The initial FERs for
degraded membranes M90, M61, and M22 are shown in Table 6.1. Unfortunately, these values
cannot be compared as they are not given for the other studies in the literature.

The

discrepancies in the average values of FER are probably due to differences in properties of
commercial Nafion membranes, differences in experimental procedures (e.g., frequency of
solution change, method of introducing Fe

2+

ions, etc.), and differences in accelerated treatment

conditions (i.e., temperature, H2O2 and Fe2+ ion concentration, etc.).
In this study, NRE-211 Nafion membranes (EW 1100) were used, while the other studies
used Nafion membranes N-112 or N-117 (EW 1100). Although these two kinds of membranes
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have the same equivalent weight and similar properties, it has been reported that N-112 and N117 membranes are more robust in H2O2 solution than NRE-211 membranes [38].
Table 6.2 Comparison of fluorine loss (emission) rates (FERs) for Nafion membranes (NRE and
Nafion EW 1100 series) pretreated in different ways.

Ref.

This work

Temp.

Treatment

(C)

Frequency
of solution
change

Average
FER
[(mmol F-)

t (h)

g-1 h-1]

Fe2+-containing membranes were
pretreated in 30% H2O2 solution for
4-72 h in amber glassware. (NRE-

80

Every
4h

0.176-0.432

0-24

211: M100 – M22)
Sethuraman

The Fe2+-form of the membranes

et al. [45]

were degraded in 3% H2O2 for 24-

80

96 h. (N-112: M00)
Chen et al.

The H+-form of the membranes

[3]

were soaked in 10% H2O2 solution
2+

with 3-300 ppm Fe

for 24 h. (N-

80

Every
24 h

Every
24 h

0.018-0.050

0.070-0.260

0-24,
0-96

0-24

112: M100)
Wang et al.

The H+-form of the membranes

[35]

were

immersed

in

30%

H2O2

solution containing 20 ppm Fe2+ for
48-96 h and the replaced solution

100

Every
30 min

0.016

0-48,
0-96

was concentrated prior to the
fluorine analysis. (N-1110: M100)

As indicated in Table 6.2, the variation in experimental procedures for the study of Nafion
decomposition for the studies in the literature and this work can be noted, for example, the
difference in frequency of solution change. Fenton’s reagent or the H2O2 solution was renewed
once every 24 h in most studies except that of Wang et al. (30 min) [35] and this study (4 h).
Therefore, the reported FER values in those studies are the average FER values over 24 h. It
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can be seen in Table 6.2 that most of average FERs given in the literature are lower than those
found in this study, which is partly attributed to lower total amount of H2O2 during 24 h treatment
in those studies than in this study. The treatment solutions in those investigations were not
changed over the 24 h period, while they were changed 6 times in this work. It is well-known that
H2O2 molecules are not stable in the presence of Nafion-Fe2+/Fe3+ as indicated in Eqs. (1-2).
Thus, the H2O2 concentration continuously decreases with immersion time and, subsequently, the
rate of radical attack decreases corresponding to the decrease in H2O2 concentration.

In

addition, it has been reported that small fluorine-containing fragments (e.g., HF, CF3COOH,
HCOOH-CF2-SO3H), derived from the cleavage of the polymer chain, evaporate during treatment
[15].

In order to insure a constant H2O2 concentration and minimize fluorine loss from a

Fenton/H2O2 reagent, the treated solution should be replaced as often as possible, but not too
frequently as the concentration of fluorine leached out may be below detection limit.
Consequently, in this study, used solution was replaced with freshly-prepared solution every 4 h
period to ensure constant H2O2 concentration and to still be able to accurately measure fluorine
content.

Since the loss of fluorine from degraded membranes was determined by the

concentration of fluorine in used solutions and a long treatment time period (24-96 h) may result
in a decrease in H2O2 concentration and the evaporation of low-boiling point fluorine species, the
observed FER values in the literature may be slightly underestimated and lower than values
reported in this study.

However, as seen in Table 6.2, the FER reported by Wang et al. [35] is

the lowest although they renewed the solution the most often. They also stated that the collected
solution was subsequently concentrated prior to the fluorine analysis which could have led to
evaporation of fluorine-containing species, but they did not describe the technique or conditions in
detail.
As shown in Table 6.2, treatment conditions as well as the introduction of Fe and H2O2 in
each study were also quite different, but the average FERs were comparable. It is well-known
that treatment conditions, for example temperature and amounts of catalyst (Fe

2+

ions) and

reactant (H2O2), significantly affect the kinetics, rate of H2O2 decomposition, and eventually rate
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of Nafion degradation.

2+

Moreover, while some studies pre-ion exchanged Fe

ions into a

membrane before exposure to a H2O2 solution (defined as the exchange technique), others
concurrently introduced a membrane to ppm levels of Fe

2+

ions and H2O2 reagent (defined as the

solution technique). For the exchange technique (such as used in this study), Fe
allowed to penetrate into the Nafion membrane to form Nafion-Fe2+.

2+

ions are

Once H2O2 reagent is

introduced, the reactive radicals ( OH , OOH  ) are formed in the close proximity to the Nafion
matrix, which readily facilitates chemical decomposition (more detailed discussion in section
6.3.3). On the other hand, for the solution technique, the presence of both Fe2+ ions and H2O2
generates free radical species in the solution. Some of these active radicals recombine and form
H2O and O2 before reaching the membrane, while some initially attack the outer surface of the
membrane before they diffuse into and deteriorate the interior of the membranes.

Also, as

Fenton’s reagent (H2O2 solution containing Fe2+ ions) is periodically changed, the accumulation of
Fe2+/Fe3+ ions in the membrane proceeds over time since multivalent cations have much higher
preference for sulfonic sites than protons [29, 33-34, 43]. Therefore, after prolonged exposure,
the membrane is chemically attacked both internally inside the Nafion structure due to the
presence of Nafion-Fe2+/Nafion-Fe3+ and externally at the contact surface due to radicals derived
from the addition of Fe2+ ions and H2O2 in the new solution.

However, if the same total

concentrations of Fe2+ ions and H2O2 are used, the exchange technique should degrade the
membrane to a higher degree than the solution technique, which contradicts the conclusion of
Kundu et al. [24]. They studied properties of degraded Nafion membranes after treatment by the
solution and exchange techniques. However, they did not investigate Fe content in the postdecomposed membranes. It is possible that the disagreement is due to differences in Fe content
for membranes treated by these two techniques.
It is important to note that the Nafion ionomer is vulnerable to the reactive radicals
produced by the decomposition of H2O2 catalyzed by Fe2+/Fe3+ ions.

Accordingly, the

comparison of the degree of chemical degradation and performance of treated membranes
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among studies in the literature should also take into account the Fe composition in a membrane
and treatment conditions. In summary, regardless of differences in experimental procedures and
variation in treatment conditions, the average FERs reported in this work are in the same range
as those in other studies.
6.3.3 Investigation of changes in Nafion morphology after H2O2 treatment
The decomposition of the H+-form of the Nafion membrane (M100) was investigated and
no significant physical change for the membrane immersed in water or H2O2 solution at 80C for
24 h was observed (data not shown here).

However, after H2O2 treatment of Fe-containing

membranes, remarkable physical changes (i.e., evolution of bubbles, significant change in the
membrane’s color from clear transparent to light yellow opaque, changes in membrane
dimensions, etc.) were observed. The length and width of membrane changed only slightly after
H2O2 exposure, but the thickness increased (ca. 1.5 times) due to the formation of bubbles.
0

Figure 6.4 shows the change in morphology of the membrane with y H   Fe = 0.90 (M90). It can
be seen that the amount and size of bubbles increase and pinholes are observed as chemical
degradation proceeds.

Figure 6.5 presents the cross-section images of Nafion membrane

samples. The progression of the decay process initially introduces small pinholes at the center of
the membrane and finally splits the membrane into two halves. This finding is not consistent with
results reported by Kundu et al. [24]. They observed very small bubbles that originated at the
membrane surface and a non-damaged region in the center of the membrane. Since the pre-ion
exchanged membranes were treated in an H2O2 aqueous solution at 80C in their study, the
membranes should have been in the swollen state, and the rate of degradation should not have
been limited by the rate of H2O2 diffusion. The fact that Kundu et al. [24] did not observe the
degradation (bubbles/pinholes) in the inner phase of the membrane suggests non-uniform and
incomplete Fe-ion exchange in their study.
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0

Figure 6.4 SEM images of the surface of a M90 membrane ( y H   Fe = 0.90) after various times of
H2O2 treatment.

Figure 6.5 Cross-sectional images of a non-H2O2 treated Nafion membrane (M100-0 h) and
H2O2-treated M90 membranes after treatment for various times.
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+

2+

It has been previously found that the exchange process for cations (e.g., NH4 , Na , Ca ,
3+

+

Fe ) and protons (H ) with sulfonic groups in Nafion membranes {N-117 (175 µm), NRE-211 (25
µm)} takes ca. 7-10 days to achieve equilibrium [29, 51]. However, Kundu et al. [24] pre-ion
exchanged membranes {N-112 (50 µm)} in saturated solutions of FeCl 2.4H2O for only 24 h. Their
cross-section images suggest that 24 h was apparently not enough time for Fe2+ ions to
neutralize all available sulfonic sites.

Only the proton sites towards the exterior of the

membranes were possibly ion-exchanged with the Fe2+ ions and formed Nafion-Fe2+, while the
interior of the membrane was still in the H+-form. The non-uniformly Fe-distributed membranes in
their study may have possibly been due to the slow diffusion of Fe2+-water clusters in the Nafion
network. Figure 6.6(a and b) show the morphology of the Nafion ionomer in the hydrated form
[52] and the optimum structure of Fe2+-water clusters {[Fe(H2O)8]2+} [53], respectively. It can be
seen that the size of [Fe(H2O)8]2+ clusters ( 3 Å) is relatively large compared to that of the limiting
diameters of the channels of Nafion (10 Å). It is likely that the interaction of [Fe(H2O)8]2+ with
sulfonic acid groups and exchange of H+ by Fe2+ significantly decrease the effective diameter of
these channels and hinder further diffusion, resulting in non-uniform Fe distributions within the
thickness direction of the membrane if sufficient time for equilibration is not allowed.
In this study, membranes {NRE-211 (25 µm)} were allowed to ion-exchange for 7 days
until no change in conductivity was observed, and this appeared to ensure equilibrium and a
relatively homogeneous Fe distribution in the membranes.
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Figure 6.6 (a) Ionic cluster of hydrated Nafion ionomer (redrawn form ref. [52]), and (b) optimized
structure of a [Fe(H2O)8]2+ cluster (redrawn from ref. [53]).
6.3.4 Investigation of Fe content in H2O2-treated membranes
Since the uptake of cations considerably influences conductivity [29], Fe content in H2O2treated membranes was also investigated to prevent misinterpretation of the effect of Nafion
degradation degree on conductivity. The Fe contents of M90 membranes measured before and
after 24 h H2O2 treatment were 0.224 and 0.240 wt.%, respectively. Since the change in Fe
composition of the degraded membrane was minor (7%) and the difference was within
experimental error, we consider that the concentrations of Fe in the membrane were relatively
constant for all membrane compositions and for all treatment times studied.
6.3.5 Investigation of molecular structural changes in H2O2-treated membranes
Figure 6.7(a and b) present FTIR spectra of non-H2O2 treated membranes (M100-0 h,
M22-0 h) and a H2O2-treated Fe-containing membrane (M22) after various exposure times. In
Figure 6.7(a), the C-F peaks at 1145 and 1200 cm -1 and the C-C peak at 1300 cm-1 represent the
PTFE backbone (main chain) of a Nafion membrane. The double peaks at 970 and 982 cm
assigned to the C-O-C bond, and the vibration at 1057 cm
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-1

-1

assigned to the S-O bond are

characteristic peaks of the pendant side chain and sulfonic groups of Nafion, respectively. It can
be seen that the heights of these normalized peaks for the main chain of all membranes appear
-

to be similar. However, the normalized intensity of FTIR spectra for SO 3 and C-O-C peaks of Fecontaining membranes (M22) decreases as H2O2 treatment time increases.

These results

suggest that the degradation in Nafion takes place more preferentially at the sulfonic end groups
and at the ether linkages located in the side chains than at the PTFE hydrophobic backbone. It
has been reported that the steps for membrane deterioration is first the breaking of C-S and C-OC bonds in the pendant side chains, followed by attack of the PTFE main chain [13]. Our finding
is consistent with results in the literature [10, 14-15, 21-22, 48, 54]. However, some authors have
reported that H2O2 treatment decomposes the main chain, the side chain, and the sulfonic group
with a similar rate [35, 38, 50].
In Figure 6.7(b), the IR spectra of a non-H2O2 treated membrane (M100-0 h) show peaks
at 1729 and 3472 cm -1, which are attributed to HOH bending and OH stretching, respectively. It
can be seen that after Fe-containing membranes (M22) were subjected to H2O2 treatment, the
water vibration bands shifted to lower wave numbers (1631 and 3395 cm -1). This observation
indicates that the hydrogen bond of water molecules in ionic clusters is weakened after H 2O2
decomposition, which is in accordance with the conclusions of Qiao et al. [13].
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Figure 6.7 FTIR spectra of non-H2O2 treated (M100-0 h, M22-0 h) and H2O2-treated Nafion
membranes (M22): (a) wave number range 800-1600 cm-1, and (b) wave number range 14004000 cm-1.
6.3.6 Discrepancy in the literature about loss of IEC for H2O2-treated membranes
There is a discrepancy in the literature as to the effect of Nafion decomposition on IEC
loss. Some authors have observed a loss in IEC for Nafion membranes after ex-situ treatment in
a Fenton/H2O2 reagent [10, 35, 44], as we observed in this study. Other investigations, however,
reported no loss [4, 24].

These differences are probably due to differences in membrane

treatment applied before IEC determination. In this study, the IEC of degraded membranes was
determined immediately after the conductivity measurement, and our results are consistent with
those authors who did not modify the degraded membrane prior to IEC measurement by an ionexchange technique. On the other hand, other authors, who did not observe any changes in IEC
after chemical attack by radicals, first immersed the degraded samples in acidic solutions (e.g.,
H2SO4, HCl) at 80-100C for hours or days in order to remove Fe2+/Fe3+ ions from the membrane
prior to IEC characterization [4, 24].
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It was found that after acid treatment, IEC of Fe-containing membranes (M22) before and
+

-1

after 4 h H2O2 exposure were 897 and 891 (µmol H ) g , respectively, which were very similar
+

+

within experimental error to the IEC of a Nafion membrane in the original H -form [928 (µmol H )
-1

g ]. This finding provides an explanation for the discrepancy in IEC loss results reported by
researchers who did or did not perform acid treatment prior to IEC analysis. It is important to note
-

that a decrease in the absorbance intensities for the SO 3 bond in H2O2-treated M22 was
observed (see M22-4 h in Figure 6.7(a)), which indicates the lost of sulfonic sites [Eq. (12)] from
the membrane. Surprisingly, it was found that the IEC of M22 did not decrease after exposure to
both H2O2 and H2SO4 solutions (891 (µmol H+) g-1).

It has been proposed that the H2O2

degradation process via side chain cleavage during exposure to H2O2 produces carboxylic acid
end groups [15] and forms carbonyl functional groups in Nafion matrix [3]. It is possible that
these weak polymer groups are replaced by sulfonic acid moieties [55] and the cross-linked
bonds of S-O-S, SO2-O-SO2, and/or SO2F are modified during treatment in a H2SO4 solution at
high temperature (80C) for a long period of time, causing reformation of exchangeable sulfonic
sites.
FTIR analysis was also performed to study the change in molecular structure due to acid
treatment. Figure 6.8(a and b) present FTIR spectra of H2O2-treated membranes (M22) before
and after acidic treatment and of a non-H2O2 treated membrane (M100-0 h). The spectrum for
M100-0h is included in order to study the recovery of the state of water upon acid treatment,
which will be mentioned later.

Figure 6.8(a) illustrates that the peak height at 1057 cm -1

(representing the existence of –SO3H groups) of a H2O2 treated membrane after acid treatment
[M22-4 h (after acid treat.)] is similar to that of a non-H2O2 treated membrane (M100-0 h) and
slightly higher than that before acid treatment (M22-4 h). This suggests that an increase in
sulfonic acid groups occurred as a result of acid exposure. As shown in Figure 6.8(b), shifts in
the vibration bands for HOH bending and OH stretching to lower wave numbers for the H2O2treated membranes were observed and the position for water peaks of the degraded membranes
after acidic treatment [M22-4 h (after acid treat.)] look very similar to those of the non-H2O2
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treated membrane. Thus, although cross-linking between two sulfonic end groups can occur and
the hydrogen bonding of water molecules in the ionomer be weakened during H2O2 exposure, an
IEC investigation and FTIR study suggest that both can be recovered upon acid treatment.
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Figure 6.8 FTIR spectra of H2O2-treated (4 h) Nafion membranes (M22) before and after acidic
-1

-1

treatment: (a) wave number range 800-1100 cm , and (b) wave number range 1400-4000 cm .
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6.3.7 Effect of H2O2 treatment and Fe composition on water content of Nafion membranes
It is known that protons are transported in Nafion by the Grötthuss and vehicle
mechanisms [56-57] and that these processes involve the hopping of protons via the water
+

network and the diffusion of H3O ions through the Nafion structure, respectively. Therefore, the
efficiency of proton transport depends very strongly on the amounts of water adsorbed [58] and
the state of water in the Nafion ionomer. A quantitative investigation of water content is, thus,
necessary for the full understanding of conductivity behavior.

To date, there are few

investigations examining water uptake of H2O2-treated membranes. A few studies have reported
measuring the water content of degraded membranes equilibrated in DI water at ambient
temperature [5, 13], but such conditions are not related to optimum fuel cell operation (50-100
%RH and 60-80C). It was found that, under those conditions (DI water at ambient temperature),
protons are mainly transported via bulk water existing at the middle of ionic clusters, not via the
water attached to sulfonic sites, and these two kinds of water decrease with an increase in H 2O2
treatment time [13].

Accordingly, in this study, the water uptake of Nafion membranes with

various degradation degrees at typical conditions for a stationary PEMFC (100 %RH and 80C)
was quantitatively investigated for the first time.
t

Figure 6.9 shows the influence of proton composition ( y H   Fe ) on water adsorption (H2O)
of Fe-containing membranes (M90, M61, M22) at 100 %RH and 80C. The water content of
these membranes prior to H2O2 exposure agrees well with the previous findings [28]. It can be
t

seen that as y H   Fe decreases due to radicals attack from H2O2 decomposition, water uptake of
the membranes decreases. This finding is consistent with Qiao et al. [13], who observed a
decrease in water uptake of degraded membranes equilibrated in DI water at ambient
temperature. It was found that the kinetics of XIEC decrease correspond with those of water
content for M90 (data not shown here). This observation suggests that the amount of water
adsorption depends strongly on the proton concentration in a membrane.
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Figure 6.9 Water uptake at 100 %RH and 80C of H2O2-treated Nafion membranes as a function
t

of y H   Fe .
6.3.8 Effect of H2O2 treatment on Nafion conductivity at fuel cell conditions
Figure 6.10(a and b) illustrate the influence of H2O and H2O2 treatment of on Fecontaining membranes (M90) on conductivity at various humidities and 80C. It can be seen that
the effect of water treatment on the conductivity of the M90 membrane was minor.

The

conductivity slightly increased with an increase in H2O immersion time, possibly because of
membrane swelling after long exposure time to hot water. However, the effect of H2O2 treatment
on the conductivity of the Fe-containing membrane (M90) was severe.

The conductivity

significantly decreased with H2O2 exposure time and reached a plateau after 24 h, corresponding
very well with the characterizations of degraded membranes as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.10 Conductivities at 80C of M90 membranes as a function of H2O or H2O2 treatment
time: (a) 50 and 100 %RH, (b) 30 and 80 %RH.
Figure 6.11(a-d) demonstrate the effect of Nafion degradation and Fe composition on
conductivity at typical fuel cell conditions (30-100 %RH and 80C). The conductivities of all Fecontaining membranes prior to H2O2 exposure were consistent with the results from our previous
study [29]. It can be seen that, for the same Fe content, a lesser effect on the conductivity at
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higher humidities is observed, which is probably because of the higher water adsorption and a
more flexible structure at higher humidities.
Surprisingly, although minor degradation of the non-Fe containing membrane (M100)
subjected to H2O2 treatment was observed (Table 6.1), the conductivity at a given %RH as shown
in Figure 6.11(a) decreased to a much lower extent than for Fe-containing membranes. The
slight decrease in conductivity was possibly due to changes in the state of water in the hydrophilic
region. FTIR spectra for M100 revealed that the position for water peaks was slightly shifted after
24 h exposure to H2O2 (data not shown).
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Figure 6.11 Conductivities at 80C of Nafion membranes after various H2O2 exposure times:
(a) M100, (b) M90, (c) M61, and (d) M22.
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100

In Figure 6.11(b-d), on the other hand, a significant decrease in conductivity for Fecontaining membranes subjected to H2O2 treatment can be observed, which was attributed to
chemical decomposition of Nafion samples and lower water uptake in the Nafion structure. Qiao
et al. [13] reported that H2O2 treatment also influences the entanglement level and the evolution
of cross-linking between two sulfonic end groups in the hydrophilic cluster (S-O-S bond), resulting
in a decrease in the strength of hydrogen-bonded water, lower water uptake, and ultimately lower
ionic conductivity. As can be seen in Figure 6.11(b-d), the change in conductivity upon exposure
to H2O2 increases as the Fe content in the membranes increases, except for M22. This may be
due to major changes in the Nafion structure. Significant dimension changes in the decomposed
membranes (M22) were clearly observed. The dimensions (length x width x thickness) before
and after 24 h treatment were 5.5 cm x 1 cm x 0.035 cm and 3.5 cm x 0.6 cm x 0.054 cm,
respectively. This observation implies that, at high Fe composition in the membrane, the process
for ionomer scission is fast and Nafion structure is severely deteriorated. For that reason, the
molecular weight of the Nafion ionomer may be decreased, and the state of water in the
hydrophilic cluster may be affected, resulting in an open structure and an increase in water
mobility. Also, since prior to H2O2 exposure, the conductivity of the Fe-exchanged membrane
(M22) had already been impaired by high Fe content, the effect of H2O2 treatment on
conductivities at 24 h relative to those at 0 h may appear to be moderate.
In addition, the conductivity of membranes containing various Fe contents but similar F
losses was also studied. As can be seen from Figure 6.2, the F loss of M90 after 24 h exposure
to H2O2 is ca. 4.24 mmol g-1. The exposure times required for M 61 and M22 to lose similar F
were 5 h and 3.3 h, respectively. In Figure 6.11(b-d), it was found that the conductivities at 24 h
of M90 (M90-24 h H2O2) were higher than those at 5 h of M61 (M61-5 h H2O2) and those at 3.3 h
of M22 (M22-3.3 h H2O2), respectively. The differences in conductivities were probably because
t

of the differences in y H   Fe .
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6.4 Conclusions
The effect of H2O2 on Nafion properties and conductivity at conditions relevant for fuel
cell operation was quantitatively investigated for the first time in this study. After Fe-contaminated
membranes were subjected to H2O2 solutions, major changes in physical morphologies and
chemical properties of degraded samples were observed.

The H2O2-treated membranes

appeared to be more opaque and contained a lot of bubbles. Cross-section images show that the
oxidative radicals (OH, OOH) internally and externally attacked the membranes, created
pinholes, and finally split the membranes into two halves. The destruction of the Nafion matrix
and chain shortening of the polymer structure after exposure to H2O2 caused losses of sulfonic
acid groups, ionic fragments, and polymer repeating units.

In this study, the degree of

degradation was measured by the fractional losses in ion-exchange capacity (XIEC), weight (XW ),
and fluorine content (XF). It was found that plots of these losses vs. H2O2 treatment time for
membranes with all Fe concentrations had similar trends, but the values for XIEC, XW , and XF were
higher for membranes with higher Fe content. However, the values for XIEC were always higher
than those of XW and XF for all Fe compositions. The experimental results suggest that H2O2
exposure not only causes the loss of sulfonic groups from the side chain by cleavage but also
initiates the crosslinkage of sulfonic sites on the pendant side chains (S-O-S bond, SO2-O-SO2,
and/or SO2F) in the Nafion structure. In addition, FTIR results revealed that the hydrogen bond of
water molecules in Nafion clusters was weakened upon H2O2 treatment. However, both the
reformation of –SO3H and the recovery in the state of water occur after acidic treatment.
The comprehensive comparison for Nafion degradation levels [e.g., fluorine loss
(emission) rates (FERs), XIEC, etc.] and explanation for the discrepancy of these values reported
in many investigations have also been given and clarified. It was found that average FERs
observed in this study were remarkably similar to the results available in the literature,
considering differences in treatment conditions and variation in experimental procedures.
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The water uptake (H2O) and conductivity of degraded Nafion membranes at normal fuel
cell conditions were quantitatively examined.

It was found that H2O2 treatment considerably

decreases the H-bond strength among water molecules, water uptake, and conductivity of Nafion
membranes. The water content of membranes for all Fe compositions decreased by ca. 50%
after exposure to H2O2 for 24 h, and the conductivity decreased by ca. 44-80% depending on
H2O2 treatment time.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ESTERIFICATION AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL TO PREDICT PROTON CONDUCTIVITY
AFFECTED BY IMPURITIES ON NAFION COMPONENTS FOR PEMFCS
[As published in Journal of Power Sources, 195, (2010), 3416-3424]
Abstract
Quantitative data of the effect of contaminants on individual components of a PEMFC is
limited and difficult to acquire, especially for the ionomer in the catalyst layer. In this paper, we
propose the use of an acid-catalysed reaction (esterification) as a method to quantitatively
investigate the effect of contaminants on proton availability and conductivity of Nafion
components, since proton sites in Nafion are also active as Brnsted acid sites for catalysis. It
was found that at typical fuel cell conditions, ammonia adsorption decreased both conductivity
and esterification activity of Nafion in a uniform manner.

Because of the linear relationship

between the number of proton/acid sites and both the conductivity and the esterification activity, a
correlation between the two could be developed taking into account differences in the effect of
humidity on the conductivity/activity of the poisoned Nafion. The methodology and correlation
developed were also shown to predict accurately the effect of another impurity species (Na+) on
Nafion conductivity. The results demonstrate the application of esterification as a means to
quantify the number of proton sites poisoned by adsorbing impurities, permitting the prediction of
Nafion conductivity. This method would be applicable to both the membrane and ionomer in the
catalyst layer.
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7.1 Introduction
Fuel cells, especially proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), have received
much attention for automotive, portable, and stationary applications because of many
advantages, such as: low emission rate, high power density, low operating temperature, quick
start up, quiet operation, and compactness [1-5]. Thus, fuel cells are a promising clean energy
source for the future and have the potential to replace internal combustion engines. However,
with current technology, the application of PEMFCs in transportation is limited due to high cost,
insufficient Pt utilization, and particularly, lack of durability for contaminants in the hydrogen fuel
and oxidant streams [1,6]. Unfortunately, significant levels of impurities including NH3, CO2, CO,
H2S, CH4, and other organic compounds, that may poison and drastically degrade fuel cell
performance can be inevitably contained in the hydrogen stream produced by hydrocarbon
reforming, the most commonly used technology nowadays [7-10]. For instance, ammonia, one of
the most detrimental impurities in the hydrogen stream for a PEMFC, can be present in a range
up to 30–150 ppm [8,11,12]. Other impurities may also be present from a variety of sources
[7,13-18].
In order to improve PEMFC performance and lifetime, fuller fundamental understanding
of poisoning mechanisms must be obtained. The mechanisms of poisoning by such impurities as
CO, CO2, and H2S on platinum or platinum alloy catalysts are fairly well-understood [10,16-20].
However, research focusing on the specific impact of impurities and quantitative data about
impurity coverage of the proton sites on individual electrolytes (membrane and catalyst ionomer
layer for a PEMFC) are extremely limited. It has been found that under normal fuel cell operation
in the absence of contaminants, proton transport limits fuel cell performance [21].

Thus,

investigation of the effect of impurities on proton availability is extremely important.
Among commercial perfluorosulfonate ionomer (PFSI) electrolytes, Nafion shows the
best performance in terms of durability, high proton conductance, and stability [22,23]. Results
from previous work directly suggest that the ionic conductivity of a Nafion membrane is
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proportional to the concentration of free proton sites [24]. Thus, the conductivity of a Nafion
membrane poisoned by ammonia or other impurities can be reasonably predicted by knowing the
number of available proton sites, similar to the existing numerical simulation models that predict
fuel cell performance in the presence of CO, CO2, and H2S because of their coverage of active
sites on the Pt catalyst [16,25-27].
Although measurement of the number of free proton/acid sites occupied by ammonia or
some of the other impurities can be analysed sometimes ex-situ using ion-exchange with a cation
solution and employing an ion-selective electrode, it is not easy after incorporation in a
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Moreover, the amount of free proton sites in the presence
of most other impurities and especially ones weakly adsorbed on the –SO3--H+ sites cannot be
practically measured directly in-situ or even ex-situ for Nafion components (membrane and
catalyst ionomer layer).
The focus of this study was to develop an easy and convenient technique to
quantitatively determine the number of available proton sites of electrolytes under fuel cell
operation conditions. The approach was to use a simple characteristic acid-catalysed reaction,
the gas-phase esterification of acetic acid with methanol, on Nafion components as used in
PEMFCs under conditions similar to fuel cell operation (typically 80C) to determine the surface
coverage of impurities (e.g., ammonia) at the ppm level. The methanolysis reaction of acetic acid
can take place at mild conditions (60–90C, 1 atm) and is thermodynamically favorable
(equilibrium conversion 96% at 80C) with 100% selectivity to methyl acetate. This reaction is
possible to carry out using low concentrations of reactants. The results can be easily interpreted
in terms of the number of proton/acid sites available because esterification, such as that of acetic
acid with methanol (Eq. (1)), is a simple acid-catalysed reaction between nonsterically hindered
alcohols and acids. The reaction occurs on a single reaction site in solid Brnsted acid catalysts
like Nafion [28].


H
CH 3OH  CH 3COOH 
CH 3COOCH 3  H 2 O
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(1)

The organization of the article is as follows: (1) the conductivity, esterification activity and
ammonium analyses of a Nafion membrane during exposure to ammonia over a wide range of
conditions similar to those in a PEMFC (typically 80C) were obtained and compared; (2) the
relationship between the availability of proton/acid sites on the Nafion membrane and the
esterification activities under the similar conditions were determined and a model was proposed
to predict conductivity based on esterification results; and (3) the accuracy of the model was then
validated by comparing experimental results for conductivity for another contaminant (Na+) with
values of conductivity predicted by esterification.

7.2 Experimental
7.2.1 Materials
In order to obtain the fully H+-form, Nafion membrane samples (N-211, DuPont), having a
nominal thickness of 25.4 µm (50 g m -2), were acidified by pretreating at 90C separately in
aqueous solutions of: 3 wt.% H2O2 (Fisher Scientific), 0.5 M H2SO4 (Acros Organics), and
deionized water for 1 h each. Then, the acidified membrane samples were rinsed and kept in
deionized water at room temperature in the dark prior to the measurements.
Reagent-grade 1.0 M HCl (Fisher Scientific) and 99.99 wt.% NaCl (Fisher Scientific) were
used to prepare the cationic-forms (Na+-form) of the Nafion® 211 membrane (N-211). The H+form of N-211 was allowed to ion-exchange in aqueous solutions containing various metal cation
compositions with total 0.1 M Cl - for at least 10 days at room temperature under continuous
shaking.

The contaminant containing solutions were changed periodically during exchange

equilibration. The conductivity measurements in deionized water of the exchanged membranes
were performed over a 14 day period to ensure that the membranes reached equilibrium
conductivity.

Equilibrium was assumed when there was no conductivity difference of the

membrane over a 2 day interval.
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7.2.2 Material characterization
7.2.2.1 Elemental analysis
Elemental analyses (sulfur, nitrogen, and chlorine) of samples were conducted by
Galbraith Laboratory in Knoxville, Tennessee (USA).
7.2.2.2 Ion exchange capacity (IEC)
The concentrations of Brnsted acid sites on Nafion membranes (N-211, 5.5 x 1 cm2,
30 mg) were determined by titration. The membranes were ion-exchanged with 0.005 M NaOH
(Acros Organics) at room temperature under constant shaking at 250 ppm for 2 days. Then, the
membrane was removed and the aliquot was back-titrated with 0.005 M HCl (Acros Organics)
using phenolphthalein as an indicator. The end point of titration was determined by pH meter at a
pH of 7.
7.2.2.3 Cationic exchange capacity (CEC)
7.2.2.3.1 Membrane NH4+ content:
Nafion membranes (N-211s) exposed to ammonia for a certain time in the conductivity
chamber/esterification reactor were ion-exchanged with 0.05 M HCl (Acros Organics) at room
temperature under constant shaking at 200 rpm for at least 7 days. Then, the sample was
removed from the aliquot. The amount of ammonium ions in the exchange solution was analyzed
using an ion-selective electrode (ammonia electrode 9512 Thermo Scientific and Orion 4 star pH
benchtop meter).
7.2.2.3.2 Membrane Na+ content:
Following the conductivity or esterification measurements, the Na+ composition in the
membrane was determined by immersing the membrane in 0.005 M NaOH aqueous solutions at
+

room temperature under constant shaking for 2 days, allowing Na to neutralize the remaining
acid sites. The membrane was then removed and the excess NaOH solution was back-titrated
with 0.005 M HCl using phenolphthalein indicator. The end point was determined at a pH 7.
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7.2.2.4 Thickness measurement
The only dimension change in the membrane during conductivity measurements was in
the thickness.

Thickness was measured immediately after conductivity measurement at 5

positions using a micrometer. The average of these measurements was used in the conductivity
calculation.
7.2.3 Conductivity measurement
The conductivity of the N-211 membranes in a humidified gas phase was measured in a
specially designed chamber by a two-probe ac impedance spectroscopic technique using a
Gamry Potentiostat Reference 600. Since a membrane was fixed at both ends in a custom-made
cell, change in the dimensions of the membrane during the experiment could cause stress and
changes in membrane properties [29]. Thus, each membrane sample (5.5 × 1 cm2) was initially
equilibrated in a well-controlled environment overnight at a specific humidity under a flow of 130
sccm of He (UHP, National Specialty Gases). The humidity was obtained via a flash chamber.
The water was introduced into the chamber and the flow rate was controlled by a syringe pump
(Genie pump, Kent Scientific Corporation). A He stream was introduced passing through the
separate heated chamber mixing with the water vapor. After that, the humidified He was flowed
into the impedance measurement chamber where the relative humidity was monitored by a
humidity and temperature transmitter (HMT 330, Vaisala).
The equilibrated “humidified” membrane was then sandwiched at both ends between two
platinum foils and two custom-made polyetheretherketone (PEEK) sheets, and placed in the
conductivity chamber (ID = 16 cm, H = 25 cm) at the specific temperature and the same humidity
as equilibration in a He atmosphere for 8 h. The conductivity was then measured until constant.
After that, a given concentration of ammonia was introduced in a stream of He to the chamber,
and the real time resistance measurement started. The conductivity was obtained from Eq. (2) in
a frequency range of 100 kHz – 1 kHz by extrapolating to get the real component on the complex
impedance axis.
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( 2)

where  is the proton conductivity (S/cm); L is the distance between the two platinum foils (2.5
cm); R is the resistance (Ω) of the membrane; A is the cross-sectional area of the membrane (1
cm x tRH, T); and tRH, T is the thickness (cm) of the membrane depending on the relative humidity
and temperature, respectively.
For a given study, the conductivity of a membrane exposed to ammonia in hydrogen flow
was measured with time-on-stream (TOS) until a given time when the experiment was stopped.
The membrane was then removed from the cell and the ammonium ion composition measured.
Thus, Figures such as Fig. 1 and Fig. 10(a) are a composite of successive runs.
The conductivity of pre-poisoned Na+ Nafion membranes was measured after the
membrane was pretreated at 30%RH and 80C for 8 h.

Then, the humidity was raised by

15%RH steps from 30%RH to 100%RH and the conductivity was measured at each humidity
equilibration.
7.2.4 Esterification measurement
Methanol (99.9 wt.%), acetic acid (99.7 wt.%), and methyl acetate (99 wt.%) were
purchased from Fisher-Scientific and used as supplied. Gas-phase esterification of methanol and
acetic acid was carried out in a differential tubular reactor (ID = 0.7 cm) under various conditions.
Prior to reaction, a sample of N-211 3 x 1 cm2 and 5.5 x 1 cm2 for 0 – 30%RH and 50 – 100%RH
experiments, respectively was rolled up loosely with quartz wool (ChemGlass Inc.) separating the
layers before being loaded in the middle of the reactior with a thermocouple close to the bed.
The Nafion membrane was pre-treated in-situ in a 100 sccm H2 at specific humidity, 80C, and 1
atm for 3 h. Afterwards, known quantities of acetic acid (HAc), methanol (MeOH), water vapor,
and ammonia were introduced to the reactor. An equimolar ratio of MeOH:HAc was used in this
study. The esterification was carried out at a given humidity, 80C, and 1 atm under a total flow
rate of 100 sccm H2. In order to avoid condensation inside the differential reactor and to minimize
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competitive adsorption of reactants with ammonia, the partial pressures of the reactants were
kept low (PMeOH=PHAc=0.009 atm). The rate of reaction is defined as the rate of methyl acetate
formation (rMeOAc). The concentrations of reactants (MeOH and HAc) and product (MeOAc) in the
effluent stream were determined by a Varian CP-3380 GC equipped with an FID detector and a
Varian CPWAX 52CB fused silica capillary column (60 m × 0.53 mm × 1 μm).
For the comparison of the conductivity and esterification activity of a Nafion membrane as
a function of ammonium ion composition in the membrane (yNH4+), the membrane was taken out
of the reactor to determine ammonium uptake after a specified ammonia exposure time and ionexchanged with 0.05 M HCl. Thus, Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.10(b) are a composite of successive
duplicate runs for different periods of time. This was necessary since analysis of the ammonium
ion concentration changes the membrane’s properties.
The activity of esterification of pre-poisoned Na+ Nafion membranes was investigated
after the membrane was pretreated at 0%RH and 80C for 3 h. Then, the humidity was raised by
15%RH from 0%RH to 95%RH and the steady-state rate of methyl acetate (MeOAc) formation
was measured at each humidity equilibration.

7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Characterization
The ion exchange capacity (IEC) of the fully acidified Nafion membrane (N-211) obtained
-1

-1

from titration was 908 ± 17 µmol g , which is in agreement with sulfur analysis (925 µmol g ).
7.3.2 Ionic conductivity of N-211
7.3.2.1 Effect of NH3 concentration
The data points given in Figure 7.1 show the changes in real time conductivity and in the
amount of adsorbed ammonia (in the form of NH4+) in the Nafion membrane (N-211) at 50%RH,
80C, and 1 atm for 20 ppm NH3 in 100 sccm H2. The concentration of ammonium ions in the
membrane (CNH4+) was obtained via ion exchange after the conductivity was investigated on the
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same membrane. However, since ammonia analysis is a destructive technique, each data point
for yH+ represents the proton composition in different N-211 membrane samples after exposure to
20 ppm NH3 for a specified period of time.

The amount of ammonia uptake (yNH4+) and that of

free proton sites (yH+) are defined as follows:

where yNH4+ and yH+ are the fraction of sulfonic acid sites occupied by ammonium ions and
protons, respectively; CNH4+ is the concentration of ammonium ions interacting with the sulfonic
groups in the Nafion membrane; and [CH+]0 is the proton concentration (IEC) of the N-211 in the
fully H+-form, respectively.

Figure 7.1 The conductivity and NH3 uptake of N-211 in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 in flowing
He at 50%RH and 80C as a function of TOS.
In Figure 7.1, the dotted line represents the ammonia uptake with time-on-stream (TOS)
assuming 100% of ammonia introduced to the conductivity cell adsorbed on the membrane. It can
be seen that the experimental data significantly deviates from the prediction because the flow
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characteristics inside an unstirred conductivity chamber (ID = 16 cm, H = 25 cm) are not efficient,
allowing a lot of the ammonia to by-pass a membrane. For the actual data, as the amount of
-

+

ammonia adsorption on the –SO3 -H sites increases with time-on-stream (TOS), the conductivity
decreases. In Figure 7.2, the ionic conductivity of Nafion membrane can be seen to be linearly
related to the concentration of free proton sites, (yH+), with the minimum conductivity representing
+

that of the fully NH4 -form of the membrane. The rate of decrease in conductivity is determined
by the flow rate of He, the efficiency of ammonia contacting the sites as a result of flow
characteristics and diffusion, and the concentration of ammonia since that concentration is so
small compared to the number of sulfonic acid sites and the adsorption of ammonia is essentially
irreversible. These results suggest that, in the presence of other contaminants that also adsorb
on or block proton sites, the conductivity should be able to be predicted by knowing the
concentration of proton sites.

Figure 7.2 Relationship of conductivity to proton fraction from Figure 7.1.
7.3.2.2 Effect of humidity
In our previous work [24], the effect of the humidity on the conductivity of N-211 in the
presence of 20 ppm NH3 was studied and the results are summarized in Table 7.1. It was found
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that the kinetics of ammonia poisoning were slower and the steady state conductivity was
significantly increased with an increase in humidity. As discussed in that work, it is likely that
water is beneficial to proton migration because of three reasons: (1) water competitively adsorbs
-

on the –SO3 groups and protects the sites from ammonia; (2) water weakens the acid strength of
the sulfonic sites and increases water mobility in the ionic domain; and (3) water increases the
hydrophilic region of the Nafion matrix resulting in the enhancement of the connectivity
throughout the overall pore network.
+

+

Table 7.1 Conductivity of N-211 in the H /NH4 form with various proton compositions at 80C.
Conductivitya (mS cm-1)

RH (%)

yH+=1.00b
(H+-form)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
a
b

10.4
15.5
29.5
40.0
61.2
90.3
129.6
182.5

H+/NH4+ form
yH+=0.76b

yH+=0.42 b

yH+=0.00b
+
(NH4 -form)

8.44
23.4

4.64
14.7

0.23
3.9

64.4
92.0
148.9

44.2
65.2
105.3

19.3
32.2
51.4

Conductivity; error =  5 %.
NH4+ composition; error =  7 %.

7.3.2.2 Effect of temperature
In Figure 7.3, the conductivities with TOS during ammonia exposure to the N-211 at
various operating temperatures are illustrated. The initial and steady state ionic conductivities
slightly increased with an increase in operating temperature, consistent with results reported in
the literature [30]. The rate of decrease in conductivity is not greatly affected by temperature
since poisoning with ammonia is limited by the low ammonia concentration and the flow/diffusion
characteristics (as stated at the end of section 7.3.2.1), and not the rate of ammonia adsorption.
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Figure 7.3 The conductivity of N-211 in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 in flowing He at 50%RH and
various temperatures (60–90C).
7.3.3 Esterification activity of N-211
7.3.3.1 Effect of NH3 concentration
Figure 7.4 shows the cumulative effect of ammonia on esterification activity.

As

expected, irreversible ammonia adsorption onto the Brnsted acid sites of the Nafion membrane
decreases the esterification activity in a similar fashion as it did the conductivity [24] under similar
conditions. The only major difference was the time it took for maximum ammonia coverage due
to the more efficient gas flow in the differential tubular reactor used for esterification (ID = 0.7 cm)
compared to the unstirred conductivity chamber as mentioned in section 7.3.2.1. It is clear that
the number of free acid sites plays a significant role in both conductivity and acid-catalysed
reaction. It has been reported that the number of free accessible acid sites is directly proportional
to the rate of methyl acetate formation (rMeOAc) [31].
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Figure 7.4 Esterification activity of N-211 at different ammonia concentrations 50%RH and 80C
in a H2 atmosphere.
Figure 7.5 presents the decrease in esterification activity and accessible free acid sites
(yH+) with TOS. The real time esterification activity was investigated on the same membrane, but
the ammonia uptake was done on different samples under the exact same conditions. The dotted
line shows the predicted esterification activity and ammonium ion composition assuming that all
ammonia entering the reactor was absorbed by the membrane.

It is evident the ammonia

adsorption is much more efficient in the flow differential reactor than in the conductivity chamber.
As can be seen in Figure 7.5, the catalyst activity decreases slightly faster than the predicted
value due to the effect of water poisoning (which will be discussed later) from the water produced
as a by product of the reaction and the water in a feed stream. Also, the uptake of ammonia
slightly differs from the estimated line because of a small amount of ammonia not being adsorbed
during passage through the reactor and the difficulty to reach every site. The results replotted in
Figure 7.6 confirm the linear relationship between yH+ and the esterification activity. The activity,
however, is zero when there is <10% of the acid sites (yH+0.1) still remaining. There are three
possible explanations for this phenomenon: (1) water molecules competitively adsorb with
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reactants (methanol and acetic acid) on the proton sites blocking them for reaction; (2) water
vapor decreases the strength of the acid sites (acidity) by surrounding proton sites with fixed
anionic charges [32]; and/or (3) water vapor favors the hydrolysis reaction (re-forming acetic acid
from methyl acetate). In any case, the experimental data show that the threshold value for the
reaction to occur under these conditions is yH+0.1 and the estimation of yH+ using esterification
below this threshold is not valid at these conditions.

Figure 7.5 Esterification activity and NH3 uptake of N-211 in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 in
flowing H2 at 50%RH and 80C as a function of TOS.

Figure 7.6 Relationship of esterification activity to proton fraction from Figure 7.5.
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It is evident from Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.6 that ammonia influences both conductivity
and esterification activity in a similar manner under similar conditions.
7.3.3.2 Effect of humidity
Figure 7.7(a and b) show the effect of water vapor on the TOS activities of N-211 in the
presence of 20 ppm NH3 in H2 at 50%RH, 80C, and 1 atm presence under total flows of 100 and
50 sccm. In Figure 7.7(a and b), two different flow configurations were studied and compared in
order to clarify how differences in flow characteristics can be compensated. The solid line shown
in each figure represents the case for 0%RH where 100% of ammonia in the gas stream is
adsorbed by the Nafion membrane.

At all humidities, the actual time required to get full

ammonium adsorption is the same as that at 0%RH (6.4 or 12.1 h depending on the flow rate),
but the initial activity varied with humidity, suggesting that the competitive adsorption of water
vapor with ammonia is minimal. Table 7.2 summarizes the esterification activity of prepoisoned
membranes at 80C and 1 atm with a total flow of 100 or 50 sccm H2. It was found that under the
same %RH, the activities under a total flow rate of 100 sccm were slightly higher than those of 50
sccm because the conversions in the former case (ca. 9% for 0%RH) were almost two times
higher than the latter case (ca. 19% for 0%RH). Consequently, a larger concentration gradient of
reactants occurred through the reactor for the lower flow rate.
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Figure 7.7 Esterification activities of N-211 in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 at 80C and 1 atm
under a total flow of: (a) 100 sccm H2, (b) 50 sccm H2. (The solid line represents the theoretical
curve assuming that 100% of ammonia flowing through the reactor adsorbs onto the Brnsted
acid sites.)
Table 7.2 Esterification activity of N-211 for various proton compositions at 80C in 20 ppm
NH3/H2. a
rMeOAc (µmol g-1 s-1)b
yH+=1.00c
RH (%)

yH+ = 0.00c

(H+-form)

yH+ = 0.76c

yH+ = 0.42c

(NH4+-form)

100 sccm

50 sccm

100 sccm

100 sccm

100 sccm

0
10
15
30
50

4.99
3.36
2.94
2.72
1.66

4.29
2.90
2.13
0.95

4.07
2.41
2.36
1.28

1.75
0.84
1.31
0.51

0
0
0
0
0

65
80
95

0.63
0.47
0.24

0.37
0.17

0.42
0.18

0.15
0.03

0
0
0

a

At 1 atm with PMeOH=PHAc=0.009 atm (balance H2) with total flow of 100 or 50 sccm.

b

Esterification activity; error =  5 %.

c

NH4+ composition; error =  7 %.
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Also, it is clear in Figure 7.7(a and b) that the initial activities at both flow rates
dramatically decreased as the humidity increased due to the three possible reasons mentioned in
section 7.3.3.1.

These results are in good agreement with what has been reported in the

literature [33-35]. At the same flow rate, although the initial activity varies with humidity, the time
required for ammonia to poison all the active acid sites and the ammonium uptake at various
humidities (30-100%RH, data shown later) was almost identical.
7.3.3.3 Effect of temperature
Figure 7.8 illustrates the impact of temperature (60–90C) on the real time esterification
activity in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 at 50%RH and 1 atm. A slightly higher initial activity at
higher temperature was observed, but the kinetics of activity decrease were similar because it
was determined by the small concentration of ammonia in the gas flow. This observation is in
good agreement with the conductivity data shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.8 Esterification activity of N-211 in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 at 50%RH, 1 atm, and
various temperatures (60–90C).
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7.3.4 Relationship between the conductivity and esterification activity of N-211
The results in section 7.3.3 suggest the possibility for utilizing esterification as a
quantitative technique to examine the number of available acid sites of the Nafion components
during impurity exposure under various typical operation conditions of a fuel cell. Since both
esterification activity and proton conductivity are affected directly by proton concentration, a
possible correlation exists between these two processes with some corrections for the different
effects of water vapor and for the flow characteristics on the two processes. The steady-state
results of N-211 containing various compositions of H+/cations (NH4+ or other contaminants) have
to be adjusted before any comparison of the decrease in ionic conductivity and in esterification
activity can be made. While water vapor favors proton transport, it poisons esterification. Thus,
the conditions, that yield the best ionic conductivity and esterification activity, are at 100%RH and
0%RH, respectively. Thus, normalized conductivity (Norm.) and esterification activity (rMeOAc, Norm.)
should be plotted against %relative humidity and 100 - %RH, respectively.
As shown in Tables 7.1–7.2, the steady-state conductivity of N-211 in the NH4+-form is
not zero as is known, while the esterification activity for the NH4+-form is zero for every humidity.
Therefore, the computation of Norm. and rMeOAc, Norm. should use the difference between the initial
and final (steady state) of the conductivity and esterification activity and be normalized with that at
the standard condition (100%RH for conductivity and 0%RH for esterification activity).

The

subtraction of the steady state from initial conductivity would not be required for impurities or
contaminants that adsorb but produce no conductivity under fuel cell conditions; however, use of
this general approach of subtraction should work in all cases.
The expressions for the normalized values for  and rMeOAc are as follows:
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where yH+=1 and yH+ are the conductivities of N-211 in the H+-form and the mixed H+/cations
+

(NH4 or other impurities) form, respectively; and rMeOAc, yH+=1 and rMeOAc, yH+ are the esterification
+

+

+

activity of N-211 in the H -form and the mixed H /cations (NH4 or other impurities) form,
respectively.
Figure 7.9 shows the comparison of the normalized ionic conductivities and esterification
activities of Nafion membranes (N-211) under a wide range of humidities at 80C. The raw
experimental data for this figure are given in Tables 7.1-7.2. After normalization, the Norm. (solid
line) and rMeOAc, Norm. (dashed line) results essentially overlap.

Figure 7.9 Comparison of the conductivity and esterification activity of N-211 poisoned with NH3
at 80C. (Norm. and rMeOAc, Norm. are normalized conductivity and normalized esterification activity
obtained from Eqs. (5-6), respectively.)
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In Figure 7.10(a and b), the numbers of available proton/acid sites (yH+) are linearly
related to both the normalized ionic conductivity (Norm. ) and the normalized esterification activity
(rMeOAc,

Norm.)

under similar conditions at every humidity.

This observation provides further

justification for using esterification to probe the number of free proton sites at various conditions.
However, Figure 7.10(b) illustrates that the esterification activities at all humidities below ca.
yH+0.1 are zero. Therefore, the yH+0.1 appears to be the threshold value for this reaction to
occur, probably due to some acid sites not being readily exposed in the gas phase.
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Figure 7.10 The relationship of (a) normalized conductivity (Norm.); and (b) normalized
esterification activity (rMeOAc, Norm.) of N-211 as a function of the fraction of proton sites at various
humidities and 80C in the presence of NH3.
7.3.5 Validity of esterification technique
The analysis in section 7.3.4 suggests that esterification may be able to be used for any
Nafion membrane contaminated with a substance interfering with its free proton sites to predict its
conductivity under similar conditions based on Eqs. (5) and (6) and the relationship given by
Figure 7.9. To test the validity of this technique, the predicted steady-state conductivities of N+

211 prepoisoned with Na were calculated from the normalized esterification activity (rMeOAc, Norm.)
and compared with experimental results. Table 7.3 summarizes the steady-state esterification
activities at different humidities and 80C with different Na+ concentrations in the membrane. It
can be seen in Tables 7.2-7.3 that the esterification activities of N-211 in different binary-cationic
forms (H+/NH4+ and H+/Na+) are somewhat different under the same conditions, although these
membranes contain similar proton compositions (yH+).

This is because the acid strength of

sulfonic acid sites is considerably influenced by the cationic property, distribution of foreign
cation, and chlorine uptake in a Nafion membrane.
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Table 7.3 Steady-state esterification activity of N-211 in the H+/Na+ form at various proton
compositions at 80C.

a

-1

-1 b

rMeOAc (µmol g s )
yH+=1.00c

RH (%)

c

yH+=0.82

(H+-form)d

c

yH+=0.41

yH+=0.00c
(Na+-form)

0
15
30
50
65
80

3.56
2.57
2.01
0.95
0.49
0.37

1.68
1.16
1.04
0.73
0.25
0.24

0.18
0.42
0.40
0.38
0.29
0.20

0
0
0
0
0
0

95

0.20

0.17

0.14

0

a

At 1 atm with PMeOH=PHAc=0.009 atm (balance H2) with total flow of 100 sccm.

b

Esterification activity; error =  5 %.

c

Na+ composition; error =  2 %.

d

N-211 in the H+-form (ion-exchanged with 0.1 M HCl at room temperature at least 10 days).
The co-existence of second counter ions in a membrane may significantly affect the acid

strength of the sulfonic sites in the Nafion pore and channel. Previous studies have shown that
cation contamination causes serious dehydration in a Nafion membrane [36,37].

The water

uptakes (H2O) at 25C of a Nafion membrane (N-117) in the H+-form, NH4+-form and Na+-form
are 21, 13.2, and 16.5 mol H2O/mol SO3-, respectively [12,38]. The decrease of water in the
Nafion structure leads to a compact structure which possibly affects the strength of acid sites in a
pore and accessibility of reactants. Thus, it is not surprising that the activities for the acidcatalysed reaction (esterification) on N-211 in the H+/Na+ form would be somewhat different from
+

+

those on the H /NH4 form at the same conditions and yH+.
The distribution of the second cations, NH4+ or Na+, in the membrane was non-uniform
+

and uniform, respectively. For NH4 poisoning, a fresh N-211 membrane was introduced to gasphase ammonia; therefore, the membrane was poisoned from the outer to inner layers. For Na +
contamination, on the other hand, the membrane was pre-poisoned by equilibrating in a standard
solution containing a given H+/Na+ composition. Here, Na+ ions in N-211 were distributed more
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-

+

-

+

uniformly in the Nafion matrix. Therefore, the presence of –SO3 -Na in the vicinity of –SO3 -H

may interfere with the strength of the acid sites, which affects somewhat the linearity of the
relationship between rMeOAc and yH+.
Finally, previous study by Jones et al. [39] found that the amount of chloride uptake in a
membrane increases with an increase in concentration of the exchange solution. The presence
of these anions in the hydrophobic region could affect some properties of the Nafion membrane.
In this study, the concentration of chloride in the standard solutions containing H+ and Na+ was
fixed at 0.1 M Cl-. The chlorine uptake of N-211 equilibrated in the H+/Na+ mixtures was ca. 5.3
µmol Cl g-1, while the H+/NH4+ membranes did not contain any chlorine. Therefore, it would be
possible because of this that the esterification activity of N-211 in the H+/NH4+ and H+/Na+ forms
were slightly different, even though the membranes contained similar proton fractions (yH+). This
is true even for yH+ = 1 in the Na+ study since it was treated in a solution containing HCl only so
that its pretreatment would be similar to all other samples (except it would not have any Na+).
The normalized esterification activities (rMeOAc,

Norm.)

for the series of Na+-contaminated

membranes obtained from Eq. (6) using data in Table 7.3 are shown in Figure 7.11. Based on
results from the study of ammonia poisoning, we should be able to predict the normalized
conductivity (Norm.
transform Norm.

Predicted)

Predicted

using the fit of the rMeOAc,

Norm.

data as shown in Figure 7.11. To

to yH+ for Na+, we should use Eqs. (7) and (8).

Unfortunately, the

denominator term in Eq. (7) would not usually be known. Approximation of the denominator value
from the pre-poisoned ammonium results might provide a reasonable estimation (Eq. (9)),
because the properties of NH4+ and Na+ ions are somewhat similar in terms of cation charge,
cation size, mobility, interaction with bulk water and sulfonic sites, etc. [40-42]. Thus, expressing
Norm. Predicted by Eq. (9), we can solve for the desired predicted conductivity, yH+, for Na+, Eq. (10).
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Figure 7.11 A plot of normalized experimental esterification activities (rMeOAc, Norm.) and predicted
+

normalized conductivity (Norm., Predicted) for N-211 poisoned by Na .
In Figure 7.12, the solid lines show the predicted conductivities of the N-211 membrane
+

with different Na concentrations and at different %RH using the experimental conductivities at
+

100%RH of N-211 pre-poisoned with NH4 having yH+ = 0.00, 0.41, 0.82, and 1.00 (56.3, 67.1,
110.9, and 161.5 mS cm -1, respectively [24]). The reason why we did not use the conductivity
results provided in Table 7.1 is due to the difference in impurity distribution of contaminated
membranes.

As mentioned in section 7.3.2, Table 7.1 lists the conductivity of a membrane
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+

exposed to gas-phase ammonia. The results used from ref. [24] were for NH4 contaminated
+

membrane prepared using an aqueous solution, similar to the case for Na .
Actual conductivity measurements were made for the Na

+

contaminated N-211

membranes at various %RHs and the results are given in Table 7.4. These data are also plotted
in Figure 7.12 for comparison to the predicted values. As one can see, there is a very good fit of
the predicted values to the experimental results.

Figure 7.12 Experimental and predicted ionic conductivities of N-211 in the H+/Na+-form at 80C.
In order to evaluate the impact of estimating

using

the values for NH4+ poisoned N-211 instead, results from Table 4.4 were used to calculate this
term. The dashed lines in Figure 7.12 represent the predicted conductivities using Eq. (8) based
on Na+ data at 100%RH. It can be seen that the predictions based on either NH4+ or Na+ results
at 100%RH are practically identical. The biggest difference was for y H+ = 0, i.e., for the fully Na

+

exchanged membrane, and %RH > 80%. This may be possibly due to the difference in the
water-water and cationic-water interactions [43]. The hydrogen bonds of water molecules in the
vicinity of NH4+ and Na+ ions may be different at high cationic content and high water
concentration in a Nafion structure. Also, the intermolecular force of the H-bond between water
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+

molecules and NH4 ions is different from that of the dipole-dipole force between water molecules
+

and Na ions.
+

+

Table 7.4 Experimentally measured steady-state conductivity of N-211 in the H /Na form with
various proton compositions at 80C.
Conductivity (mS cm -1)a
+

b

RH (%)

(H+-form)c

+

H /Na form

yH+=1.00

c

yH+=0.82c

yH+=0.41c

yH+=0.00
+

(Na -form)

30

10.6

4.24

1.03

0.39

40
50
60
70
80

15.4
29.4
38.2
56.2
78.6

8.51
15.3
30.5
38.2
59.4

2.71
5.79
12.7
18.3
28.8

1.16
2.70
7.40
9.72
16.2

90
100

105.3
161.5

75.7
107.9

43.1
61.8

25.3
43.8

a

Conductivity; error =  5 %.

b

N-211 in the H+-form (ion-exchanged with 0.1 M HCl at room temperature at least 10 days).

c

Na+ composition; error =  2 %.
The agreement of prediction with experimental data shown in this study confirms that

after normalization, the relative effect of foreign impurities on both ionic conductance and
esterification is almost identical. On the other hand, impurities, that we have found to not affect
ionic conductance of a Nafion membrane (e.g., CO2, CO, HCOOH, C2H4, CH3CHO, C4H8O
(tetrahydrofuran), etc.), also do not affect esterification activity (data not presented here). This is
because they do not adsorb on the anionic sulfonic charges and/or interfere with the strength of
acid/proton sites.
This study validates the use of esterification as a powerful analysing technique to
quantitatively analyse the number of active proton sites (directly related to esterification activity in
the absence of mass transport limitations) and to predict ionic conductivity of the membrane over
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a wide range of humidity under operational fuel cell conditions. The correlation has been shown
+

+

to work for monovalent cations (NH4 and Na ). The applicability of this correlation to polyvalent
2+

2+

3+

3+

cationic ions (e.g. Ca , Mg , Fe , Cr ) will be the subject of future research.
It is important to note that the conductivity of a Nafion membrane in this study was
measured in the in-plane direction because this method provided many benefits in terms of high
reproducibility and accuracy, ease of operation, and low noise. However, the conductivity in the
direction of thickness may be somewhat different than that in the lateral direction. It has been
found that the conductivity of a Nafion 117 membrane can be anisotropic [44]. Nevertheless, the
conductivity prediction (Eq. (5)) should be valid in both cases. In this work, we successfully
predicted the in-plane conductivity of Na+-poisoned membranes using Eq. (5) and experimental
data given in Table 7.4. Likewise, conductivity in the thickness direction should also be able to be
estimated by the same methodology, but using conductivity results in the direction of thickness
instead for the correlation.

7.4 Conclusions
In this study, the effect of impurity poisoning (such as by ammonia) on the proton
availability of Nafion membranes at conditions typical of a fuel cell was investigated. The
influence of ammonia on a Nafion membrane (N-211) was examined for the first time by making
use of conductivity measurements, ammonia uptakes, and an acid-catalyzed reaction for
Brnsted acid sites (esterification).

It was found that in the presence of ammonia, the

conductivity N-211 decreases at 80C and all humidities in proportion to an increase in ammonia
adsorption onto proton sites. This observation suggested that the ionic conductivity of Nafion
membranes should be able to be plausibly predicted by knowing the proton compositions in them.
This work proposes a convenient alternative technique to numerically investigate the number of
acid sites during impurity exposure using a simple esterification reaction catalysed by the proton
sites. The ammonia analyses confirm a linear correlation both between number of proton/acid
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-

+

sites (-SO3 -H ) and both the conductivity and esterification catalytic activity under various
conditions (0-95%RH, 1 atm, and 80C).

Despite some dissimilarities between these two

reactions, for example, the mechanism (ionic transport and acid-catalysed reaction), effect of
water vapor (beneficial to conductivity and detrimental to esterification activity), and flow
characteristics (non-ideal flow in an unstirred conductivity chamber and ideal flow in a differential
esterification reactor), the normalization of the difference between the initial (or non-poisoned)
and steady-state (or poisoned) conductivity and esterification activity allows us to establish a
relationship between these two processes.
In this work, it was found that for a gas-phase ammonia poisoned membrane, the
normalized conductivity (Norm.) and normalized esterification activity (rMeOAc, Norm.) under %RH and
100-%RH, respectively were similar. We were then able to use esterification activity to predict
the conductivity of a membrane contaminated with Na+ at various ionic contents under practical
fuel cell conditions. It was found that the predicted conductivity was in good agreement with the
experimental conductivity at all proton compositions (yH+) and humidity ranges. These results
justify the use of esterification as a diagnostic tool to quantitatively investigate the proton
availability and predict the ionic conductivity of Nafion components in the presence of other
contaminants at various conditions.

This should be especially useful for predicting ionic

conductivity of the ionomer in the catalyst layer-something that is difficult/impossible to directly
measure. Such predictions of conductivity for both the ionomer and membrane should be useful
for future fuel cell simulation work.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
PREDICTION OF THE EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY OF NAFION
IN THE CATALYST LAYER OF A PEMFC
[As published in Journal of Power Sources, 195, (2010), 5493-5500]
Abstract
In a previous study, a simple acid catalyzed reaction (esterification) was found to predict
excellently conductivity of a membrane contaminated with NH4+ or Na+. Since measurement of
the conductivity of Nafion in a catalyst layer is problematic, being able to predict this conductivity
for various formulations and fuel cell conditions would be advantageous. In this study, the same
methodology as before was used to examine the proton availabilities of supported Nafion (Nafion
on carbon and on Pt/C), as exists in the catalyst layer used in a PEMFC, during impurity
exposure (e.g., NH3) as a means for prediction of its conductivity. It was found that the effect of
NH3 exposure on the proton composition (yH+) of supported Nafion was similar to that of N-211
under the same conditions. Determined values of yH+ were then used to estimate the effective
conductivity of an ammonium-poisoned cathode layer using the correlation developed and the
agglomerate model. The predicted conductivities were matched with the results available in the
literature. This technique would be useful for the optimization of catalyst design and for fuel cell
simulation, since it provides many benefits over conventional performance test procedures.
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8.1 Introduction
Under fuel cell operation, there are many steps governing overall performance.
Depending on operating conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, current density, etc.), types of
material, and also the quality of the fuel and oxidant gases, different steps may limit the
performance. Previous studies have shown that in the absence of an impurity, the hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR) on Pt catalysts occurs rapidly near the interface between the anode
catalyst layer and the membrane [1] and the proton transport pathway from Pt sites to the
membrane is very short, resulting in negligible effective ionic resistivity at the anode [2].
Therefore, fuel cell performance depends greatly on transport processes in the cathode catalyst
layer [3]. However, under some circumstances, where the hydrogen fuel and/or oxidant streams
contain contaminants, the rate of the HOR and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on the active
catalyst (typically Pt), or the rate of proton transport via the solid electrolyte (generally Nafion) in
the ionomer layer and the membrane may be the main determining factor governing the
performance of proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). For instance, although ammonia
is introduced as an impurity at the anode, ammonium diffusion is fast enough for the cathode to
be affected [4,5]. It was found that the influence of ammonia adsorption on Pt sites and on HOR
at the anode is minimal, but the ionic conductivity of Nafion is significantly affected at even low
ppm concentrations [5-7]. Soto et al. [6] found that the increase in membrane resistance can
explain only 10% of the voltage loss of PEMFC during an exposure to 1,000 ppm NH3. Thus, the
reduction in the membrane conductivity is not the major cause of performance loss of an
ammonia-poisoned PEMFC. That is probably due to the complexity at the interface of ionomer
and electrode [4-7]. Uribe et al. [7] suggested that the overall performance of the fuel cell could
be mainly limited by the efficiency of ionic transport through the Nafion ionomer in the catalyst
layer or the kinetics of ORR in the presence of ammonia. However, there is no detailed and
quantitative study with experimental support on the effect of foreign cations on the ionic transport
within the catalyst layer of a PEMFC.
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One reason for the limited number of studies on the fundamental mechanisms is due to
the difficulty in conductivity measurement of the Nafion ionomer in a catalyst layer even in the
absence of impurity. Up to the present, there is no experimentally measured proton conductivity
for this layer that has been reported [8]. Estimated conductivity has been mostly obtained by
extrapolating the slope of a polarization plot or by fitting with some parameters in an equivalent
circuit [8,9]. The understanding of ionomer conductivity within the active layer is very important
because the long-term durability and the performance of large-scale PEMFC operation, where
commercial H2 fuel and air streams contain some contaminant cations and material corrosion
occurs, could be severely affected by proton starvation within the ionomer phase. Therefore,
more studies on the fundamental mechanisms, relating to the ionic migration in the electrode, are
required and could be potentially useful for computation and optimization of PEMFC performance.
Previously, the use of a simple acid-catalyzed reaction, esterification, to quantitatively
investigate proton availability and to predict the conductivity of a Nafion membrane (N-211) has
been validated with experimental results in our laboratory [10]. This methodology provides an
alternative means to predict the conductivity of a Nafion membrane for a PEMFC in the presence
of contaminants at various conditions without having to carry out conductivity measurements at all
those conditions or resort to MEA (membrane electrode assembly) fabrication and fuel cell
testing, which are time-consuming and expensive tasks [11-13].

Moreover, unlike other

destructive techniques such as elemental analysis, titration, temperature program desorption
(TPD), etc., this technique can be used to continuously diagnose the proton availability of the
Nafion ionomer during contaminant exposure using only a single sample.
In this study, we further applied esterification (the methanolysis reaction of acetic acid,
Eq. (1)),


H
CH 3OH  CH 3COOH 
H 2 O  CH 3COOCH 3
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(1)

to examine proton composition (yH+) of supported Nafon (Nafion on a carbon support and on
Pt/C, resembling the agglomerates that constitute the catalyst layer in a PEMFC) during impurity
(ammonia) exposure. The proton composition (yH+) is expressed in Eq. (2),

where yH+ and CH+ are the proton fraction and proton concentration of Nafion components,
respectively; and [CH+]0 is the ion exchange capacity of a Nafion component in the fully
protonated form.

The quantity yH+, determined under various conditions including ammonia

poisoning, was used herein to estimate the effective ionic conductivity of the cathode catalyst
layer using the well-known steady-state agglomerate model which was then compared to
measurements in the literature.

8.2 Experimental
8.2.1 Nafion materials
Two Nafion-containing materials were prepared for this study using the impregnation
method.

One material had components similar to the catalyst layer in a PEMFC (Nafion

supported on Pt/C) and another material contained only Nafion on the carbon support for
comparison purposes.
The as-received Nafion ionomer solution (LQ-1105, DuPont, 5 wt.% Nafion) was
impregnated on carbon black powder (Vulcan XC-72R, Carbot International) and a commercial 20
wt.% Pt/C (E-TEK) by incipient wetness, since this technique is believed to provide a better
contact of the triple phase boundaries between the Nafion, Pt, and carbon support [14-17]. The
perfluorosulfonic acid ionomer content in the catalysts was fixed at 30 wt.% because this Nafion
loading has been found to be optimum for PEMFC applications [18-22]. In this study, the ionomer
content in the electrode catalyst is defined as: ionomer content (wt.%) = (W ion/W total) × 100, where
W ion is the weight of dry ionomer, and W total is the total weight of dry ionomer and support (carbon
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or Pt/C). After impregnation, the 30 wt.% Nafion on the carbon support (designated as 30-Nfn/C)
and the 30 wt.% Nafion on Pt/C (30-Nfn/Pt/C) were dried overnight in an oven at 80C in dynamic
air flow. The resulting agglomerates were then crushed and screened between sieves (80-230
mesh) before being stored in the dark prior to use.
8.2.2 Physical characterization
8.2.2.1 BET surface area
The total surface areas of supported Nafion (30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C) were determined
via the BET method utilizing a Micromeritics ASAP 2001 apparatus. The pore size distribution
curves were obtained through the analysis of the nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms at
77 K. Prior to the BET measurements, the material was degassed at 5 µm Hg and 110C for 4 h.
8.2.2.2 Ion-exchange capacity (IEC)
The concentrations of proton/acid sites on 30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C were examined by
titration. For a typical titration, a 100 mg of sample was immersed in 0.005 M NaOH (Acros
Organics) at room temperature for 2 days under constant shaking. Then, the sample was filtered
out and the exchanged solution was back-titrated with 0.005 M HCl (Acros Organics) using
phenolphthalein as an indicator. The end point was determined by pH meter at a pH value of 7.
8.2.2.3 Ammonia analysis
Nafion on different supports (30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C) after ammonia exposure for a
certain period were ion-exchanged with 0.05 M HCl (Acros Organics) at room temperature under
constant shaking for at least 7 days. Then, the sample was filtered out from the aliquot. The
ammonium concentration in the exchange solution was examined by an ion-selective electrode
(ammonia electrode 9512 Thermo Scientific and Orion 4 star pH benchtop meter).

8.2.3 Esterification measurements
The procedures have been described in more detail elsewhere [10]. Prior to gas-phase
esterification, approximately 100 mg of 30-Nfn/C or 30-Nfn/Pt/C was placed between quartz wool
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plugs in the middle of a differential tubular reactor (ID=0.7 cm). The sample was pretreated in
100 sccm H2 at a given humidity, 80C, and 1 atm for 3 h. Then, a known amount of reactants
(acetic acid (HAc) and methanol (MeOH)), water vapor, and ammonia was introduced to the
reactor. The esterification was carried out with an equimolar, low concentration mixture of MeOH
and HAc (PMeOH=PHAc=0.009 atm) at a given humidity, 80C, and 1 atm in 100 sccm H2. The
reaction activity is defined as the rate of methyl acetate formation (rMeOAc). The concentrations of
reactants (MeOH and HAc) and product (MeOAc) in the outlet stream were analysed by a Varian
CP-3380 GC equipped with an FID detector and a Varian CPWAX 52CB fused silica capillary
column (60 m × 0.53 mm ×1 μm).

8.3 Results and discussion
8.3.1 Characterization
Table 8.1 summarizes the surface acid site concentrations and surface areas of the
Nafion samples used in this study. Unexpectedly, the sulfur concentrations in the carbon support
(XC-72R) and 20 wt.% Pt/C were rather high (ca. 0.65 wt.% and 0.51 wt.%, respectively).
However, this sulfur did not form any significant number of active acid sites. Thus, the acid site
concentrations based on sulfur analysis of 30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C were determined by
subtraction of the sulfur content of the support (accounting for its weight fraction) from the total
sulfur content. The acid site concentrations obtained from acid-base titration were consistent with
the results from sulfur analysis. It can be seen that the site density (per g) of a N-211 membrane
was about three times higher than those of 30% Nafion loading on the carbon support or Pt/C
(30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C), as would be expected.
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Table 8.1 Characteristics of the Nafion membrane, supports, and supported Nafion materials.

Sample

N-211 [10]
Carbon
support
30-Nfn/C
20 wt.%
Pt/C support
30-Nfn/Pt/C
a

Sulfur
contenta
(wt.%)
2.96

Surface acid site
concentration (µmol g-1)
Elemental
Titrationd
analysisa
925
925 ± 17

BET
surface
area
2 -1
(m g )
-

Average
pore size
diameter
(nm)
-

Pore
volume
(cm3 g-1)
-

0.65

0

4.8 ± 0.3

209

14

0.57

1.37

278b

265 ± 25

59 ± 3

32 ± 0.3

0.49 ±
0.07

0.51

0

-

116

24

0.70

1.23

264

279 ± 19

62 ± 3

28 ± 3

0.40 ±
0.12

c

From sulfur elemental analysis; experimental error =  5 %.

b,c

The active acid site concentrations for the supported Nafion were determined by subtracting

the sulfur content of the support from the total content (0.65 wt.% and 0.51 wt.% for 30-Nfn/C and
30-Nfn/Pt/C, respectively).
d

Ion-exchanged with 0.005 M NaOH at room temperature for 2 days.

8.3.2 Esterification activity of supported Nafion (30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C)
Figure 8.1(a and b) show the activities of 30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C, respectively, in the
presence of 20 ppm NH3 at different humidities, 1 atm, and 80C. The solid line indicates how
the activity would have changed if, at 0%RH (where %RH stands for % relative humidity), 100%
of ammonia in the gas phase had been absorbed by Nafion ionomer, irreversibly poisoning the
acid/proton sites. For other humidities, since the total flow and ammonia concentration were kept
constant, the time required to fully poison with ammonia would be the same as that at 0%RH (6.4
h). The results indicate that the ionomer/catalyst essentially adsorbed all the ammonia impurity in
the gas stream at 0%RH as it passed through the reactor. In this study, the kinetics of activity
decrease of 30-Nfn/C and of 30-Nfn/Pt/C were limited in a similar way by the low concentration of
ammonia in the gas stream. It can be seen that the activity linearly decreases with time-onstream (TOS) exposure to ammonia and the initial activity declines with an increase in humidity.
These trends are in good agreement with the results for a Nafion membrane (N-211) obtained in
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our previous work (see Figure 7.7(a and b) in ref [10]). Table 8.2 compares the steady-state
activities prior to exposure to ammonia of supported Nafion with a N-211 Nafion membrane at
various humidities, 1 atm, and 80C. It shows that the non-poisoned activities decrease with an
increase in humidity for both the Nafion membrane and the supported Nafion. This is because of
the competitive adsorption of water vapor with the reactants, the decrease in strength of the
Brnsted acid sites, and the reverse hydrolysis of methyl acetate. The explanations for this
behaviour have already been discussed in more detail elsewhere [10]. Table 8.2 also presents
the effect of the supports on the esterification activity. It can be seen that, under the same
conditions, the activities [µmol (g Nafion)-1 s-1] of N-211 compared well with those of 30-Nfn/C and
30-Nfn/Pt/C on a per g Nafion basis, with only some variance. This variation was probably due to
the differences in Nafion properties (e.g., dispersity, interaction with support) and in the thermal
history during preparation.
6
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Figure 8.1 Esterification activity of supported Nafion in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 at 1 atm and
80C under 100 sccm H2: (a) 30-Nfn/C, and (b) 30-Nfn/Pt/C. (The solid line represents the
theoretical curve assuming that 100% of ammonia flowing through the reactor adsorbs onto the
Brnsted acid sites.)
Table 8.2 Steady-state esterification activity of Nafion samples in the H+-form at 80C.a
rMeOAc [µmol (g Nafion)-1 s-1]b

% Relative
humidity (%RH)

N-211 [10]

30-Nfn/C

30-Nfn/Pt/C

0
15
30
50
65
80
95

4.99
2.94
2.72
1.66
0.63
0.47
0.24

5.21
4.04
3.31
1.98
1.05
0.73
0.53

3.79
2.00
1.46
0.64
0.36

a

At 1 atm with PMeOH=PHAc=0.009 atm (balance H2) in a total flow of 100 sccm.

b

Esterification activity; error =  5 %.
From energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), the Nafion dispersions on 30-Nfn/C

and 30-Nfn/Pt/C were similar (data not shown here). The support increases the accessibility of
reactants to the Nafion.

Thus, the C-supported Nafion (30-Nfn/C) exhibited higher catalytic
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activity than the Nafion film under the same conditions, as can be seen in Table 8.2. However,
the activity on 30-Nfn/Pt/C was the lowest at all humidities studied. Since esterification was
carried out in a H2 atmosphere, it is likely that acetic acid hydrogenation occurred on reduced Pt
at this condition (0–100%RH, 1 atm, and 80C) and caused the decrease in esterification activity.
It was found that the selectivity toward methyl acetate was ca. 98% for the 30-Nfn/Pt/C sample,
instead of 100% as for the 30-Nfn/C and N-211 samples.

We observed trace amounts of

ethylene, dimethyl ether, acetaldehyde, and ethanol during esterification on 30-Nfn/Pt/C. These
by-products partially consumed acetic acid which was a reactant for esterification and may have
also blocked some of the free Nafion sites.

This finding is consistent with that reported by

Rachmady and Vannice [23] who studied the hydrogenation of acetic acid over reduced Pt.
Additionally, it is known that the activity of esterification is affected by the strength of the acid
sites [24]. In the vicinity of carbon and Pt/C, the acidity of the acid sites of Nafion may be
impacted by the support-Nafion interactions. Also, the properties of Nafion can be influenced by
its thermal history [25,26]. The preparation procedures for the Nafion supported materials were
significantly different from those for the Nafion membrane [27]. The experimental results imply
that differences in Nafion dispersions, interaction with support, side reactions, and heat treatment
cause the differences seen in activity for esterification.
Experiments at various conditions (0 – 95%RH, 1 atm, and 80C) were also carried out
on the support to clarify the influence of the support on the catalytic activity. Methyl acetate
formation on either supports (carbon and Pt/C) was negligible (data not presented here).
However, we observed trace amounts of by-products from acetic acid hydrogenation on Pt/C.
8.3.3 Correlation between esterification activity of the Nafion ionomer and proton composition
Since the determination of yH+ was destructive, a number of samples had to be used for
different time-on-streams (TOS). The expressions for the ammonium and proton compositions
are as follows:
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where yH+ and yNH4+ are the proton and ammonium fractions in a Nafion component, respectively;
and CNH4+ and [CH+]0 are the ammonium ion concentration and the ion exchange capacity of the
Nafion component, respectively.
In Figure 8.2(a and b), the esterification activities and the concentrations of free
acid/proton sites (yH+) of a Nafion component for the 30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C materials in H2
containing ppm NH3 and 50%RH at 1 atm and 80C are illustrated, respectively. It can be seen in
Figure 8.2(a and b) that the catalytic activity decreases with time-on-stream (TOS) accordingly to
the decrease in proton concentration in the Nafion ionomer (yH+) for both supported Nafion
materials. Figure 8.3 illustrates the normalized esterification activities (rMeOAc,

Norm.,

Eq. (5)) of

supported Nafion as a function of proton compositions for 50%RH and 80C.

where (rMeOAc,

yH+=1)0

and (rMeOAc, yH+)t are the catalytic activities of supported Nafion at time-on-

stream (TOS) = 0 and t, respectively.
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Figure 8.2 Relationship of esterification activity to proton fraction of: (a) 30-Nfn/C, and (b) 30Nfn/Pt/C at 50%RH in the presence of 20 ppm NH3 and 80C. (The maximum ammonium
-1

contents of 30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C were 263 ± 3 and 240 ± 30 µmol g .)

Figure 8.3 Relationship of normalized esterification activity (rMeOAc,
Figure 8.2(a and b).
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Norm.)

to proton fraction from

One can see from Figure 8.3 that the normalized esterification activities of both 30-Nfn/C
and 30-Nfn/Pt/C have a similar linear relationship with proton fraction regardless of the
differences in the initial activity, interaction with supports, and side reactions.
The experimental results imply that in the presence of other materials (i.e., alloyed Pt, C
support) and other impurities, the acid site/proton concentration of a Nafion polymer can be
quantitatively investigated by this acid-catalysed reaction. Unlike a conventional titration method,
which is a destructive technique, esterification allows us to study the effect of contaminants on
the proton availability of a Nafion component in-situ and to continuously monitor using only a
single sample the available proton composition during impurity exposure.
8.3.4 Modified steady-state agglomerate model to predict the overall conductivity of a
contaminated catalyst layer in a PEMFC
The effective protonic conductivity is crucial to the performance and optimization of the
active layer in PEMFCs [28]. Generally, there are three main approaches to explain the proton
transport in a catalyst layer (where three-phase contact exists between ionomer, catalyst, and
carbon support): the agglomerate, thin-film, and homogeneous models [29-34]. Among these
models, the agglomerate concept is the most popular and the most theoretically based model. It
matches very well with experimental data, especially for fuel cell operation at high current density
(mass transportation limitations) [31,34-38]. The well-known effective proton conductivity in an
active layer has been derived by Jaouen et al. [31] using the steady-state agglomerate model and
is as follows:
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where

cat
and  are the effective conductivity of the catalyst layer (active layer) and the bulk
 eff

conductivity of the polymer (typically Nafion) fraction in the catalyst layer, respectively; agg and
cat are the volume fractions of the polymer in the agglomerate and of the pores in the catalyst
layer, respectively; ragg is the agglomerate radius;  is the thickness of the polymer film
surrounding the agglomerate; and C is a factor depending on the operating conditions and
physical properties of the metal(s), support, and ionomer used in the catalyst layer.
It can be seen in Eq. (7) that, in the absence of impurities, the effective conductivity is the
product of a constant factor C and the bulk conductivity of the polymer. The factor C depends on
the physical properties of the catalyst layer, for example, porosity, radius of the agglomerate,
thickness of polymer surrounding the agglomerate, etc. Thus, the factor C can be considered to
remain constant during exposure of the ionomer to impurities that do not affect these properties.
For the ammonium-poisoned catalyst layer in this study, the factor C was assumed to be constant
and the effective conductivity was able to be obtained by knowing the proton composition (y H+).
The correlation of the Nafion conductivity at typical fuel cell operation as a function of ammonium
content has been reported in our previous study [27]. Accordingly, the effective conductivity of an
ammonium-poisoned catalyst layer can be estimated as follows:

where yH+ and yNH4+ are the concentrations of protons and ammonium ions in the Nafion polymer
obtained from the esterification activity, respectively; yNH4+ is the conductivity of the Nafion
polymer containing yNH4+ at 80C; and parameters (A1 – A4) are given in Table 8.3.

The

expression for yNH4+ given above is an empirical function that has been found to best fit the
experimental data. The theoretical model of the relationship between the conductivity and y NH4+
has already been discussed in our previous work [27].
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Table 8.3 Parameters for the steady-state conductivity of a Nafion membrane (N-211) containing
various compositions of ammonium ions at 80C.

These parameters are based on a fit of

experiment data given in Figure 3.4(a and b) in ref. [27].
RH (%)

A1

A2

A3

A4

30

0.119

9.01

13.13

0.21

40

0.070

8.81

19.62

0.50

50

0.088

8.11

30.95

2.21

60

0.046

8.59

36.89

5.10

70

0.068

7.64

50.30

10.34

80

0.159

6.12

71.97

19.05

90

0.541

4.66

125.08

32.68

100

9.989

3.54

1,154.38

52.95

Since ammonia is introduced at the anode as an impurity in H2, ammonia adsorption on
Nafion starts at the contacted interface before it is transported to the cathode, causing some
potential gradients in ammonium composition within an MEA, see Figure 8.4. As mentioned in
the introduction, ammonium transport through a membrane having thickness 10-100 µm is
relatively fast [4]. Consequently, during fuel cell operation, the ionic conductivity of both anode
and cathode catalyst layer would be adversely affected by the displacement of protons by
ammonium cations [7]. If the ammonium distribution throughout an active catalyst layer is known,
the overall effective conductivity (overall

cat)

can be obtained by integrating the conductivity

throughout that layer. However, to date, there has been no study that has ever investigated the
concentration profile of proton-containing cations (i.e., ammonium ions) in both the membrane
and the catalyst layer of a PEMFC. Only a few studies have reported the concentration profile of
nonproton-containing cationic ions (i.e., metal cations) within a polymer membrane during fuel cell
operation [39-41]. They have suggested that, at the steady-state operation, the distribution of
contaminant ions depends strongly on the operating conditions (i.e., temperature, humidity,
current density, etc.), concentration of contaminant cations in a fuel and/or oxidant stream,
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properties of cations (i.e., charge), type of polymer ionomer, and physical properties of the
catalyst layer (i.e., polymer loading, porosity, etc.) [39,41].

This is because these operating

parameters affect the kinetics of cationic adsorption at the anode, ion transport, and cationic
removal at the cathode.

It is expected that these operating parameters would affect an

ammonium-contaminated fuel cell operation in a similar way. However, a detailed investigation of
the ammonium concentration distribution within the anode and cathode layer during fuel cell
operation is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 8.4 1-D schematic of an ammonium contaminated MEA.
In Figure 8.4, two possible constant concentration profiles of ammonium ions in an active
layer (with yNH4+ = 0 or 1) are shown, which represent the best and worst situation for fuel cell
operation, respectively.

For a partially contaminated catalyst layer, the linear concentration

profiles of the cathode layer with yNH4+ = 0.9 - 0.8x and yNH4+ = 0.5, respectively, were adopted for
comparison in an explicit manner in this work.
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These two profiles yield the same average

ammonium content (yNH4+ = 0.5) in the catalyst layer. The expressions for the calculation of
overall conductivity of a contaminated catalyst layer are shown as follows:

where x is the normalized distance from the membrane interface/catalyst layer in the xn

dimension; F1 ( y NH 4 ) is the correlation between the conductivity as a function of yNH4+ as
n

shown in Eq. (9); and F2 ( x ) is the ammonium distribution within the catalyst layer as a function
of x.
The expression Eq. (13) can be used to estimate the overall conductivity of the active
layer both at anode and cathode.

However, most of the studies have investigated only the

physical properties of the cathode catalyst layer because in the absence of impurity, the
performance of a fuel cell is mainly limited by the kinetics of oxygen reduction and/or efficiency of
proton transport processes at the cathode [3,42]. The parameters for the constant factor C at the
anode are, thus, not available in the literature, but should be similar to those at the cathode. In
this study, we have demonstrated how to predict the overall conductivity of an ammoniumcontaminated cathode layer at typical fuel cell conditions using the modified agglomerate model
(Eq. (13)). A typical set of model parameters for the effective conductivity calculation at the
cathode are given in Table 8.4. However, it can be seen that the reported value for cat varies
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significantly from 0.3 – 0.5 [28,31,32,43].

This parameter depends strongly on the support

material, Pt loading, Nafion loading, preparation method, etc. In this work, we use an average
value (cat = 0.4) to estimate the effective conductivity at the cathode. The expression for the
effective conductivity (Eq. (6)) at the cathode operating at various humidities and 80C can be
simplified to:

 effcathode
, yNH 4 

 0.167 yNH 4

cathode
 overall
cat

 0.167  yNH 4 dx

(14)

1

(15)

0

where

cathode
 effcathode
, yNH 4  and  overall cat are the effective conductivity in the cathode catalyst layer and the

overall conductivity of the cathode catalyst layer, respectively; yNH4+ is the conductivity of an
ammonium-poisoned Nafion polymer (N-211) at a given yNH4+ and %RH at 80C (Eq. (9)).
Table 8.4 Parameters for conductivity modelling in the cathode catalyst layer.
Parameter
ragg

agg
cat
a

Value
a

Reference

40 nm
1.9 nma
0.17a

[44]
[44]
[44]

0.3 – 0.5

[28,31,32,43]

The ionomer loading was 47.4 wt.% on a carbon support (Ketjen black (KB)).

8.3.5 Prediction of the ionic conductivity of Nafion ionomer in the catalyst layer
Due to the lack of direct measurements of the conductivity of a poisoned catalyst layer,
the accuracy of our predicted effective conductivity was validated using the experimental
conductivity of an uncontaminated catalyst layer and the percentage of performance degradation
of a fully ammonium-poisoned PEMFC.
In Figure 8.5, the unfilled circles indicate the experimental conductivity at various
humidities and 80C of an uncontaminated catalyst layer determined by a hydrogen pump
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technique employed by Iden et al. [44] and the dashed line represents a fit of their data. The
cathode
solid line shows the predicted conductivity of the cathode catalyst layer (  overall
cat ) calculated

from Eq. (15) using y NH4+ = 0. It can be seen that in the absence of impurities, the predicted
values agree extremely well with experimental data. The estimated percentage decrease of the
Cathode
 ovrall
cat

of the fully ammonium-poisoned PEMFC (constant yNH4+ = 1, dashed-dotted line in

Figure 8.5) was compared with the results of performance testing reported by Uribe et al. [7].
They studied the impact of ammonia on PEMFC performance, operating at 80C. A PEMFC was
exposed to 30 ppm of NH3 for 15 h, which was enough for complete neutralization of the protonic
sites of the MEA [45]. They found that the cell voltage decreased ca. 49 – 77% at current
densities of 0.2 – 0.4 A cm-2. In their study, we considered that the operating humidities at anode
and cathode were both 100% and the Nafion ionomer in the cathode was in the fully NH4+-form.
At this condition, it can be seen in Figure 8.5 that the estimated overall cathode conductivity
(  ovrall cat ) of the Nafion ionomer in the fully NH4+-form was ca. 64% lower than that of the fully
Cathode

H+-form, which corresponds well with the performance loss in a PEMFC [7]. Although only the
estimated

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

and the estimated percentage decrease in

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

for the case of constant

yNH4+ = 0 and 1, respectively, can be shown to be matched with experimental results (due to the
lack of appropriate experimental data in the literature), the overall conductivity at the cathode
layer for other cases should be able to be reasonably predicted. In Figure 8.5, the estimated
Cathode
 ovrall
cat

for the partially ammonium-contaminated cathode catalyst layer having a non-

homogeneous profile (linear profile, average yNH4+ = 0.5) can be seen to be slightly higher than
that with a homogeneous profile (yNH4+ = 0.5) with the same equivalent ammonium content in it.
Also, it is obvious that the estimated

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

of the catalyst layer with various yNH4+ constant

profiles varies considerably with humidity (30-100%RH). The predictions suggest that the effect
of ammonium content on

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

is more significant than the ammonium ion distribution in the
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catalyst layer. Figure 8.6 shows the effect of position on the predicted

 effcathode
, yNH 4  for a catalyst

layer having a linear ammonium distribution profile (yNH4+ = 0.9 – 0.8x, average yNH4+ = 0.5). It
can be seen that the influence of humidity on the conductivity is also very significant.

Figure 8.5 Predicted

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

of an ammonium-contaminated cathode catalyst layer having

various ammonium concentration profiles as a function of relative humidity at 80C. (  ovrall cat
Cathode

was obtained from Eq. (15).)
Since the rate of ammonia removal at the cathode is relatively slow compared to the rate
of ammonia uptake [5,7], it is highly possible that the accumulation of ammonia in a PEMFC
occurs over time. The predictions in Figure 8.5-8.6 suggest that at some certain ammonium ion
compositions in an active layer of a PEMFC and at some operating conditions (i.e., temperature,
humidity, current density, concentration of ammonia in fuel gas and/or air stream, etc.), the
impact of ammonia on ionic transport through the catalyst layer (proton depletion or proton
starvation) can be significant enough to influence the overall fuel cell performance.
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Figure 8.6 Predicted

Cathode
 effl
yNH 4  conductivity

as a function of position in an ammonium-

contaminated cathode catalyst layer having ammonium distribution profile yNH4+= 0.9 – 0.8x
(average yNH4+ = 0.5) at various humidities and 80C. (  effl

Cathode
yNH 4 

was obtained from Eq. (14).)

8.4 Conclusions
In our previous work [27], the effect of ammonia on ionic conductivity and esterification
activity of a Nafion membrane (N-211) was studied.

It was found that ammonia influences

conductivity and esterification activity similarly under similar conditions. This is because both the
conductivity and the esterification activity have a linear relationship with the number of proton/acid
sites. In those studies, we demonstrated the relationship between the ionic conductivity and the
esterification activity, this latter being able to predict the conductivity of a Nafion membrane (N211).
In this study, proton availability of Nafion impregnated on a carbon support and Pt/C (30Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C) as used in typical fuel cells was explored using the same characteristic
acid-catalysed reaction (esterification of acetic acid with methanol) at various conditions (30 –
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95%RH, 80C, and 1 atm). It was found that, under all the conditions studied, the esterification
activity (rMeOAc) on the supports was negligible and the esterification occurred only on the free
proton/acid sites of the Nafion component. In the presence of 20 ppm NH3/H2, the esterification
activity of supported Nafion decreased linearly with the ammonia uptake of a Nafion component
under the same conditions. The results suggest that esterification can be used to quantitatively
investigate the proton composition (yH+) of a Nafion component during exposure to ammonia or
other potential impurities. The information of yH+ gained from esterification was further used to
estimate the overall conductivity of a catalyst layer using the modified agglomerate model and the
correlation between conductivity and ammonium ion content (yNH4+). The estimated effective
conductivities of a cathode catalyst layer (  ovrall cat ) was validated with the available literature
Cathode

data at two extreme conditions (non-poisoned [44] and fully ammonium-poisoned [7]). It was
found that, under similar conditions, the
decrease in the

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

for neat fuel cell operation and the percentage

of a fully ammonium-poisoned PEMFC matched well with experimental

results reported in the literature [7,44]. Therefore, the predicted

Cathode
 ovrall
cat

of an ammonium-

contaminated active layer at other conditions using the same methodology should be reasonably
accurate.

The prediction suggests that under some operating conditions, especially at low

humidity and high ammonium content, the durability and performance of PEMFC could be
detrimentally impacted by proton depletion within the ionomer in the catalyst layer. This study
showed that the characterization reaction also has the potential to be applied to quantitatively
examine the number of proton/acid sites of other proton conducting materials impregnated on
other supports (e.g., carbon, Pt/C, alloyed Pt/C) for a PEMFC under a wide range of conditions.
Esterification provides us an easy means to study the impurity resistance of an ionomer
component (in membrane form or on catalyst supports) without MEA fabrication, fully-equipped
fuel cell testing, and also allows us to isolate the effect of impurity on the ionomer phase from that
on the metal catalyst in an MEA.

The combination of the esterification technique and the
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modified agglomerate model proposed in this work should provide helpful information for future
investigations of impurity resistance of all sorts of proton conducting electrolytes, catalyst layer
optimization, and computation modelling of PEMFC performance.
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CHAPTER NINE
EFFECT OF H2O AND CO ON SURFACE HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION OF Pt/C
AT FUEL CELL CONDITIONS
[Manuscript for publication in Journal of Power Sources (2011)]
Abstract

Most studies (e.g., surface science, electrochemical analysis) have performed
measurements at conditions far from those of fuel cells.

This paper establishes a more

fundamental understanding of the effect of humidity on CO poisoning of Pt/C at fuel cell condition.
In this work, direct measurements of surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C were carried out insitu in the presence of CO, H2, and H2O at 80C utilizing an H2-D2 switch with Ar purge (HDSAP
technique). The presence of water vapor decreased the rate of CO adsorption on Pt possibly
because water competitively adsorbs on Pt sites and/or hinders CO diffusion through the pores to
Pt sites. Also, water vapor decreased CO surface coverage on Pt (CO). The steady-state CO of
Pt catalysts exposed to H2 (PH2 = 1 atm), H2O (PH2O = 0.023 atm, 10%RH), and a combination of
H2/H2O were 0.71, 0.31, and 0.56 ML, respectively. It was found that the amount of hydrogen
adsorbed on Pt equilibrated in a humidified stream was larger than that in the absence of water
vapor under similar conditions because of the combined effect of H2 and H2O, suggesting that
operating a PEMFC at high humidity would help increase CO tolerance.

.
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9.1 Introduction
Recently, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have attracted a lot of
attention because of their superior features compared to other energy conversion technologies,
such as their high energy density, easy start-up, low operating temperature, transient ability, and
zero pollution emissions [1-4]. It is believed that PEMFCs will be utilized in the future as a main
source of power for portable, transportation, and stationary applications [5]. However, the cost of
materials, loss of performance, and durability due to the presence of impurities in the fuel and
oxygen streams are currently major barriers for the successful commercialization of PEMFCs.
Generally, a PEMFC utilizes a H2 fuel stream produced by reforming of hydrocarbons [6]
and purification by conventional methods (i.e., selective or preferential oxidation (PROX),
membrane separation, pressure swing adsorption (PSA), etc.) [5,7-8] to obtain a high purity H2
fuel containing only trace amounts of impurities (i.e., CO, CO 2, NH3, SO2, etc.). Of the impurities
present, ppm levels of CO have been found to be one of the most detrimental impurities in
degrading the electrochemical performance of the Pt catalyst in PEMFCs [9-11]. The impurities
have been shown to severely affect the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) at the anode by
competitive adsorption of CO with H2 on Pt sites, thereby inhibiting the process of H2 dissociation
and limiting the electrode kinetics of the cell [6,12-14]. It has been reported that operating fuel
cells at high humidity, temperature, and anode potential [13-15] helps to increase CO tolerance
due to higher oxidation rates of CO by OHads.
During the past few decades, numerous experiments have been performed to determine
and understand the effect of CO on overall fuel cell performance at various conditions
[6,11,13,16]. Many experiments (both in-situ and ex-situ) and mathematical simulations have
been published. The methods have been helpful in isolating the effect of operating parameters
on individual components of PEMFCs [17-18]. However, all techniques have limitations and
extraneous variables which may affect the interpretation of the results.

For instance,

electrochemical techniques (i.e., polarization curve, current interruption, electrochemical
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impedance spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, CO stripping voltammetry, etc.) typically are
performed in an acidic solution [15,19-20], operate at much lower current density than operational
fuel cells, and require very rapid acquisition of the transient data [18,21].

Surface science

techniques (e.g., X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, low-energy
ion scattering spectroscopy, etc.) require ex-situ investigations at non-ideal conditions (i.e., ultra
high vacuum or relatively low pressures) [22-25].

These conditions are much too far from

practical fuel cell environments and may cause complications in data interpretation by
extrapolation. To date, limited studies have examined the effect of impurities on the activation of
H2 on Pt-based catalysts at conditions related to actual fuel cell environments.
In this study, H2-D2 exchange and a simple characteristic hydrogen-deuterium exchange
reaction using a H2-D2 switch with an Ar purge in between (HDSAP technique) was employed to
quantitatively investigate the effect of CO on H2 dissociation and on the hydrogen surface
concentration on Pt/C catalysts in the presence of humidity, simulating as closely as possible
practical fuel cell conditions.

The HDSAP methodology, developed by Zhang et al. [9], has

proven to be a powerful approach for the time-on-stream (TOS) measurements of surface
hydrogen concentrations on Pt in the absence of humidity. This convenient non-destructive
approach has many benefits over other conventional performance tests, for example, simple
material preparation, low cost and labor effort, and time efficiency.

It provides valuable

information (surface hydrogen concentration on Pt catalysts) which could be reasonably used to
predict performance of a partially poisoned-fuel cell. The knowledge of the effect of humidity and
CO on the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C obtained in this work provides fundamental
insight for future investigations of the effect of humidity and CO on Nafion/Pt/C in the catalyst
layer of the fuel cell. An understanding of the individual effect of different proton-containing
species (e.g., water vapor, Nafion ionomer, contaminants) on the amount of exchangeable
hydrogen on surface Pt has to be developed before this diagnostic technique can be applied to
examine the poisoning effect of other impurities on PEMFC catalysts at typical fuel cell
conditions.
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9.2 Experimental
9.2.1 Materials
A commercial fuel cell catalyst from BASF {Pt supported on carbon (Vulcan XC-72, Cabot
International)} with a nominal loading of 20 wt% Pt was used as received. Research-grade
gases were purchased from National Specialty Gases and Scott Specialty Gases.

All

characterizations and experiments were performed on reduced catalysts.
9.2.2 Catalyst characterization
Prior to the analysis of total BET surface area, pore volume, and pore size, catalyst
samples were degassed in a vacuum at 5 x 10-3 mm Hg and 110C for 4 h. The measurements
of N2 adsorption isotherms at -196C were performed using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020
apparatus.
Static H2 and CO chemisorption measurements were carried out at 35C and 80C using
a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 automated system. Catalyst samples were first reduced with H2 at
80C for 3 h and then evacuated at 10-5 mm Hg and 80C for another 3 h prior to the analysis.
Preliminary temperature program reduction (TPR) results showed that Pt catalysts were
completely reduced under these conditions and time periods [9]. Higher reduction temperature
were not used since the conditions used to pretreat fuel cell catalysts must stay <120C because
of the presence of Nafion on actual catalysts. After adjusting to the specified temperature (35C
or 80C), the H2 and CO uptakes were obtained by varying the partial pressure from 50 – 450 mm
Hg in increments of 50 mm Hg. The metal dispersion of Pt/C was determined using the total
chemisorption isotherms and assuming H:Pts and CO:Pts stoichiometries of 1:1.
Elemental analyses (Pt) of samples were performed by Galbraith Laboratory (Knoxville,
Tennessee, USA).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was conducted using a STEM-Hitachi
HD2000 to investigate the Pt particle size. Samples were sonically dispersed in iso-propanol
(Fisher Scientific), after which a small aliquot of the suspension was deposited on a standard
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copper grid (200 mesh copper Formvar/Carbon) and allowed to dry in air at ambient temperature
overnight prior to the analysis.
9.2.3 Nomenclature
In order to provide a shorthand designation for the various treatment conditions to which
the catalyst was exposed, the following designations are used throughout this paper.
Designation

Treatment

/:

TOS = 0 h.

The nomenclatures given before and after / were treatment

conditions prior to and after TOS = 0 h, respectively.
w:

10%RH, PH2O = 0.023 atm

C:

30 ppm CO

A:

Ar, PAr = 2 atm

ad:

Ar and D2, PAr = 1.5 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm

Aw:

Ar and H2O, PAr = 1.977 atm balanced with PH2O = 0.023 atm

adw:

Ar, D2, and H2O, PAr = 1.477 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm balanced with PH2O = 0.023
atm

H:

H2, PH2 = 1 atm balanced with PAr = 1 atm

hd:

H2 and D2, PH2 = 0.5 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm balanced with PAr = 1 atm

Hw:

H2 and H2O, PH2 = 1 atm balanced with PAr = 0.977 atm and PH2O = 0.023 atm

hdw:

H2 and D2, PH2 = 0.5 atm and PD2 = 0.5 atm balanced with PAr = 0.977 atm and
PH2O = 0.023 atm

D:

D2, PD2 = 1 atm balanced with PAr = 1 atm
The pressure and temperature in the reactor were always kept at 2 atm and 80C,

respectively. Ar was used as an inert balance to maintain a total flow rate of 100 sccm and
pressure of 2 atm. The treatment and experimental conditions for each set of results are given in
the legend of each figure. For clarification purposes, the nomenclature, for example, “Hw / HwC”,
means that the Pt/C catalyst was equilibrated in a 100 sccm stream with P H2 = 1 atm, PAr = 0.977
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atm, and PH2O = 0.023 atm (equal to 10%RH) overnight at 80C before the catalyst was
introduced to 30 ppm CO in the presence of 1 atm PH2 with 10%RH while the TOS surface
hydrogen concentration of Pt/C was measured.

Most experiments were performed in the

presence of 1 atm total pressure of H2 and/or D2. Only a few studies, hydrogen-free experiments,
investigated the surface hydrogen concentration of Pt/C in the absence of H2. The nomenclature,
for example, “Aw / AwC”, means that the Pt/C catalyst was equilibrated in a 100 sccm gas stream
with PAr = 1.977 atm and PH2O = 0.023 atm (10%RH) overnight at 80C before the TOS surface
hydrogen concentration of Pt/C was measured after being exposed to 30 ppm CO at 10%RH Ar
(in the absence of H2).
9.2.4 Measurements of surface hydrogen concentration (H2 and H2O) on Pt catalysts
Pt catalysts (100 mg) were loaded between quartz wool (ChemGlass, Inc.) in a 10 mm
quartz tubular reactor with a thermocouple close to the catalyst bed. Prior to the experiments, the
catalyst was reduced in a mixture of hydrogen [H] at 80C and 2 atm for 3 h, known to be
sufficient for total reduction of the Pt [9]. In this study, the surface hydrogen concentration on
Pt/C was investigated by a H2-D2 switch with an Ar purge in between (HDSAP technique). The
procedures and the validation of this technique have been described in more detail elsewhere [9].
The catalyst was exposed to a specific gas mixture at 80C for a certain period of time. The gas
composition of the effluent was monitored by on-line mass spectrometry (MS) (Pfeiffer Vacuum).
A well-mixed humidified stream was obtained in a heated flash chamber with an inner diameter of
3.75 cm, length of 10 cm, and filled with 10 mm glass beads (to decrease the dead space and to
obtain better mixing and heat transfer). The temperature of this chamber was maintained at
100C. Pre-heated deionized liquid water was injected into the flash chamber with a dry gas
mixture of H2, CO, and Ar and allowed to evaporate before entering the reactor. The relative
humidity (RH) or partial pressure of water was controlled by the flow rate of water via a syringe
pump (Genie pump, Kent Scientific Corporation). For the experiments performed at 10%RH, 2
atm, and 80C, the water was fed at 1.45 L (min)-1 for the gas flow rates used.
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Prior to the surface hydrogen concentration measurements, the catalyst was purged with
50 sccm of Ar [A] at 80C for 1 h to get rid of gas phase H2 and weakly-adsorbed hydrogen on the
Pt surface. The time period for the Ar purge in this study was fixed at 1 h since for these
conditions and this system that gave a nearly full coverage of hydrogen adsorption on surface Pt
in the presence of H2O (see section 9.3.2). During the Ar purge, the liquid DI water flow was also
stopped to prevent any additional source of hydrogen other than that adsorbed on the surface. At
the end of the purge phase, a 100 sccm mixture of D2 [D] was introduced to the catalyst.
Theoretically, the total surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C should be obtained from all
hydrogen species (H2, HD, H2O, and HDO) desorbed from the Pt surface. The surface hydrogen
concentration on Pt/C obtained by the HDSAP technique represents the amount of adsorbed
hydrogen that can be exchanged with (or displaced by) D2. However, it was found that after the 1
h Ar purge, the MS signal intensities for the H2O and HDO peaks were insignificant compared to
those for H2 and HD, as can be seen in Figure 9.1. Consequently, very small amounts of H2O
and HDO desorbed from Pt/C catalysts were disregarded and the total amount of hydrogen
adsorbed on Pt/C was calculated as follows:

Surface H [ (  mol H ) g 1 )] 

N HD  2 N H 2
WC

(1)

where N HD and N H 2 are number of µmols of HD and H2 desorbed from the surface of Pt/C,
respectively, after the switch to D2, and W C is the weight of the Pt/C catalyst.
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Figure 9.1 Typical Profile of MS signals during the measurement of surface hydrogen
concentration on Pt/C [Hw / HwC] exposed to a mixture of H2, water vapor, and CO.
Although HDSAP is not a destructive technique, the interruption of an exposure to water
vapor, hydrogen, and/or 30 ppm CO to Pt/C catalysts to make a HDSAP measurement could
possibly influence the degree of CO poisoning and change the surface coverage of CO and
adsorbed hydrogen species on Pt sites if further TOS measurements were pursued after an
HDSAP measurement. Therefore, for comparison purposes and to assess any such effect, two
sets of TOS surface hydrogen concentration measurements were carried out:


Non-continuous CO

and

humidity

exposure

study:

During

the

HDSAP

measurements, the flow of CO, H2, and H2O was interrupted with an Ar purge [A] and followed by
the switch to D2 [D]. After the measurement at a specific TOS was finished, the same catalyst
samples were re-exposed to the same original gas mixture and the additional exposure time was
added to the previous TOS.


Continuous CO and humidity exposure study:

The catalyst was continuously

exposed to the gas mixture for a given period of time prior to HDSAP measurements. After that,
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the experiment was stopped, a new catalyst sample loaded, and the measurement for a different
exposure time were performed.
9.2.5 Measurements of surface hydrogen concentration (H2O) on Pt catalysts
In order to have an environment as similar as possible to normal PEMFC conditions,
most experiments were conducted in the presence of both H2O and H2, and it was not feasible to
distinguish directly whether hydrogen surface concentration measured by the HDSAP technique
originated from dissociated H2O or H2. Thus, several experiments in the absence of H2 were
performed to specifically determine the amount of surface hydrogen concentration attributable to
water. After 3 h reduction at 80C in a mixture of H2 [H] and prior to the introduction of water
vapor to the catalyst, it was necessary to remove gas-phase H2 and most adsorbed hydrogen on
Pt/C. To this end, the catalyst was exposed to a 100 sccm flow of Ar [A] and the temperature
was ramped at 10C/min from 80C to 250C, held at 250C for 1.5 h, cooled down to 80C at
8C/min, and held at 80C for 15 min, prior to the introduction to gas mixtures without H2 [Aw] or
[AwC].

The catalyst was exposed to one of these specific gas mixtures for a certain period of

time and then purged with 50 sccm of Ar [A] for 1 h followed by a switch to D2 [D] for the HDSAP
measurement. The surface hydrogen concentration originating from dissociated water was finally
determined from the number of HD and H2 molecules desorbed from Pt/C [Eq. (1)].
9.2.6 MS calibration for surface hydrogen concentration measurements
For calibration purposes of the MS, the isotopic exchange reactions H2-D2-H2O and D2H2O were carried out on Pt/C at 80C and 2 atm with a total flow of 100 sccm for HDSAP
measurements.

All possible exchange reactions and their heats of reaction and equilibrium

constants calculated based on the thermodynamic data given in ref. [26] are as follows:
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H 2  D2



2 HD


 R H 298
  0.70 kcal / mol , K 353  3.39

(2)

H 2O  D2



HDO  HD


 R H 298
  1.44 kcal / mol , K 353  9.25

(3)

HDO  D2



D2O  HD


 R H 298
  0.69 kcal / mol , K 353  2.56

(4)

HDO  H 2



H 2O  HD


 R H 298
  0.74 kcal / mol , K 353  0.37

(5)

HDO  HD



H 2O  D2


 R H 298
  1.44 kcal / mol , K 353  0.11

(6)

HDO  HD



D2O  H 2


 R H 298
  0.01 kcal / mol , K 353  0.75

(7)

The H2-D2-H2O and H2O-D2 exchange reactions were initiated by introducing 100 sccm
mixtures of [hd], [hdw], [hdC], or [hdwC] and of [ad], [adw], [adC], or [adwC] to the catalyst,
respectively. During exchange reactions, the sum of the partial pressures of H2 and D2 was
always kept at 1 atm to maintain a similar partial pressure of H2 as in the anode feed stream of a
typical PEMFC. The real time MS signal was collected until steady and the gas mixture was
switched to bypass the catalyst in order to obtain the MS signal for the gas composition in the
absence of a catalyst. The conversions of H2 and D2 were calculated as follows:

H 2 Conversion



D2 Conversion



[ H 2 ]no cat .  [ H 2 ]cat .
[ H 2 ]no cat .
[ D2 ]no cat .  [ D2 ]cat .
[ D2 ]no cat .

(8)
(9)

where [H2]cat. and [D2]cat. vs. [H2]no cat. and [D2]no cat. were the MS signals of H2 and D2 when the gas
mixture passed through and by-passed the catalyst, respectively.
where [H2]cat. and [D2]cat. vs. [H2]no cat. and [D2]no cat. were the MS signals of H2 and D2 when the gas
mixture passed through and by-passed the catalyst, respectively.
After the conversions of the exchange reactions were obtained, the gas mixture was
switched back to the catalyst and the reaction effluent was allowed to fill a 2 mL sample loop.
Then, a mixture of D2 and Ar [D] was used as the carrier gas with a total flow of 100 sccm to flush
the gas sample in the sample loop to the MS. Two peaks for H2 and HD were observed and the
calibrations of their areas were obtained based on the H2 and D2 conversions calculated
previously [Eqs. (8-9)]. During this calibration, a mixture of D2 and Ar [D] was used as the carrier
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gas because of its presence during the D2 switch of HDSAP for the surface hydrogen
concentration measurements (section 9.2.4-9.2.5).
Surprisingly, it was found that in the absence of water vapor, the H2 and D2 conversions
of Eq. (2) were always at equilibrium and both equal to ca. 45% before and after exposure to 30
ppm CO at 80C. In the presence of water vapor (PH2O = 0.023 atm, 10%RH), on the other hand,
the conversions of H2 and D2 were also at equilibrium ca. 40% and 50%, respectively, for all CO
exposure time.

It appeared that CO does not affect the conversion of exchange reactions

because there are still enough Pt sites existed to achieve equilibrium conversion due to high
amount of catalyst used in this study ( 100 mg).

9.3 Results and discussion
9.3.1 Characterization
Table 9.1 shows the physical properties of the Pt/C catalyst and the carbon support used
in this study.

The addition of Pt appeared to slightly decrease the BET surface area, pore

volume, and pore size of the catalyst as would be expected due to the high loading of Pt. Table
9.2 summarizes the hydrogen and CO chemisorption results for the Pt/C catalyst. It can be
observed that the amount of hydrogen adsorbed at 35C is slightly less than that of 80C due
most likely to an increased amount of spillover of the chemisorbed hydrogen onto the carbon
support at the higher temperature. However, the amounts of CO adsorbed on Pt/C at 35C and
80C were similar and equal within experimental error to the hydrogen uptake at 35C. Images
from TEM have shown that Pt was well-dispersed on the carbon support with an average Pt
particle size of 2.6 ± 0.4 nm (data not shown here), comparable to the average Pt particle size
predicted by hydrogen or CO chemisorption (see Table 9.2).
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Table 9.1 BET characteristics of the Pt catalyst and carbon support.

Sample

BET surface
a
2 -1
area (m g )

Pore size
diametera
(nm)

Pore
volumea
3 -1
(cm g )

225

16.4

0.63

170

15.9

0.44

Carbon support (XC-72)
b

Pt/C (17.5 %wt. Pt )
a

Experimental error =  3 %.

b

From Pt elemental analysis; experimental error =  5 %.

Table 9.2 Chemisorption results.

Adsorption
temperature (C)

Total H atoms
or CO
chemisorbeda
[µmol (g)-1]

DPt (%)

H2

35

316

35

3.1

H2

80

361

40

2.7

CO

35

292

33

3.3

CO

80

297

33

3.3

Chemisorption

b

Avg. Pt
particle sizec
(nm)

a

Determined by extrapolating the isotherm for total H/CO chemisorption in the linear region at
high pressure to zero pressure; experimental error =  6 %. Hydrogen chemisorbed is given
as mol of H atoms per g catalyst.
b

Pt %dispersion obtained by assuming H:Pts = 1 or CO/Pts = 1.

c

Average Pt particle sizes calculated from (1.08 x 100)/Dpt [32].

9.3.2 Effect of Ar purge time on total surface hydrogen concentration of Pt/C in the presence of
humidity
It is known that the kinetics of the H2-D2 exchange reaction on Pt-based catalysts is very
fast [27]. A switch to a flow of gas-phase D2 from a flow of gas-phase H2 without first purging
(with an inert gas like Ar) the H2 from the gas phase would result in an overestimation of the
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amount of hydrogen chemisorbed on the Pt surface based on HD produced [9]. Not only will
adsorbed hydrogen react with dissociating D2 to form HD or H2 but also H2 left in the gas phase,
especially in the pores, can readily adsorb, dissociate on available Pt sites, and produce
additional HD. Therefore, without purging, the hydrogen surface concentration on surface Pt
calculated from the amount of HD formed would be a combination of the originally adsorbed
hydrogen on Pt at the time of the D2 switch and some of the H2 leftover in the gas phase.
Because the aim of this study was to determine the amount of hydrogen associated with surface
Pt, especially in the presence of CO, it was necessary to purge gas-phase H2 and weaklyadsorbed hydrogen to the degree possible to leave only the strongly-adsorbed hydrogen on Pt
prior to the D2 switch (related to the number of Pt surface atoms available for H2 activation).
However, too long of a purge time would be counter-productive as some of the strongly-bonded
hydrogen would also start to desorb. An optimum purge time is hence necessary for accurate
measurement of the surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C. With this use of an Ar purge in
between the H2 and D2 flows, the amount of strongly-adsorbed hydrogen can be determined from
the amounts of both HD and H2 formed after the switch to D2 [Eq. (1)].
Figure 9.2 shows the surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C measured by HDSAP for
varying Ar purge times. Prior to these HDSAP measurements, Pt catalysts were treated at 80C
overnight (to ensure complete hydrogen coverage) with 100 sccm of gas mixtures containing H2,
[H] and [Hw], for experiments performed at 0%RH and 10%RH, respectively. Since HDSAP
analysis is a non-destructive technique, all data points were consecutively collected using the
same catalyst sample. After the measurement of a data point for a particular Ar purge time was
completed, the catalyst was re-exposed again to the same original gas mixture at 80C overnight
before the next HDSAP measurement for a different Ar purge time was carried out. Results were
identical whether multiple measurements were done or a single one so long as the Ar purge time
was the same.
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As can be seen in Figure 9.2, the surface hydrogen concentrations on Pt/C equilibrated
with a mixture of [H] and [Hw] decreased with an increase in Ar purge time and start to level off
for purge times > 60 min. It can be seen that the difference in surface hydrogen concentrations
on Pt/C at 0%RH and 10%RH appears to be constant after a 60 min Ar purge, suggesting that
the addition of 10%RH causes an increase in the surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C of ca.
-1

211 (µmol H) (g) . The experimental results indicate that a 60 min purge time should be enough
to get rid of gas phase H2 and H2O, most of the water condensed in the pores, and weaklyadsorbed hydrogen on Pt/C, leaving a nearly full coverage of hydrogen and water on Pt sites.
For the adsorption of only H2 [H], the surface concentration of adsorbed hydrogen determined
after the 60 min Ar purge was ca. 321 (µmol H) (g)-1, approximately the amount of hydrogen
determined by static H2 chemisorption. Therefore, in this work, the Ar purge time for HDSAP
measurements was fixed at 60 min.

Figure 9.2 Effect of an Ar purge time on hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C measured by
HDSAP after exposure to H2 or H2 with 10%RH at 80C.
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9.3.3 Used of sequential HDSAP measurements
For comparison purposes, two experiments [H / HwC] were performed on Pt catalysts
exposed to a mixture of [HwC] for 6 h, during which time a significant change in surface hydrogen
concentration was observed. The first experiment was non-continuous, where the flow of water,
hydrogen, and CO was interrupted during the HDSAP measurement at 3 h and then the same
catalyst was re-exposed to a mixture of [HwC] for another 3 h prior to the measurement at 6 h
(see Figure 9.3). The second experiment was continuous, where the measurement was carried
out on the catalyst continuously exposed to a mixture of [HwC] for 6 h. It was found that the
hydrogen surface concentration for the first experiment [329 (µmol H) (g)-1] was equal within
experimental error to that for the latter study [341 (µmol H) (g)-1].

The results show that

intermittent HDSAP measurements did not significantly affect the concentration of hydrogen,
water, or CO on the catalyst surface so long as the TOS exposure to a particular gas mixture was
identical.

Therefore, use single catalyst samples for complete TOS studies was valid and

simplified the experiments

Figure 9.3 Effect of water vapor (10%RH) on Pt/C poisoning by 30 ppm CO at 80C.
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9.3.4 Effect of water treatment on the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C
Figure 9.3 shows the effect of water adsorption (at 10%RH) on the surface hydrogen
concentration on Pt/C in the presence of 30 ppm CO. [H / HwC] refers to the co-fed experiment,
where the Pt/C catalyst was pre-equilibrated with a mixture containing 1 atm PH2 in the absence
of humidity at 80C overnight before the catalyst was introduced to both water vapor and CO in
the presence of H2 while the surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C was measured. [Hw / HwC]
denotes the water-preadsorbed experiment, where the catalyst was pre-exposed to a 10%RH
hydrogen mixture at 80C overnight prior to the exposure to CO in H2 with 10%RH while the
HDSAP measurements were carried out.

In Figure 9.3, a lower value of the initial surface

hydrogen concentration was observed for the [H / HwC] experiment because the catalyst had not
been exposed to water for TOS < 0 h. Thus, initially there was an increase in surface hydrogen
concentration due to the presence of water vapor after TOS = 0.

However, the profiles of

hydrogen surface concentration after exposure to CO for these two experiments became identical
after an introduction period of several hours, indicating that pre-exposure of Pt/C to water vapor
does not appear to have an effect on the kinetics of CO adsorption (poisoning).
9.3.5 Effect of humidity on the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C
Figure 9.4 illustrates the surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C at 80C as a function of
time-on-stream (TOS) exposure to H2 and/or water vapor in the absence of CO. It shows that
that the steady-state surface hydrogen concentration of the Pt catalyst treated with H2 [H / H] was
ca. 321 (µmol H) (g)-1, within the range of values obtained by static chemisorption. It can be seen
that the increase in the steady-state surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C exposed to [H / Hw]
-1

was ca. 221 (µmol H) (g) , which appeared to be essentially identical to the amount of hydrogen
adsorbed on Pt/C from exposure to water vapor at 10%RH [A / Aw] in the absence of H2 [223
(µmol H) (g)-1]. The experimental results thus indicate that the presence of humidity results in an
-1

increase in the amount of exchangeable hydrogen on Pt/C equal to ca. 221 (µmol H) (g) in the
presence of 10%RH
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Figure 9.4 Variation in surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C with TOS at various conditions
and 80C.
9.3.6 Effect of CO on hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C in the presence of humidity
Figure 9.5 presents the effect of CO poisoning on the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on
Pt/C at 0 or 10%RH and 80C. It shows that the surface hydrogen concentration of Pt/C catalysts
not exposed to CO ([H / H], [Aw / Aw], and [Hw / Hw]) remains constant over 20 h but decreases
with TOS exposure to 30 ppm of CO ([H / HC], [Aw / AwC], and [Hw / HwC]) because CO
chemisorbs and blocks Pt sites for hydrogen adsorption [9]. The CO surface coverage on Pt
(CO) obtained from the surface hydrogen concentration was calculated by Eq. (10):

CO 

( Surface H )% RH ,30 ppmCO, t  0  ( Surface H )% RH ,30 ppmCO, t  20 h
( Surface H )% RH ,30 ppmCO, t  0

(10)

where (Surface H)%RH, 30 ppm CO, t = 0 and (Surface H)%RH, 30 ppm CO, t = 20h are the hydrogen surface
concentration of Pt/C equilibrated at a specific %RH in the presence of 30 ppm CO at TOS = 0
and 20 h (steady state), respectively. Eq. (10) has been shown previously to accurately calculate
CO surface coverage on Pt/C [9].
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Steady-state CO surface coverage of Pt subjected to a mixture of [H / HC] was found to
be ca. 0.71 monolayer (ML), consistent with the maximum CO surface coverage of Pt in the
-6

presence of even low concentrations of H2 (< 9.87 x 10 atm) reported in surface science studies
(0.5 – 0.79 ML) [22-23, 28-29]. It was found that in the presence of water vapor (10%RH), the
pseudo equilibrium surface coverage of CO on Pt/C exposed to a mixture of [Hw / HwC] appears
to be ca. 0.56 ML, somewhat lower than that at 0%RH. The experimental results imply that water
helps increase the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on surface Pt and/or water competitively
adsorbs with CO on Pt sites, decreasing the amount of CO chemisorbed on Pt.

Figure 9.5 Effect of CO exposure on the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on Pt/C at 80C in the
presence (10%RH) and absence of water vapor.
As shown previously in Figure 9.4, in the absence of H2 and CO, the addition of 10%RH
produces a steady-state surface hydrogen concentration on the Pt surface of ca. 223 (µmol H)
-1

(g) .

However, CO may influence the adsorption of water and may affect the amount of

exchangeable hydrogen on surface Pt.

Therefore, an investigation of surface hydrogen

concentration on Pt/C exposed to both CO and water was carried out specifically to study the
effect of humidity on the degree of CO poisoning on Pt/C in the absence of H2. As can be seen in
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Figure 9.5 ([Aw / AwC] compared to [Aw Aw]), CO slightly decreases the surface hydrogen
concentration on Pt surface from water vapor and the pseudo steady-state surface CO coverage
appears to be only ca. 0.31 ML, much lower than that in the presence of H2 at 0%RH (ca. 0.71
ML) or 10%RH (0.56 ML).
In order to compare the level and kinetics of CO poisoning on Pt catalysts exposed to dry
and humidified stream with H2 ([H / HC] vs. [Hw / HwC]), the additional amount of adsorbed
hydrogen on Pt attributable to water has to be taken into account. The amounts of hydrogen
adsorbed on Pt/C exposed to a stream of [H / HC] were added to the data for [Aw / AwC]. In
Figure 9.6, the adjusted data (combination of [H / HC] and [Aw / AwC]) represent the estimated
surface hydrogen concentrations on Pt/C exposed to [Hw / HwC], assuming the effects of CO and
H2O are additive. The estimated results can be compared with the actual experimental values for
[Hw / HwC]. It can be observed that the profile for the actual experimental results decreases with
a slower rate than the combined (i.e., summed) values. However, the steady-state hydrogen
surface concentrations were identical. The results suggest that water competitively adsorbs on Pt
sites and protects the sites from CO and/or water layer in the pores slows the diffusion of CO and
decreases the rate of CO adsorption on Pt sites. It is important to note that the degree of CO
poisoning (e.g., kinetics, steady-state CO) observed in this study should be more severe than in a
real fuel cell because (a) no fuel cell would be operated with a CO impurity level as high as 30
ppm and (b), during fuel cell operation, the anode potential enhances CO electro-oxidation and
helps clean up Pt surface during fuel cell operation [13]. It is unlikely that the oxidative removal of
COads by OHads occurs during HDSAP measurements because CO oxidation is not
thermodynamically favorable [13, 30-31] at low potential (in the absence of an electric current),
conditions extant in this study.
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Figure 9.6 Hydrogen surface concentration on Pt/C with TOS in the presence/absence of H2, 30
ppm CO, and water vapor (10%RH) at 80C.

9.4 Conclusions
It is known that CO is one of the most harmful impurities for PEMFC performance,
especially because of its effect on the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) on the catalyst at the
anode. In this study, direct measurements of surface hydrogen concentration on Pt/C, used as a
typical anode catalyst, exposed to CO at conventional fuel cell conditions were performed via H2D2 switch with an Ar purge (HDSAP technique). It was found that the amount of hydrogen
adsorbed on the Pt surface decreased with TOS CO exposure at 0 and 10%RH. However, the
presence of water vapor helps decrease both the kinetics of CO adsorption and CO surface
coverage on Pt (CO). The steady-stte CO values were found to be 0.71, 0.31, and 0.56 ML for Pt
catalysts exposed to 30 ppm CO at 80C in the presence of H2 (PH2 = 1 atm), H2O (PH2O = 0.023
atm, 10%RH), and both H2/H2O (PH2 = 1 atm and PH2O = 0.023 atm), respectively.

The

experimental results imply that water competitively adsorbs on Pt sites with CO, water decreases
CO diffusion rates through the pores to Pt sites, and/or dissociated water provides an additional
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source of exchangeable (activated) hydrogen on the surface Pt.

Consequently, high CO

tolerance is expected for PEMFCs operating at high relative humidity.
With some limitations of the HDSAP technique, the quantitative results of surface
hydrogen concentrations on Pt/C catalysts at typical fuel cell conditions including in the presence
of water vapor, reported for the first time in this work, provide enhanced fundamental
understanding of the individual effects of CO, humidity, and H2 on the amount of hydrogen
adsorbed on Pt/C catalysts.
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CHAPTER TEN
EFFECT OF OTHER IMPURITIES ON NAFION CONDUCTIVITY AND Pt ACTIVITY
10.1 Results and discussion
During MEA preparation, fuel cell operation, and/or periodic maintenance, the membrane
can be contaminated by impurities in a H2-rich fuel stream and foreign cations such as CO, CO2,
NH3, SO2, hydrocarbons, Na+, Ca2+, Fe3+, etc. The quantitative investigations of most harmful
contaminants (NH3 and cations) for Nafion have already been given and discussed in the
previous chapters. The aim of this chapter is to report the effect of other impurities on Nafion
conductivity and H2 activation on Pt/C catalysts at conventional fuel cell conditions.
Figure 10.1 shows the effect of CO2, CO, and carbon tetrachloroethylene (TCE) on the
real time conductivity at various humidities and 80C, respectively. In order to accelerate the
poisoning process, the concentration ranges studied in this work were higher than proposed for
H2 fuel quality standards (Table 2.1). It can be seen in Figure 10.1 that the ionic conductivity of
Nafion membranes is not affected by these contaminants even at high concentrations.
Measurements of esterification activity of Nafion membranes during exposure to these impurities
under similar conditions were also performed in order to validate the use of esterification to
predict the conductivity of Nafion in the presence of impurities that have minimal effect on the
conductivity. Figure 10.2 presents the TOS catalytic esterification activity of Nafion membrane at
various humidities and impurities 80C.

In agreement with the conductivity results, these

contaminants did not have any effect on the catalytic activity under conditions studied.
In further studies, it was found that the effects of 100 ppm of C1-C7 paraffins, 1%
ethylene, 100 ppm formic acid and acetic acid, 100 ppm acetaldehyde, 100 ppm tetrahydrofuran
(THF), and 100% inert gases (i.e., Ar, N2, He, etc.) on Nafion conductivity were also insignificant
(data not shown here). The results suggest that Nafion is robust to most impurities contained in a
H2-rich fuel, except for strong-basic impurities (i.e., NH3) and metal cations.
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Figure 10.1 Real time ionic conductivity of a Nafion membrane at various humidities and 80C in
the presence of: (a) 500 ppm CO2, (b) 50 ppm CO, and (c) 400 ppm TCE.
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Effect of CO2 on the esterification at 80 C
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Figure 10.2 Real time esterification activity of a Nafion membrane at various humidities and 80C
in the presence of: (a) 500 ppm CO2, (b) 50 ppm CO, and (c) 400 ppm TCE.
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Figure 10.3 Real time ionic conductivity of a Nafion membrane at various humidities and 80C in
the presence of: (a) 100 ppm C1-C7, 1% ethylene, 100 ppm formic and acetic acid, and (b) 100
ppm acetaldehyde, 100 ppm THF, and 100% inert gases.
Results from H2-D2 switch with Ar purge (HDSAP) measurements have shown that other
contaminants (i.e., C2-C7 parafins, Ar, He, N2, NH3) have a minimal effect on the surface
hydrogen concentration on Pt/C at a typical fuel cell temperature (80C) in the absence of
humidity, suggesting that these impurities should have a negligible effect on the hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR) under conventional fuel cell conditions.
The impact of various impurities of individual components and overall fuel cell
performance has been listed in Table 10.1.
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Table 10.1 Overview of impurity effect on individual components and overall fuel cell
performance.
Component Studies
Impurity

Effect on FC
Performance

Max. Conc.
Tested

Max. Pi
(atm)

Effect on
a
Pt/C

Effect on
b
Nafion

No [1]

50 – 80%

1.0 – 1.6

No

No

CO2

Moderate
[2-3]

500 ppm

0.0005

TBD

No

CO

Major [4]

2-50 ppm

to 0.00005

Major

No

NH3

Major [5]

10-5,000
ppm

to 0.005

Minimal

Major

Moderate [4]

400 ppm

0.0004

TBD

No

No [6]

400 ppm

0.0004

TBD

No

Acetaldehyde

TBD

250 ppm

0.00025

TBD

No

Perchloroethylene

Major [7]

400 ppm

0.0004

TBD

No

Tetrahydrofuran
(THF)

Major [8]

400 ppm

0.0004

TBD

No

Propane (C3H8)

TBD

100 ppm

0.0001

Minimal

No

Butane (C4H10)

TBD

100 ppm

0.0001

Minimal

No

Pentane (C5H12)

TBD

100 ppm

0.0001

Minimal

No

Hexane (C6H14)

TBD

100 ppm

0.0001

Minimal

No

Heptane (C7H16)

TBD

100 ppm

0.0001

Minimal

No

Cations (Na+,
2+
3+
Ca , Fe )

Major
[9-11]

NA

NA

Minimal

Major

Inert gases (N2,
Ar, He)

Formic acid
Ethylene

a

Effect on H2 activation and surface hydrogen concentration of Pt/C at 80oC over a 24 h period.

b

Effect on Nafion conductivity at 80 C over a 24 h period.

o
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
11.1 Summary
Recently, a lot of attention has been focused on to the development of proton exchange
membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). It is believed that this technology will be utilized as primary
energy conversion devices soon because of many advantages such as high power efficiency,
quiet operation, low polluted emission, and fast start-up. However, the cost of materials and
durability to impurities are major barriers for utilization of a high performance PEMFC in a large
commercial scale. The fundamental understanding and quantitative information of the influence
of contaminants (i.e., NH3, cations, CO, CO2, etc.) on the performance of individual components
in a PEMFC (i.e., Nafion® membrane, Pt/C catalyst, etc.) is, therefore, necessary for improvement
of activity, stability, and lifetime of fuel cell materials.
A study of the liquid-phase and gas-phase conductivity of Nafion® membranes (N-211, 25
µm) poisoned with NH4+ ions and NH3 at typical fuel cell conditions was performed.

For

+

membranes pre-ion exchanged with NH4 ions, it was found that the conductivity in deionized (DI)
water at ambient temperature (25C) decreased linearly with an increase in NH4+ ion fraction in
the membrane (yNH4+), while the gas-phase conductivity at 80C decreased more progressively
with an increase in yNH4+ depending on relative humidity. The effect of NH4+ ions on the activation
energy of ionic conductivity was also investigated. The activation energy increased linearly as
+

the NH4 ion content (yNH4+) increased at particular humidities and decreased as the relative
humidity increased. On the other hand, for membranes exposed to gas-phase NH3, it was found
that the gas-phase conductivity at 80C declines with time-on-stream (TOS) and reaches the
same steady-state conductivity over the entire NH3 partial pressure range investigated (5-30 ppm
NH3) at the same relative humidity. The experimental results confirmed that the process for NH3
adsorption onto the sulfonic groups at low humidity was much faster than at high humidity and the
impact of NH3 poisoning on conductivity at low humidity was much severe than at high humidity,
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suggesting that high NH3 tolerance is expected at high humidity operation. As expected, a good
agreement between the initial and final steady-state conductivities at similar conditions of pre-ion
exchanged membranes with yNH4+ = 0 and 1 and fresh membranes poisoned with NH3 gas phase
was observed.
Preliminary results suggested that conductivity in a Nafion® membrane is affected not
only by the ammonium ion composition (yNH4+) but also by its distribution. Therefore, the effect of
ammonium ion distribution within composite membranes on the gas-phase and liquid-phase
conductivities was quantitatively examined. A 3-layer composite membrane with well-defined
ammonium ion distribution was prepared by stacking together membranes with known
ammonium ion compositions ( y

NH 4

). It was found that the conductivities at typical fuel cell

operations (30-100 %RH and 80C) of non-uniformly poisoned composite membranes with
M
B
were ca. 1.07-1.86 times larger than those of uniformly poisoned composite
y TNH  , y NH
 , y
NH 
4

4

4

membranes having the equivalent

yNH  , depending on humidity, level of contamination, and
4

ammonium ion distribution in the membrane stacks.

This observation suggests that the

conductivity and/or fuel cell performance can be considerably influenced by concentration
gradients for other contaminated species. On the other hand, the conductivities in DI water at
ambient temperature (25C) of these two kinds of composite membranes were similar because
ammonium ion distribution of non-homogeneously poisoned composite membranes was rapidly
equilibrated to a homogeneous profile.

The results show that the study for the effect of

ammonium ion composition ( yNH  ) and its concentration profile on Nafion conductivity obtained
4

in liquid phase like DI water may not be able to predict the effect at conventional fuel cell
operation even though conductivity measurement in a liquid electrolyte is much more convenient
and easy than in the gas phase.
It is known that foreign cationic ions (i.e., NH4+, Na+, Ca2+, Fe2+, Pt2+, Fe3+, etc.),
originated from impurities in feed streams, corrosion from materials, and fuel cell fabrication,
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considerably decrease conductivity in DI water of Nafion polymer. However, this condition is very
far from optimum fuel cell operations (50-100 %RH and 80C) and the magnitude for the impact
of these cations on liquid-phase conductivity may not be equivalent to on gas-phase conductivity.
Therefore, three different H+/Mn+-forms (Mn+ = Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) of N-211 with various
compositions were prepared and used to study the effect of monovalent and multivalent cation
types on the conductivities and properties of Nafion membranes (N-211) under various
conditions. It was found that higher valence cations more preferentially adsorb on the sulfonic
sites than lower valence cations. The conductivities in DI water at room temperature (25C) of
membranes poisoned with nonproton-containing cations (i.e., Na+, Ca2+, and Fe3+) decreased
linearly with proton composition ( y H  m ). On the other hand, the gas-phase conductivities at 80C
of membranes in various binary cationic forms (H+/Mn+-forms) decreased exponentially with y H  m
at a particular humidity and increased with humidity.

The liquid-phase and gas-phase

conductivities of membranes in the binary cationic forms having the same y H  m were slightly
lower than those contaminated with NH4+ ions. The activation (Ea) for the conductivity of cationiccontaminated membranes increased as

y H  m and relative humidity decreased.

The

experimental results suggest that the effect of cationic contamination on fuel cell performance is
severe, especially nonproton-containing cations.
Additionally, it has been recently reported that, even for a fuel cell is operated in impurityfree streams, decrease in fuel cell performance can be observed because fuel cell materials (i.e.,
Nafion membrane, Pt catalyst) are permanently degraded by the decomposition of H2O2
produced during its operation.

The decomposition on properties and conductivity of Nafion

membranes at practical fuel cell conditions was quantitatively investigated for the first time. It
was found that major changes in physical morphologies and chemical properties of Fecontaminating membranes were observed after exposure to H2O2 solutions.

The level of

degradation was determined by the fractional losses of ion-exchange capacity (XIEC), weight (XW ),
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and fluorine (XF). The results showed that the main chain is chemically attacked at a similar rate
as the side chain and sulfonic groups and the degradation degree increases with an increase of
Fe content. Interestingly, the values for XIEC were always higher than those of XW , and XF for all
Fe compositions, suggesting that H2O2 exposure not only causes the loss of sulfonic groups from
the side chain cleavage but also initiates the formation of crosslinking of sulfonic sites on the
pendant side chains (S-O-S bond, SO2-O-SO2, and/or SO2F) in the Nafion structure. A good
agreement between average fluorine emission rates (FERs) found in this research and those
reported in the literature was observed, considering the differences in treatment conditions,
membrane types, and variation in experimental procedures. It was found that under conditions
relevant to fuel cell environments, H2O2 treatment considerably decreases the H-bond strength
among water molecules, water uptake, and conductivity of a Nafion membrane. After exposure to
H2O2 for 24 h, the water content of membranes with yH+ = 0.90 equilibrated at 100 %RH and 80C
decreased by 51% from 6.6 to 3.2 mol H2O/mol –SO3- and the conductivity decreased by 44-80%
depending on H2O2 treatment time.
Due to the limitation of available electrochemical diagnostic techniques and lack of data
about impact of impurities on individual fuel cell components, the development of an alternative
approach to quantitatively and individually investigate parameters that are crucial for fuel cell
performance is necessary. The use of an acid-catalyzed reaction (esterification) as a method to
quantitatively investigate the effect of contaminants on proton availability and conductivity of
Nafion components was proposed for the first time, since proton sites in Nafion are also active as
Brnsted acid sites for catalysis. It was found that in the presence of NH3, the conductivity and
esterification catalytic activity at all humidities and 80C of Nafion polymer decrease in proportion
to decrease in proton compositions in them (yH+). The results suggest that a correlation between
the two should be able to establish and be able to accurately predict the conductivity of a Nafion
membrane during impurity exposure. Despite some differences in the effect of humidity on the
conductivity/esterification activity of a Nafion membrane, the normalization of the difference
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between the initial (or non-ammonia poisoned) and steady-state (or ammonia poisoned)
conductivity and activity were used to establish a relationship between these two processes. The
+

conductivities under practical fuel cell conditions of Na -contaminated membranes with various
ionic contents were then predicted using a correlation between the normalized conductivity
(Norm.) and normalized esterification activity (rMeOAc,

Norm.).

A good agreement between the

predicted and measured conductivities at normal fuel cell conditions was observed. The effect of
other impurities [i.e., 100 ppm of C1-C7 paraffins, 1% ethylene, 100 ppm formic acid and acetic
acid, 100 ppm acetaldehyde, 100 ppm tetrahydrofuran, and 100% inert gases (i.e., Ar, N2, He,
etc.)] on Nafion conductivity and also catalytic esterification activity were found to be minimal.
These consistencies justify the use of esterification as a diagnostic approach to quantitatively
investigate the proton composition and to accurately predict the conductivity of Nafion
components in the presence of other contaminants at various conditions.
Esterification was further applied to examine the proton concentration of supported
Nafion (30-Nfn/C and 30-Nfn/Pt/C) as used in typical fuel cells and to predict the conductivity in a
catalyst layer.

It was found that under all the conditions studied, the catalytic esterification

activities (rMeOAc) on the supports (C and Pt/C) were negligible and the esterification occurred only
on the free proton/acid sites of Nafion, suggesting that esterification can be used to quantitatively
and individually analyze the proton composition (yH+) of a Nafion component. Determined yH+
value was then used to estimate the overall conductivity of a catalyst layer using the modified
agglomerate model and the correlation between conductivity and NH4+ ion content (yNH4+). Due to
the lack of data available in the literature, the validity of this methodology was tested at two
extreme conditions (non-poisoned and fully ammonium-poisoned) and was found to be matched
with the literature values at all fuel cell conditions.

The agreement implied that this

characterization reaction also has the potential to be applied to quantitatively examine the
number of proton/acid sites of other proton conducting materials impregnated on other supports
(e.g., carbon, Pt/C, alloyed Pt) for a PEMFC under a wide range of conditions. The combination
of the esterification technique and the modified agglomerate model proposed in this work should
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be essentially useful for future investigations of impurity tolerance of all sorts of proton conducting
electrolytes, catalyst layer optimization, modeling of PEMFC performance, and exploration of new
high performance fuel cell materials.
Depending on the operating conditions and quality of fuel and oxidant streams, PEMFC
performance can be governed by the kinetics of proton transport within the membrane or catalyst
layer or by electrochemical reaction at the anode (hydrogen oxidation reaction, HOR) at the
cathode (oxidation reduction reaction, OOR). Thus, fundamental understanding of the effect of
impurities (i.e., CO) on hydrogen activation on of Pt/C, as exists in a conventional PEMFC, is
important. In this work, the hydrogen dissociation activity and surface hydrogen concentration of
Pt/C during CO exposure in the presence of humidity were quantitatively investigated via H2-D2
switch with Ar purge (HDSAP). It was found that the kinetics of CO adsorption on Pt decreases
with an increase in relative humidity because of competitive adsorption of water vapor with CO
and possibly slow CO diffusion rates to Pt sites in water-filling pores. Moreover, an increase in
the number of exchangeable adsorbed hydrogen on Pt was observed at high humidity,
suggesting that operating a PEMFC at high humidities helps minimize the effect of CO poisoning
on Pt catalysts.

11.2 Recommendations

Obviously, the actual materials and operational conditions chosen for use in a PEMFC
must be determined by an optimization of material properties and operation conditions to
minimize the effect of impurities and maintain desired PEMFC performance.

The following

studies are recommended for future investigation of durability to impurities and improvement of
fuel cell materials, prediction of fuel cell performance, and establishment of mitigation strategies.
 In order to better use esterification as an analyzing tool to quantitatively investigate proton
availability and to predict the conductivity of other proton-conducting electrolytes, this
methodology should be further validated.
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 In order to accurately predict fuel cell performance, a thorough investigation of the influence
of contaminants on activity of individual fuel cell components should be performed using
commercial H2 fuel and air streams at practical fuel cell conditions. The rate limiting step
(i.e., mass transport, activity on Pt-based catalysts, and ionic conductivity through Nafion
polymer) at particular operating conditions should be determined. Computation of fuel cell
performance must include the term accounting for this slowest step.
 The following are recommended strategies to avoid/minimize the effect of impurities on
PEMFC performance.
-

Use of higher %RH results in a smaller decrease in conductivity with NH3 poisoning.
Thus, a higher %RH is recommended for FC operation to increase the performance
and lifetime when trace amounts of NH3 are present in the fuel.

-

Since during CO poisoning, CO does not fully cover all the Pt sites regardless of CO
concentration, in order to maintain better fuel cell performance, the use of higher
loadings of Pt is recommended if better CO-resistant catalysts are not available.

-

Preliminary data suggest that in the presence of CO, higher %RH appears to decrease
the effect of CO poisoning on Pt. Thus, lower humidity is recommended in order to
minimize CO poisoning on Pt.

-

Operating fuel cells at high temperature is desirable because of faster reaction kinetics,
higher CO tolerance, and simpler water management system.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: GC calibration
For esterification’s study, the schematic for the set-up is presented in Figure A1. The
concentrations of reactants (MeOH and HAc) and product (MeOAc) in the effluent stream were
determined by a Varian CP-3380 GC equipped with an FID detector and a Varian CPWAX 52CB
fused silica capillary column (60 m × 0.53 mm × 1 μm). The calibrations for all chemicals were
performed individually in liquid phase using 1-propanol as a solvent and shown in Figure A2.

Figure A1 Experimental set up for esterification’s study.
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Figure A2 Calibrations for reactants and products of esterification on Nafion.
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APPENDIX B: Conductivity plots
The in-plain conductivity was measured in a specially designed chamber by a two-probe
ac impedance spectroscopic technique and the data profiles are shown as follows:
(a)

(b)

Figure B1 (a) Nyquist plot and (b) Bode plot for conductivity analysis.
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